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SINÍ}4ARY

The results of an experimental and theoretÍcal investigation

of the vibratíonal response of and the acoustÍc radíation from

thin-walled pipes, excited by random pressure fie-lds, are presented:

a wide range of structural paraneters and both fully-deveJ-oped

turbulent flow and propagating acoustic pJ-ane !'raves have been cort-

sidered.

For flow excitation, steel, brass and P.V.C. pipes were tested

Ín the experimenËal work. The measured non-dimensional spectral

densitíes of the acceleration response of the various pipes are

proportional to the non-dimensional spectral density of the turbulence

wall-pressure field; to the average qualíty factors of the parÈ-

ícular pipes; and to Ehe fifth or higher poh/er of the flow speed.

For steel pipes, Ëhe acceleration response depends on Èhe cube of

the pípe wall thickness. These characterístícs are in substantial

agreement with theoretical predicÈions made using a st.atísEícal

analytical approach.

Likewise, the measured non-dimensional spectral density of the

acoustic por{er radiated ís proportional to the non-clímensional

spectral density of the turbulence wall-pressure field; to an

average qualíty facEor of radíating pipe mo<l,es; and to the fifth or

higher power of the florv speed. For sËeel pipes, the po$ler radiaËion

depends on the square or cube of the pÍpe wall thickness. For

frequencies belor^r the acoustic coincídence frequency, Ehe radiaËion

is controlled by 1o¡r circumferential-order subsoníc modes, which are

usually more lightly-damped than supersonic modes at Èhe same frequency:

ín fact, subsonic lnodes will radia¡e uP to 10CB more acoustic power

Èhan supersonic modes at frequencies where both subsonic and strpersonic

modes occur.



The degree of agreement beËrt¡een theoretical predictiorrs of

the vibrational Tesponse and acoustic radiation and the dat.a

measured during Èhe experimental progranme depends on the close-

ness of conditions to hydrodynamic coincÍdence. For the brass

pipe used, hydrodynamic coincÍdeuce occurred and there is close

agreement. For Ëhe steel pipes and, to a lesser extent, for the

P.v.c. pipe, conditions r/ere far remor,'ed from hydrodynamíc coin-

cidence and theoretical overestimates of the response and radiatíon

of from 10 ro 25 dB are found. These discrepancies between experi-

ment and predictions can be attributed to the inappropriate use

of the empírÍcaI model for the cross-spectral densiËy of the

turbulence wa11-pressure f ield.

Large broad-band reductions in the vibrational response of

and the acousÈic radj-ation from lightly-damped steel pipes can be

produced by the applicaÈion of simple damping tïeatments to the

pipe surface, except aË those 1ow frequencies where n = I modes

influence the radiation from the undamped pipe, in which case

much smaller reductÍons in acousÈÍc radíation occur.

For acoustic exciËatíon, Èhe concept of a lower bound to the

acoustÍc radiation from pipes excited by acoustic plane \^raves propagat-

Íng internally (correspondÍng to the radÍation from the forced

víbrationar response) is verified for a highly-darnped pípe: this

serves as a reference r^¡ith which to compare the results of experinìents

with líghtly-damped pipes.

The resonant contríbution to boÈh the vibrational- response and

Èhe acoustic radiaËion increases as the structural damping decreases.

The maxímum increases in both acceleratíon response and acoustic power

radiation occur at low frequencies and in those frequency bands where

the rnodal quality factors and the densiÈy of resonant mocles are highest.

Llhile the near-field of an acoustic source can be most important in



determíning the pohrer radiat.ion in practical systems where the

source ís dírectly connected to Ëhe radiating pipe, it ís not

responsÍble for the large discrepancies between the theoretical

and measured power radiaÈion results in the present experiments

with lightly-damped pipes. It appears, frorn experíments and

supporting theoretícal analysÍs, that the resonant response- and

the associated acousÈíc radiation resulÈ primaril-y from intrÍnsic

inhomogeneities ín t.he pÍpe, and in particular from variations in

pipe wall thickness.

The power radiation from resonant modes can be reduced to

the lor"rer-bound prediction by the applieation of surface danrping

treatments only when the qualÍty factors of n = I modes are reduced

to values of approximately 20. As Ít is mosÈ díffículÈ to darnp

these n = I modes, the lower-bound predÍction of Èhe power radíation

w111 be exceeded in the general case.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Freque¡tly in the petro-chemical and process.industríes, plant

and surrounding community noise levels are determine-d by the acoustic

radiation from pipíng networks. Noise sources exisË throughout such neË-

works, so that the resulting radiated power tends 1,o produce a diffuse

acoustíc environment within Èhe plant, making the precise location of the

domÍnanÈ sources difficult. Consequently, noise control treatments tencl

to be applied to vast areas of pípe and at considerable cost. 0n the

other hand, adequate plant design is hampered by the lack of suitable

methods for predicting the irnportance of potential noise sources. Trends

Èo larger-sized plants with their hígher flow speeds and gas pressure's

suggest that the acoustíc radiatíon from pípes wíll assume an even greater

Índustrial significarìce in the future.

The sources of thiå piping noise may be broadly categorised,

1n relation to the length of the radiating PiPe, as either localised or

dístribuÈed. Localised sources would include flow control devices, such

as valves, nitred bends and compressors, which' as a by-product of Lheir

prirnary function, generate locally intense levels of rapidly decaying

turbulence or which themselves vibrate and feed high levels of ener:gy

dírectly to the pipe wall. Generally, these localised effects can be

ísolated from connecÈed piping with mechani-cal fílters, although high

raclíation levels nay occur in the region of the source. In contrast, the

effects of a distributed noise source may exist for many hundreds of pipe

diameters. For example, the random wal1-pressure fíeld which is associated

wÍth turbulent fiuid flow, extends over comPlete piping lengths and cannot

be removed from the fl.ow: it represenLs a lor'¡er bound excitaÈíon always

present within the pipe. Pípe internal surface roughness and, for gases,

incr:eased inter:na1 pressures r'¡í1.1 increase the inEensity of the t'urbrrlence
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rrrall--pr-cssure field. Iforeover, the inËense pressure fielcls generated at

f lor" cont,rol equipment hrill radiate sËrong acoustic fi-elds, which will

propagate essentially urtattenuated fo-r considerable dÍstances'

In víew of this source complexíty and the facE thaË this isr ín

many úrays, an introductory investígation, the present work ís directed

Ëowards some of the simpler aspects of the problem, aspects which previously

have received little attention. Rather than attenpting to quantify the

ef f ects cf the broad range of operatÍng sources ' lfe are concerned to under-

stand the naËure of the coupling of an excitation, rvhose properties are

known, to the bounding pj-pe. I^Ie then examine the coupling of the resr-rlting

vibrational response of the pipe wiÈh the surrounding acoustic medi-um' In

fact, two different excitations have been considered.

Firstly, the r om r¿al1-pressure field asso ciated with fullv-

develop ed turbulent pipe flors was chosen. Fully-developed turbulent' flow

Ís the least complex flow excitation exisÈing withín pipes. Previous

investigations have produced an adequate description of the dominant

sÈatístical properties of the random wall-pressure field acting inside

pípes carrying fully-developed turbulent flow. Such an excitation is

consequently a useful tool for the testing of chosen analytícal methods'

The najor emphasis of the work has been on makí1g an assessmenl-

of turbulent pÍpe flow as a source of. external acoustíc noise' Theoretical

predictions concerning the dependence of the pipe vibrational respcnse

and the acoustic radiation on various fluid and struc.tural. parameters

will be summarised. The results from a detailed set of experimental

measuïements to examíne these conclusions wí11 be presenÈed for comparison

v¡ith the main conclusions of the analysís.

Secondly, acous tic pl-ane $Iaves DroDaqat íne inside the PiPe have

been used Ëo model the far-field pressures prcriuced by a valve" It is

known that, in general , Èhe Í.mportant piping Doj-se sources radiaÈe high

intensíty acoustic waves insi,le the pipe. There are considerable discrepan-

cíes, however, between existing experiinenlal results and theoretical
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predi-ctions, even for the elementary case of a plane acousËic l^rave propa-

gating lnside the pipe. This latter situaÈion has been investigated

experimentally in some detail in order to determine the reasons for the

observed discrepancies .

For convenience, this thesis ís dlvided ínto thto parts, each

concerned with one of the excitations. Part I describes the ínvesLfgation

lnvolvLng the use of fully-developed turbulent f1-ow, while.ParÈ II report.s

the work done using plane Ì4tave acoustíc excitatlon. Much of the detail

descrÍbed in Part I is comnon Èo both Part I and Part II, although Èhe

tsro aspeets have been separated as much as possibl-e.
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PART I: EXCITATION BY FULLY-DEVELOP ED TURSU],ENT

I'LO\,J INSIDE THE PIPE

CHAPTER 1

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The randorn wa1tr--pressure field, which is associated with fully-

developed Èurbulent flov¡ inside pipes, extends over complete piping lengths

and is a contingous source of structural excítation. The intensity of the

drivíng pressure fie-ld is proport,ional to the dynamic pressul:e of the flow,

so Ëhat Èurbulent flow uay well control Èhe vibraËional response of the

pipe for hígh flow speeds and, in gas flows, for high i-nternal pressures,

It is recognised thaË more pov/erful and efficient excítations

wíll exíst in most practical pÍping systems. However' no comprehensive

set of experimental data on flor¿-induced pipe vibration or the resulting

acoustic radiation is currently available. Consequently, it was considercd

desirable to examÍne iniEíally the síurplesË flow excíËation in order to

develop an understandíng of the importance of the various parameters

involved.

An experinental and Èheoretical study of the vibrational response

of ancl the acousÈic radíation from Ehin-walled pipes, exciÈed by internal.

turbulent florv, was begun ín order t'o define the importarice of the prob1em

and to develop appropriate theoreEícal approaches, so that future work with

more complex flow exciÈations representaÈive ¡f real systems would be on

a sound basis.

L.2 S1IRVEY OF PREVIOUS IIORI(

The general investigation of the vibrational response of sÈructures

excíte-d by ran<iom pressure environnents arose ç¡ith the development of high-

speed jet alrcraft for passenger transportation and from the problems of

sËrucÈural fatígue and high interior noíse levels, which occur in such

circumstances. The prediction of the magnitude of the coupling'11 el:l+een

-\
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tire conplex pressure fields acting on the aircraft skin and the slcin itselÏ

is most difficr.rlt for Eypical struct,ures. By taking idealised structu::al

elemen¡s (strings, beans, flat panels) and more sínple excitations (pro-

gressive acoustíc r,raves and boundary layer pressure fields) ' it. has been

possíble to develop theoretical analyses to such a level that reasonably

accurate response preclictions for such situaÈions are possible. These

demonsÈrate the importance of the- various physical phenomena ínvolved"

Alternatíve analytícal methods are currenÈly being developed by various

research organisatíons to complernent Èhe idealised approach in Èhe examina-

t.ion of actual aircraft. structures.

These theoretical analyses are essentially directly appli.cable

Èo the present sj.Ëuation concerning the exeitaLj-on of Éhin-walled cyliuder:s

by i-nternal fully-developed turbulent flov¡. Thus the more important clevelop-

ments in the area of the response of structures to random excitation are

díscussed initially. This íncludes the problem of Ëhe me-asurement of the

properties of Èhe wall-pressure field beneath turbul-ent flows. Work con-

cerned parÈicularly wÍEh the response of flow-excíted cylinders is subse-

quently reviewed, and the survey concludes with a discussion of the :oupling

beÈween the cylindríca1 vibraÈional response and Èhe external acoustic

field.

Initial theoretical development was provided by Lyon (1.956),

v¡ho considered Èhe response of a string to excítation by clífferent randour

noise fields. In particular, Ëhe case of the response of an aluminium

ribbon, excited by turbulent airflo\r convectecl along the ribbon leugth,

was examined both theoreËically and experimentally. The pressure fie1d,

assumed to be ranclom í,n space, lJas represented by a delta funct.ion, wittt

a decaying tegporal correlatíon. The condition of hydrcdynamic coinci<lence,

that is a matching of the florv c.onvectíon velocity r,¿íth the stríp bending

wavespeed, I,¡as predicted to occur only for the situation where the flow

excitation \,ras correlated ove:: lengths comparable to or greater than the

moclal wavelength. Measurements of ttre rne¿rn-square modal response confirmed
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Èhís precliction. Large decreases in modal qualíty factors were observecl

as the flow velocity increased. The response of an infinite string to a

turbulence pressure field convected along íts length was considered for

comparison with the finite strirrg example. Amplification of the response

due to coincidence hras agaÍn predícted Èo occur only when the excitation

vTas correlated over a disÈance- greater than the free bending wavelength.

Ribner (1956) conside-,:ed the problem of the acoustic povrer

radiaÈíon from a flow-excited Ínfinite flat plate in a similar manner.

Coincidence was found to occur when the excitaÈion flow speed was equal

Èo the free bendíng wavespeed in the plaÈe. Structural boundary condiÈions

have no influence in this idealisation. Consequently, the response and

pornrer radiation vary smooEhly with frequency, although iÈ was recognised

that, for real finite structures, a reverberant vibration response would

occur, rvhich r¿ould control the radiatíon for subsonic convection speeds.

The response hras predicËed to occur primarily as structural running waves.

The method of normal mode analysis was fornalised by Powell (1958a)

to facilitate the calculation of the response spectrum of finite structures

excited by random homogeneous excitation fields. Generalised harmor,.ic

analysis r,¡as used to find the response ín each mode. The spectrum of the

spatially averaged response was calculated by summing the space-averaged

contribution from each sÈructural mode. The r¡oint acceptancer expressed

the magnitude of the coupling between the pressure field and the average

mocial response.

Dyer (1959) used normal mode analysis to formulate an expression

for the vibratj-onal response covariance and the mean-square displacenent

of a flat plate excit.ed by turbulent flow, using an analytícal approach

símilar to Lyon (1956) but extended to Ëhe two-dimensional situation,

Hydrodynamic coincidence was examined and considered to occur only r¡hen the

component of the wavespeed of the structural resonant rnode in the flov¡

dírection was equal to the convecEion velocity of the. excÍÈat.ion pressure

field, as with Lyonrs ribbon. Agaín, strong amplificaËion of the response
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was predicted to occur provided the pressure field v/as correlated over

a distance greater tharr the r+avelength of the coíncident mode. The

effectiverless of damping Ëreatment for response reduction was discussed.

The model used by Dyer for the turbulent wall-pressure field

assumed a random stationary process of small spatial scale, whose tirre

correlaÈion decayed exponentially as it was convected in the flow dírection.

Subsequent measuremenÈs of the properties (inÈensÍty' specÈra arrd space-

time correlations) of ;he wall-pressure field beneath turbr:lent boundary

layers have been made by Willnarth and Wooldridge (L962), Bul1 (L967 ) and

Corcos (1963) in considerable detail-. When presented as cross-spectral

densities, they are found to agree closely with Èhe rnodel proposed by

Corcos (1963), which has the form:

on(E'o) =0 (tl)
P

exp(-a*le l-rr ln l*'t) t1.11

where a__ = c_-k-, "y = "y k", k" = o/u., and u" is the convecÈion velociLyx xc-
of the pressure field. 0n(o) is the por^Ier spectral density of the pressure

field, (8, ¡) represent the longitudinal and lateral separations, and

c . c are decay constants in the (6, n) directíons. The eonvection velocity
x-y

ís usually assumed constant, although measurements by Bull (L967 ) show that

U" depends on 6 at small separations and also varies with frequency: at

lorv frequencies, the narrow-band correlation coeffícients become independent

of frequency for large separatíons. Corcos (L962) and Baker¿ell (1964) have

made similar,measure.ments of the properties of the wall-pressure field in

pípes carryi.ng fully-developed turbulent flow: these agree closei-y with

the above model.

The effects of pressure gradíenÈs on cross-spectral clensíty

measur:ements have been investigated by Schloener (L967). For mild

favourable pressure graciients, the ratio of convection velocity to free

stream velocity was observed to increase by approxÍmately l0%, lvhile the

pressure fíe1d specr-ral density decreased at higher non-dimensional- frequencies
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rvhen compared to zel:o pressure gradielt. measurenlelits' Such effects are not

expected to be sigrrifi-canË in the present v¡ork'

Space-t-.imePressurecorre]'at'ionmeasurementsaresusceptÍbleto

large relative errors at large separations and long time delays ' so that

the above measul-ements reflect accurately only the convected compon6nts'

of the Èurbulence pressure field. Blake and Chase (1971), and l'arabee aDcl

Gieb (Lg75) have attempted to measure lvavenumber - frequency pressure spectra

directly with spatial filtering techniques involving arrays of appropriately-

phased pressure Èransducers. Their measurements.agree sTith Ëhe corcos

model at the convection wavenrrmber, but at lower wavenumbers, the corcos

model considerably overestimat,es the measured spectral levels ' When ttre

frequencies of interest, are well above the hydrodynamic coincidence fre--

quency'asforthick-she]-lstructuresexcitedbylow-speediíaterflow,

this lor¿-wavenumber domain of the turbulence pressure fie-ld tends to colìtrol

the st.ructural vibrat.ion response, as discussed by Chandiranani and Blake

(1968). Alternatíve models of the curbulence pressure field, due to

chase (1969) and chandiranani, have not been extensively verified experi--

mentally, although limited qualítatíve agreement exists' Consequently'

generally the corcos model has been used in theoretical predictions for

comparison with e>çerimental results, even f or f requencies t^¡ell above the

hydrodynamic coincidence frequency'

compreh.,:nsive theoretical and experimental studies of the vi'[¡ra-

tional response of flat panels Eo random PressuÏe fields have been perforued

' by l.tilby (1967).and Mae.strello (L965a, Lg65b, Lg67). l{orkirrg with acouqtie

plane r,raves and fully-developed flow, \^lilby presentecl detailed comparisons

of the measured and theoretj-ca1 1or"r mode order vibration resPonse specLrum"

The agree.ment produced t*,as very reasonable Ín nost cases, considering t'he

assuurption of mode shapes corresponding to sirnply-suPporCed ends and the

<lifficulties involved in accurately determining the effect of flow on mod¡rl

quality factors. Maestrello investigaÈed turbulent flor'¡ excitaËíon exclu-

sively. One-third octave and narrow-band measurements of the response of
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and acouslíc radiation from a ser:ies of panels (both undamped and damped

with layers of tape) were made over a Mach number range from 0'34 to 0'75'

Running waves, as preclicted by Ribner' I{ere observed for those coirrcident

modes for whích the pressure fíeld correlation extended over distances

greaËer Èhan a modal wavelengÈh in the flow direcÈion' Measurements of the

modal radiation resistances lÁ7ere found Ëo be essentially independent of the

florr Mach number, which is consistent wíth the observation that the radialed

por4rer and the vibraÈíonal response of each panel have the same depeirdence

on Mach number. In the. case of a strong running \rave response, the appli*

cation of rubber and sand mechanical Lerminations at Ëhe dorsnstream panel

boundary rvas shown to reduce the standing wave response significantly'

Calculations, based on Dyerts approach but using the measured pressure

covariance, predicÉ the vibratíonal covariance closely, but overestimate

the measured response. No experimental measurement of ttre effect of the

flow on Ëhe structural darnping was reported. UsÍng methods developed by

Maidanik (Lg62) for predictíng the radiatiorr resistance of ribbed panels'

MaesÈrello obtained good est.imates of the acoustic Po\^rer radiation for a

variety of panel-sÈÍf f ener configuratí<.¡ns. He also achieved substantial

reductíons in radiated acoustic polrer by rnodifying the panel boundary

condÍtions and by adding surface damping treatments '

tlhite (1966) successfully analysed the avaílable experimental

measuremen.s of flow-excited panel radiation, rncluding Ëhe results of

Maestrello (1965a). Assuming light damping, high modal densíÈy and equal

modal, energy, he used Èhe nethods of sËatistical energy analysis (Lyon and

Maidanik (Lg62)) to calcuiaËe the average spec'tra1 density of the radiated

acoustic poÍ7er. close agreement with the measured results was obtained

especíally at high frequencies. The analysis explains the measured change

in Mach number dependence with flequency of the radiated polüer' Davies

(1971) has used a similar approach to Inlhite and compared ít with Powellrs

normal mo<le analysis in the analysis of his rneasuremenËs of the aco¡¡sÈic

radiatÍ.on from thin panels excitecl by fully-develope<l turbulent flow'
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Improvenrents trere made in t-he- prediction of the panel radj-ation raEios from

those derived by Maidanik (f962). Close agreement between the e-xperimental

results and both theoreÈical predictions was found for all frequencies.

Statistical energy analysis can apPare-ntly be successfully used in the

analysis of panel vibrational response and radiation ¡,rith a considerabl-e

reduct.ion in computaEional effort.

One <lf the fírst seËs of publíshed experimental results concerning

the response of a structure to Èt'rbulent flow ínvolvecl a thin-walled !íylar

cylindrical test section. I{eyers (1960) carrie<l -out an experimental

Ínvestigation of the acoustic near field generated by *'he cylinder response

to internal fully-developed Èurbulent flow. Measurements of the exciEation

pressure specËrum and i-ntensity were made with a píezo-electric t-¡:ansducer

pressed agaínst Ëhe outsíde of the Mylar cylinder. The cylínder dimensions

!üere: length 28 c¡rs, diameter 2.54 cms, and wall thickness 0.0125 nm'

Measurements of the pressule sPecÈra and intensity made in this way are

consistent wíth the data of other investígators, for example, corcos (L962')

The acoustic near-field pressure spectral density hras measured at a distance

of. 6.4 nm from the pipe wall in a small. anechoic chamber enclosing the

pipe. Eight cylinders varying in wall thickness from 0.0L25 uxn to 0'053 m

r4rere tesÈed over a range of flow Mach number from 0.11 to 0'28' The meano

square acoustic Pressure depended on the fifth po\¡ter of the flow Mach number

and was approximately ínversely proportional Èo the square of the wa1l

thickness. The effects of a static pressure differenÈial across Èhe pipe

wall, which would exist during operaÈing flow conditions, lfere predicted

closely r^rith existing thin shell theory

Rattayya and Junger (1964) applied Po¡,rellrs normal mode analysis

to the excítation of cylÍndrical shells by ínternal turbulent flow' Ex-

pressions <lerived for rhe cross-spectral density of the resull-íng gerreralise<l

force, l.rhich is proportional to the joínt acceptance' allowed for the axial

syÍmetry of pípe flow and a homogeneous eircumfere.ntial pipe vibratíon

response. Approximations made for low flow velocj-ties demonstrated that
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the pipe vibrational response is independent of the structural- mode orr-ler.

Thís corresponds to tl-re case r'/here, at a partic.ular frecluency, the fluid

convection speed is far smaller than the s-xial component of Ehe structural

wavespeed. The total response spectral densiÈy was calculated frorn the

product of the average modal response spectrum and the moclal density,

assuming light structural clamping, so that each node contrj-Lruted to tl¡e

response only aÈ its resonance frequenc.y. It lÄras concluded that hydrodynanri.c

coincídence would occur only for supersonic flow, and would not be ímportant

in normal sit.uations.

For the case of $/aÈer as the excita-tion fluíd, ClÍnch (1970)

presented a ËheoreÈical and experimental study of the vibrational re-sponse

of a thin-rvalled steel pipe excited by internal turbulent flow. llis me.asure-

menËs of the wall-pressure spectral densit.y were consistenÈ ruith Èhose of

Corcos (1962), although significant deviations from the Corc.os mociel

exist Ín his cross-specËral density data. The decay rates of the narror.,¡-

band cross-correlation coefficienÈs show a dependence on Èransducer se-Para-

tion and convectÍon speed, rather Ëhan on Strouhal number alone as with

Corcos. The theoretíca1- analysis follor¿s that developed by Rattayya and

Junger. The joínt accept,ance hras shor¡n to be independent of mode order,

although algebraic errors exÍst Ín the joínÈ acceptance exPressions and

no allowance for the symmetry of pipe flow has been nade. The measured

resul-ts and Ëhe tbeoretical predictÍons show close agreement. The rnean-

square displaceruenÈ r.ras found to be proportional to the fourth power of

the flow speed

As Clinctt suggests, some doubt exists as Eo the validÍ-ty of tl-re

structural danping estirnate. Clinch took a single measurement of the in-situ

structural quality factor to represenl- the damping of all the resonant

nodes, alchough he believed that Èhe respoRse rùas mainl,y in one of the n-l

translational nro<les. The measured value I.,ias an order of magnitude smaller

than is expected for sinilar'¡/ater-loaded steel sttuctures (Junger aud Feit

(f972)), where any mass loading is rnainly reactive. The i.rnpulse-decay
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method \¡ras useci t.o estimate the structural damping, although this approach

is nor¡ recognise,d to produc.e unreliable results (Crocker and Price (1969)) '

Since a detailed examination of the frequency dependence of pípe quality

factors was not carried ouË for either the water-loaded or unloaded

situations, it is not entirely clear thaU the good agreemerit obtained wäs

not simplY fortuitous.

The acoustíc radiation from cylindr:ical shells has been Ehe

subject of continuous research for many years. Junger (L952) <l'erived

expressions for Èhe radiation ratios of ínfinj-te pipes with perioclic axial

and circunferential standing rvave configurations. vibration patÈerns ' in

which the structural wavespeeds are supersonic with respe'ct to the surround-

ing acoustic medium, radiate acoustic power with Èhe efficiency of an

infinite plane piston, and with a cylindrical directivity patËern' As the

sËructural wavespeed becomes sonic or subsolic, the radiation ratío reduces

sharply to ze]ro so that no po\der is radiaLed. Smith (1955) and Heckl (L962)

demonsÈrate that the main effect of curvature on the vibration modes of a

cylínder is to íncrease their stÏuctural wavespeeds, thus raising a gíven

resonance frequency above that for the same mode on a flat plate of the same

dímensions. supersonic moces l^Iere shown to occur at frequencies vell

below the acoustÍc coincidence frequencyr contrasting with the case of a

flat plate of the same Èhickness in which the wavespeeds of al-1 resonant

modes are subsoni¿ below the coÍncidence frequency.

ìfaidanÍk (Lg62) developed a staÈisËíca1 method for the predíction

of the radiation ratios of ribbed panels in situations.where the response

Ì^ras resonant and the modal density r'las high. This rsas based on a consiclera-

Ëion of the radiation propertles of panel mocial víbration patterns derived

frorn physical argumenÈs involvi.ng panel dimensions and relaËive str:uctural

and acoustic r¿avelengths. MannÍr,g and Maidaník (L964) e-xtended this approach

to cylindrical shells. They argue,l that, aÈ those frequencies where the

response contåins both supersonÍ.c and subsonic modes, Èhe acoustic radiaËion

is determi-ned so1ely by the supersonic modes, that is, the radiation ratío
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is zero f or srrbsonic modes but ur-rity f or srrpersoníc mocles. Wi th the

assumption of equal rnodal ener:gy, the average radiatj-on ratio in a particul-ar

frequency band r¡as set equal to the numt-¡er of supersonic modes divided by

the total number of modes in that frequency band. Satisfactory agree-menl:

was found with exPeriment.

Using a simplified form of Ëhe resonance frequency equation for

cylínders, Heckl (L964) derived an expression for Èhe densiEy of resonance

frequencies of a cyhndrical shell. Improvemerìts to this formulacicn have

been made by ÌIiller and Hart (1967). The density of supersoni-e- modes

was clerived by Manning, Lyon and Scharton (1966), but may also be evaluate<i

numerically following Miller and Hart.

Bailey and Fahy (1972) and Yousri and Fahy (f973) have derived

exact expressions for Èhe radiaÈion raËios of the transverse bending modes

of finite length cylindrical beams. The vibrational response of and

acoustic radiation from long small=diameter pipes may be controlled by

sirnilar translational modes at low frequencies. A more general analysis

by Junger and Feit (Lg72) allows rhe calculation of the radiation ratio

of any resonant mode on a finite length cylínder. They show that radiation

darnping may control the response of the rnore effícíently radiating modes

(usually low circumferential order). Little numerical computation and

no experimental measurements of the radiation ratios of these modes are

avaílable.

1.3 PRESENT IIifJBSTIGATION

As inðicated in the literature review in the previous secÈíon'

a reasonable undersÈancling of the problem of the excitatioD. of sLructures

by random pressure, fields exists, aÈ least in general terms. Extensive

experimental data have been collected on the vibration respollse of and the

acoustic radiation from various types of structures' Theoretical methods

have been developecl which explain the more imporgant features of these

experimenÈal result.s. BxacË analyses involvin.g the details of the florv
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properties and structural. configuraLíon may be used for low mocle order

response investigations, whíIe staÈístic.al appr:oaches appear satisfa-ctory

for high moclal density applicatiolls or for more- complex geometríes.

To date, líttle theoreÈícal work has been reported in the area

of flow-excited pipe víbratíon response and acoustic radiation. llhat

which has been reported, has been concerned only wíth Èhe vibratiL-n resPonse'

and no comprehensive assessment of the various parameters involved has been

made-. The experímental daÈa presented illustraËe so1ely the dependence of

the vibration response on flor+ speed, and are of limited use due to the

ourission of detailed information on the st,ructural darnpíng. Theoretícal

expressions exist for the calculation of Èhe radiation ratíos oi eny pipe

vibration mode, although liÈtle experimental verificatíon ís available.

Likewise, staÈistical estimaÈes of averaged radiatíon ratios, which were

developed originally for short, large-díameter chÍn-walled shells, require

experímental validatíon before Èhey can be applÍed to pipes general-l-y.

However, the applicaËíon of such analyÈical techniques to Ëhe present

problem would seem straÍghtforr,rard, although experimental confírmation of

each assunrpËion is required.

The general aims of this ínvesÈigatíon have been detaile.d in the

General Intro<luction and ín section 1.1. The specific aims of the work

reported in Part I may now be defined.

(i) The developnent of suítable analyËical Èechniques for use in a

parametric study of the effects of flow and structural varj-ables

on the vibraÈional response of and acoustic radiation from thin-

ualled pi.pes, excited by internal fuily-developed turbulenL f1or"'.

The construction-of a pipe flow facíi.ity, which would enable

suitaþ1e t:ang,es of florv and strucËural variables to be tested

experimentally.

The experiinental measurement of the yibra¡ional response of and

acoustic radiation from the various test pipes over the range of

(ii)

(iii)
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flow speeds to be. userl , to establish a data base for florv-generateci

piping noise, and.to enab].e comparisons with the theoretic.al pre-

dictions to be made.

The comparison of the experimental data for turbulent flor¿ excj'ta-

tion rn¡ith those measured for excitation by propagaËing acousÈic

hrave.s, to facilitate an experimental estimate of the relative

joint acceptances -of the two excitations'

As suggested in the preceeding paragraphs and described ín subse-

quent chapÈers, this work represents a detaíled experímental and Ëheoretical

assessment of Èurbulent pipe flow as an acoustic noise source¡ as such' it

ís the first comprehensive investigation of the complex subject of flow-

induced PiPing noise.
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CHAPTER 2

THEORETI CAL APPROACH

2 1 INTRODUCTION

In thís chapter' expressions are developed for the po\Ier spectral

density of the vibrational response of and the acoustic radiation from thj'n-

walled pipes, excited by internal turbulent flow. lfuch of this formalísm has

been presented previously in a paper by Bull and Rennison (l-974a) ' r"hich j-s

included as Appendíx A. The present approach was developed to illusËrate

the effects of varÍous sÈructural and florv parameËels on the pipe response

and radiaËion. From these consíderaËions, a series of experimental situa-

tions Ís devised with the aím of verifying the maín conclusions of the

analysís and so justifying the assumptions made'

Normal mode analysis is used to predict the pipe vibratíon resþonse

and acousËic radíatÍon. The pipe structure is considered homoge-neous oveÏ

its surface are3. The víbrational modeÎ are assumed to be independent and

líghtly-dampedi.e.nomodalcouplingduetodampingoccurs.Themode

shapes were chosen Ëo colrespond to simply-supported end conditions' and

therefore are separable into axial and circumferenti'al components ' The

turbulence pressure field is considered homogeneous and stationary' with

a cross-specËral density clescribed by the Corcos model (equaÈion Lf'il l'

There is assumed to be no ínteraction between Ëhe vibrating pí-pe and the'

wall-pressure fíe1d.

Inastatístícalformul'ationoftheradíatedpower,onl-ythose

nodes rshose wavespeeds are supersonic with respect to the external acoustic

medium, are consíclered to contribuEe to the acoustic povrer radiation'

Statístícal estimates of the pípe víbrational response and acotrstic radia-

tÍon, i¿hich depend on a simplified pipe resonallce frequency equation and an

associated rnodal density expression, are compared wiÈh exact and approximate-
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t.heolíes. !travenumber diagrams are introduced to illustl:ate the relation-

ships exísting for varíous flow, strucEural and acoustíc Paraneters '

2.2 GENER.AL FORMALISM FOR THE PIPE RESPONSE AND ACOUSTIC RAD]ATION

The total- respofise of the pipe structure is represented by the

response in its resonant. modes. Accordingly, as derived by Bull and

Rennison (L974a), followlng Powell (1958b), the spe-ctfal densiry of ther

displacement response, averaged over the pipe surface, [[or(ul)J1 ' to a

random stat.íonary homogeneous Pressure field is found to be

tt {, (r) I ¡ jolor¡2_

ct

t[ Qr(r,,) J1
(o) s2 z

g, lzo(r) I 
2

=0 [2.1]

1.2.21

o;r) t2.31

p

where 0_ (r¡) 1s the po\^rer spectral density of the random Pressure f ielcl
P

acÈing on the structure of surface area S. r defines the coordinates of

the pipe surÍace.

rvhere zo(ur), Mcl , oo, Qo and rl.,o(r) are respectively the generau-sed obstruc-

tance, rnass, resonance frequency, qualíty factor and shape of the oth mode'

The ToinÈ acceptancet jfroC,i,) of the ath mode, which ís propor-

tional to the generalised force. of the clth moder expresses Ëhe degree of

spatial coupling existing betr¿een the pressure exciÈation and the shape of

the uth mode, and ís defined as

z (o)
(x

2
c[cl

(¡) û)

1--e--¡ I
Qcr

= Molur] - '2 + i

(r¡) = å i ut(rr),1,o(rr)
s'J

S

rfo(rz) on(9,j dS(rz)

S

rvhe-re E = (: I- T_2). *n(8, O;tu) ís the narror^r'band correlation coefficienË

of the pressure fÍeld at zero tirne <lelay and is Èhe real part of the cr:oss-

spectral density of the pressure field, normalised by its power specLral
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densitv ó (t¡)-p
The total response at a partj-cular frequency (l) j-s the surn of the

responses of all the individual modes. For 1ight1-y-damped sLructlrres' the

response will be deÈermined by the resonant co¡Èribuiíons of each mode' In

particular, the response in a narro\.¡ frequency band, rvhose centre frequency

ís o-ro, wíll be determined solely by the modes which are resonant r'rithin

that band; equation t2.1] may be numerícally integrated over the bandwidth,

ar¡, to give Ëhe response in that band. This will involve considerable

conìputational effort for high modal densities and Laxge bandwirlths '

Irrhen Qn(rrr) and jfro(tr) are assumed to be esse'nÈially constant

overAo'andifQotttlo/Àr''r'theresonantcontributionofeachnodemay

be represented by a delta function at its resonance frequency, as í-n Bull

and Rennison (L974a). This leads to

[0 (o) llI{

(') tt ,þ2 n

1)

(r¡) tt ,1,2- ll

Ej
cr (Aor)

TS2O p 2
üc[

(u') Q [2.4]
2r¡3At¡ M2

where, for homogeneous structures and modes shapes corresponding to sirnply

supporred ends, tlrt,fr(r)ll and Mo (now dennÈed by tt Ú2ll and !1) are independent

of a.

The mode order a is geometrícally related to the structural wave

vecÈor through the angle 0 which the wave vector makes r,ríth the- coordinate

axes. Thus, aÈ a parËicular frequency, jfi"(ol) may be Èransformed Eo i2(or0)'

DefÍning n(ar,0) as a conÈínuous modal density function describing Ëhe number

of modes per.unit wave angle Per unit frequency, the suqmation over uode

order in e,quation 12.4) may be replaced for high mo<ial densities by an

integration over wave angle, where Qo is also Laken to bc a contínuous function

of o and 0. Equation 1,2.41now becorues

U

tt0t{
(o) ll

îTS2 O

2u3M2
Q(o,0)j2(,¡,0)n(o,0)d0 12.51
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rqhich is the statísEical counËerpart of the exact formulatÍon, ecluati-ot: 12'1-1 '

Estj.ilates of the modal resonance frequencíes, mode shapes and the crosÍì-

spectral density of the turbulence pressure fielci are necessary to evaluate

equations t2.11 and 12.51.

2.? .L Cv linder DYnamics

Fig.2.1íllustratesthepipecoorclirratesysEelìl.Thevector

r = (x,y) Cefines the axial and circumferential coor<linates of points on

the pípe surface.(ul, v, \ü) are displacements in the axial-, tarigential anci

radial clirections respectively' aL various I' L' a' and h arc the ¡ipe

length, mean ra<líus and wall- thlckness respectívely'

The mode shapes are given by the separable functions

rl,o(r) = ú,nr, (xry) = sin krnx {31: i;i' 12.61

where k* = mn/,t; k,, = n/a; m ís the number of axial halfwaves in length,[;

and n is the number of f ull circumferential Iì/aves ' As noted by Powell (1964) 
'

both sets of urodes must be consÍdered for the calculation of a hornogeneous

vibration resPonse Ëo a circumferentially ]omogeneous excitation' It should

be noted that iÈ will be difficult to identify both mode shapes correspondíng

to a particular resonance frequency; also tt'!21] = rlu, and M = 9"h Sl4 f'or

all modes, where P" is the pipe density'

Resonancefrequencíu"'uo,arenon-dime.nsionaTizeðbythepipe

tring' frequency as ,*r, = t*rr/rr, where r','r, =ct/a' Here crn= (E/psY')t/''

Ís the speed of a compression rpave in a plat.e of the pipe material; E and

U are respectively, the pípe elast-ic modulus ancì Poissorlts raÈio; and

^t = L - v2, u"rr."t be calculated exacÈiy, as required by e<luation l'2-'Il'

from Arnold arrrl tr{arburt-on (1953). lìor the evaluation of equaLíon [2'5] '

a símple approxinate equation, deríved. from Heckl (L962): mâY be use'd'

Ily assunÍng thaE krra >> vr*r Hecklts equatíons lead to
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FIG 2.1 CO-ORDINATE SYSTEM OF

CYLINDRICAL PIPE
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2r.

..2 62LhuLr + y2 (kn/k) 4 t2.7 )
mn

where k2 = k? * k-2 and ß = 6/{tZ a) . On comparíson r.vith Arnold and
mn

I^larburton predictions, significant errors only occur for low-order cír-

cumferential modes, although the modal densi.ty of such modes is closely

predicted.

The effect of variaÈions in Poissonrs ratio between different

materials may be removed by writirrg equatíon 12.71 ín the following form:

i2=Í.4+sin4o [2.8]

where i = v/y, R= 6llx, *'= *l+Kl,K*= k*",Ko = t, R* = 6hX^

R, = /ß7Ï rrr, and 0 = tan-l(kn/kn). Fíg. 2.2 ís a non-dimensional strucLural

wavenumber diagram, where lines of constant î (drawn by varying 0 from 0 to

Sín-I(rf,)) represent the loci of all strucÈural modes with resonance fre-

quencies equal to -v. The area under each freguency curve Ís proportional

t.o the total number of resonance frequencÍes below that frequency' so Ëhat

ühe rate of change with i of the area beneath each curve of constant I

is proportional to the density of resonance frequencies. The density of

resonance frequencies per unit wave angle per unÍÈ I is calculated as

where It = g,/ a. Remembering that each resonance frequency corresponds to

aro r."orrant modes, the urodal density N(v) is defined as the density of

resonance frequencies, namelY

n(v¡ 0)

N(v) = -4-
2r'9

= 
n 

1, - si"ao ;t'
2trß 12

12.el

0

o

11 - sitao 
¡

12

Il, do

where .e = sin-l(iL) for ü S I and n/2 for ü > I. Eguation 12.51

must be multiplied by a factor of 2 to allow for both sets of modes

t2.101
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The modal derrsity therefore refers to the density of one of the

t$ro sets of modes whose shapes are described by equat,ion 1,2.61. The rnodal

densíty per trnÍt rrave angle per unit i Ís equal to the expression given by

equation 12.91.

2.2.2 Propertíes of the Pressure Fíelcl and Ëhe Joint Acceptance

The Corcos model (equation [1.1]) has been used to descrj-be the

cross-specÈral densiÈy of the turbulence wall-pressure field. The ccrres-

ponding narrow-band corr:elation coefficient Rn(ã, lr r; t¡) at t = 0, is

represented by the separable function,

(-c* ,lq I u'l-!-l
"y )

Rp( 6, n, 0i u')
uc Uc Cos Csj

Uc
[2.11]

12.l-2)

[2.13]

=e

where the convection velocity U. is assumed independent of frequenc.y. Thus,

U" = uUo, where Uo is the centrelÍne velocíÈy of the pipe florv: existiug

experinental data indicate that u = 0.6 (Corcos (1962)).

The joint acceptance of the (r,rr)tfr vibratÍonal mode is

separable into axíal and circumferential functions, as

j (rrl )

EvaluaÈion of the separate functions, as Ín Bull and Renniso¡r (L974a),

gives

2
nlnnn

= jfu(ur) ¡zr. (t¡)

i2rr(r) = {21(*rT - [r-.*2]*"') 2 - 4"'*Kc4 ] [l-(-r)ne-cxÂKc cos ÂK.1

* 8c K 2(x z
xc m Il-"*2 ]*"') (-l)*e-cx^Kc sin ÂK.

* 
"*Â*.o*z 

(K^2 * [1rc"2 ]Kc2)A]/^t*ruo,

J

c,,K. [ 1- (-1) r'e-cyflKc 
]

2=J"

and

nn
2r(crzx"2 + Krr')

{2.L41
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tl-

and where equatíon 12.L4l

of equation 12.6).

Substitution of these equations in equation 12.51 leads to

2t+.

[(K*' + [t + 
"*2fK"2)2- 

- 4Y'^zKc2]/Kil1 ,

K =kaandk =u/U.' c'

is the same for both sets of circumferential Åod""

c c c

4n Qn (ur)

tt 0 (r) llI{
.l (v) [2.]_.5]

Í2.L6)

12.L7l

where 0

o

ps 2yr213
Lr)x

Q(v,o) j2 (v,o) n(v,o)doJ(v) =

and n(vrg) ís the modal density per unit 0 per unit i. Account has been

taken of both sets of modes wÍth a factor of 2 ín equation [2'f5]'

2.2.3 The Occurence of Hydrodyn am-i.c Coincidence

In the literature survey, hydrodynamic coincióence was defÍned

as that conoiËion rsherein the convection wavenumber of the turbulence pressure

fíelcl R. = ÆT f" is equal t,o the axial wavenumbe:: of the sÈructural

resonant mode R*, where the flow Ís in the axial direction' Coincidence

wíl1 result in an amplífication of the modal response (see Figs. 1(a) Eo

1(c) o.f Appendi:i Â). The hydrodynanic coincÍdence frequency ohc =

e6uc2/hclp) is the highest frequency for which hydrodynanric coíncidence

may occur for turbuler-rt flow over a flat plate of t'hickness h' Lrhen dealing

with pipes, it may be non-dime-nsionalísecl by the ring frequency' as

îrc = -r,'r-./v = r,r¡"/y,, = å d*

where Mo = Uo/ C is the centreline flowspeed., non-dirnensionalised by the

external speed of sounrl c; and \n = ct /c'
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Thé condj_tions conËrolling coincidence at a parÈicular freque-ncy

v may be examined by seEting R* = R." ín equation [2.S]. It may then be

shor¿n that hydrodynamíc coíncidence can only occut íf ltn" > 2, in which

case 3 possibilíties arise:

(í) for Q - 4/tI.7)

, fot vh"

,1, ,/,

2,

;<;1 =

\h.

'fT
tr-

= 1 * (2vr.,2 ) -1 2
c

there r,¡ill be two coincide'nce rooLst corresponding to R. = Rr;

(ií) for vl<v<v2 = þ tr + (r - 4/nh?)'/' )t /',/r

= io.(1 -(2vh3)-I), for in.

there will be one coincidence roof;

(íii) tT there will be no coincidence'

calculations shor¿ing the variation Ln i2(vr0) 1^7ith v,0 and uh" ttt shovm in

FigS.3 &4of Appendix 1. frlhen coincidence can occur (i'e'for Tn" > 2 an.d

v < vr), coancadent modes dominate Èhe vibraËional response' Such condí-

tíons (In" t2) ra::ely arise in practícal pipes (see later secËions) '

Ahydr.odynamiccoincidence-(H.C.)líne,originallyproposedby

chandiramaní, Inlidnall, Lyon and Franken (1966), is the locus of modes for

which -K = R . It divides the structural wavenumber díagram into regions
cm

where R. ' R* and where R" t Rr, as ín Fig' 2'3 where in" = 2'5' ReducÈíons

in compuËational effort may be achíeved for i t l, by integratirrg the

response sPect.ral ciensitY

region R. * R*.

fori>

-t'

(equaËi-on t2.f5]) only over those modes within the
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2.2,4 Non-dimensiona I Response Spe ctral Densi-Èies

Non-climensional spectral densities of the pipe displacement

response Oor(o), velocity response O. (o). and acceleration response 0"(r':),

each averaged over the pipe surface, are defined by Ehe followin'g expressions'

}J I.¡
is Ehe spectral density of the pipe displacement

response, averaged over the pipe surface;

[ 0O(t.r) n /^2^, = oro(o)v2, ís the spe.ctral density of the pipe

0 'r/ ^2 '
(o) lltt0(t¡)

o. (o)
$7

0 (o)
$7

Bxperimental data of the por^rer spectral density of Ëhe Lurbulence

wall-pressure fÍeld generally collapse well ln the non-dimensional form,

2

M3 J (v)

velocity resPonse' averaged over the pipe surface;

It OU(t^r) l) /^2^3 = Or(ur)v4, is the sPectral density of the pipe

acceleration response, averaged over the Þipe

surface.

on(o) = 0n(ur)Uo/o o

where go = rzprlJ? is ttre centrelÍne dynamíc Pressure and P, ís the fluid

density. O (o) is now used, in conjunction wíth t-he above defírtitions' tt---p

forro ratios of the non-dimensional spectral cle'nsities of the pipe vibratíonal

response to Ëhe non-dimensional spectral density <.¡f the turbulence pressure

field.

From equation l2.L5l and Èhe above relations, we fínd

4

Ît0
w

ó.P

p fs o

L2 ß2 M!' t,P
v3

[2. 18 ]



0 1p 2 M3 J (v)

v

,1

[2.Le]

12.20Jand

f,7

p
0

0..
\{

0

(o)

T
(t,l) = 

-L2

fs o

L2 ß2 u-3
Lp

p

rn Ëhese latter equations, pf" = or/0" and J(v) is given by equatíon t2.16].

2.2.5 Acoustic Power Radiat l_on

The spectral density of the acoustic power radiation from the

pipe may be defíned as

0,r(ur) = \ad tt 0O(t'r)ll = Rrad [t Þr(o)Jl or2 12.zLl

where Rrad = OcSo is the Pipe radiation resistance; o ís the radiation ratio;
p and c are respecÈively, the density of and the acoustic wave velocí-ty in
the acoustic medíum surrounding the pipe; and tt 0; (ur) n is the spectral

density of the velocity response, averaged over Èhe pipe surface.

A lower bound to the acoustic radíation from the pipe may be found

by assunring that only those modes, whose structural wavespeeds are sonic or

supersonic with respect Èo the external acoustic medium, contribute to

the acoustic radiation, and that o = I fon these modes. (rt is assumed o = O

for subsonic modes.) From equations [Z.e] ana 12.241, it can be shown* that

supersonic pipe vibration modes can occur only for frequencies such that

K" ) 1, where K" = oa/c = u\n. The por{er spectr:al density of Lhe acoust.ic

radiation from the pipe ruay then be found from equations t2.15] and l2.L6l,
where the integrat.ion is performed over supersonic modes oir1y. Defíning

the non-dÍmensíonal spectral densÍty of the pl'-pe acoustic radíatíon as

on(o) = (Qn(o) /pc2sa) teads ro

* setting K = Ku attd Kr", = 1 and eliminating sin 40 fro,o equations
12'241 reads to Ku ] r for the r-owest frequency supersonic mode

[z.e] and
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12.221J1I

p

0

0

0c

Io,u,u,
J

01

o
(to) (v)

L2 e'u 4p

= 
u.. 

= þ = + (S_.¡2 = (yßIL2-)-ty Ir, Yß '"Lp ''- LP'

ê

where

J (v) = j2'(v,o)n (v,0)d0 12.231
s

and supersoníc modes exist only ín the range 01 ( 9 S 02.

The acoustic coincidence frequency ,". is defined as that fre-

quency at which the rvavenurober of a gxazíng acoustic rvave is equal to the

wavenumber of a free bendíng wave in a plate of thickness h; it may be

non-dimerrsionalised by the pipe ríng frequency as

v
ac

The division of the wavenumber diagram into regions of supersoníc and

subsonic vibration modes ís accomplished by settÍng R = Ro in equation [2.8],

(noting that R2 = i2l 1".), thus constructing Èhe sonic mode (S.M") line(s).

In equatíon Í2.231, 02 is defined, for ! S 1 by the root of equations t2.8]

withKr, = 1, since according to equaÈion t2.B], no n = 0 modes exist for

-v S 1; 0Z =T/Z for i > 1. For ! t !r", all uodes are supersoníc, so that

0I = 0. On the other hand, for !. S"., 0I (and thus the range of supersoníc

modes) will vary as O^"7 ,.

Followíng 8u11. and Rennison (I974a) 
'

01 = sin-I [u2(r - (v/v )2) l 12.24)ac

For V < 2, supersonic modes r^¡ill occur for frequencies rvhere 0l " 0z
ac

(*" - 1) and 0r is found from equation i.2.241, There rvi11 be a síng1e

sonic mode line, since the argument of equation 12^24] is always real. I'ig.

2./+(a) shows the wavenurnber diagram fot ir" = 0.8; modes'¿ithin,tire shadecl

region A below the S.l.'f. line are subsonic, while tfrose ín region C are

tú
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suPersonic. Forv<v

ac

v r-r-
f. - =-3s tlt(l - 4ll2¡-21=zA'ñ {2

ac
>.2, no supersonic modes exisË over the fi:e-

(corresponding to zexo po\,/er radiation from

30

12.261

quencyrangeiu*if;A,

resonant modes), where

Í2.2s1

For i"" ,7 2, iO = iu" and vU = 1. Fig. 2.4(b) shows Ëhe situation for

V = 2.L. Now Èl¡o S.M. lines are generated defíning the regíon of sub-

sonÍc modes A (v
B

= L.238 and i^ = 1.696).A

At frequencies such that K 
" ' 1, what radiation occurs must

resulË from subsonic modes, since ín facË o # 0 but only << 1. FollowÍng

Junger and FeiÈ (L972), we ma)' derive an expression for the radiation

raËío of any structural mode on a finíte length cylinder. In Appendix

B, iÈ is shown that, for pipes, the assumptíon Èhat o = 0 for subsonic

modesisratherpoorunlessK,'''Ka.ThemaínanalyEicalresulËfrom

Appendix B is

!îii,$c""er
lz1T

I
0

de

oItr
l-6 

^=-
n4 m2 sin6 | Hl ( K"sinr¡ ¡ 

z 11-1-Karcoså1 z¡ z

where Sin2 is used when m is even, and Cos2 used when m is odd.

Equatíon Í2.26] rnay be used to estimate an upper bound to the

acoustic radiation from pipes (i.e. the conËributíon from subsonic as

well as supersonic modes). The exact analysis which sums the contríbu'-

tlon from all mocies must then be used, rather than Ëhe statistical analysís

(equation 12.221>, since equation Í2.261 may not be readil-y expressed as

a continuous function of wave angle 0. Such an exacÈ approach is discussed

ín section 2.2.7, where Èhe lower and upper bound cal-culatíons are

compared.

2.2.6 Approximations to Õ.. and 0n for PracÈical Pipes

_ It has been argued, by Bull and Rennison (L974b), Rattayya and

Junger (1964), and Clinch (1970), that for practical pípe flow situations,
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R. ,, K . Thus convection of the Pressure field will play Llo Part 1n the
Cm

couplingbetweenthepipeandÈheexcitatíon.ApproximateexPlessiorrstor

thejointacceptancehavebeerrdeveloped(BullandRenníson(1974b))to

gíve

i2 (o) *
-nm ÀvM-

Lp

c

/\K -c

ucMxo

ul"f

(t*r) = 1 -
2rrc Kyc

o
j 2
nn

j2(v,o)

2nc vlLY l,P

(That jfu ana 3z' depend on K" results f rom the âssurnptj-on of the ul6 /U"-¡

andrrrn/U"similarityinsparialcoherencepresentintheCorcosmodelof

the turbulence pressure field cross-specÈral densíty') Furthermore -

= "'- "* 
M:'

2r c' ¡u24'p

(i.e. e).

becomes

Í2.271

12.281

12,291

r¡hich is independent of structural mode order

If Q(v,0) = Q, Ëhen equation [2'20]

o'f.c
ItI

0 u2 ": 
q tq(v)

x S

tn 24 c, nÊ'Mip

Thís maY be re-written as

v

0.. u
\^f

2
fs u5 Q r(v)2c p

x o

.n 96 c, B3 Míp v

where f(.u) =+ [',r-51Ïþ- ).-.r'do and0 = 5in-I1ï'z) forî ttandr/2

å"2

for I > 1. f(v)/v is dependent only on l, so that equation Í2'291 indicates

Èhe theoretical dependence of Õu on flow and structural parameters' tr'or

example, Õ- will be proportional to Õnof"Q' tifi depend on Èhe fifth power

of the flovr speed Ìfo, but will be inversely propcrtional Co O3{n' FtrrEher-

nore,for- l.a 1, flv¡al'", while for I > l' f(v) = 1'6' the theoretícal

freque-ncy dependence may be predicted over a broad range of i'



tt Qs is c.he average qrrali.ty f actor of supersonic tttodes o

equation 12.22] aPProximates to

0
1T '? "* o?" otå Q" u"
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[2.30]A24c^*p "y n s2 q,p

f,
where N_ =l n(vrg)do, and 01 ancl 02 are deEermíned as in equation 12.231"s Jor
01 and hence N. depend on ß and \n, so that, rvhí-le equation [2.30] expresses

the Cependence of Qn/Õn on Mo,0f= "td Q" correctly, further approxri-matiorrs

Ëo Il" are required to establish the dependence on ß, v and \n. Follor"'ing

Bul-l ancl Rennison (Lg74b), for i '* 1 and T " ir.,

N (v).
Þ

^
,Ê 7z

[2.3r]
4r L,

\'

while for i t i"", N"(v) = N(v). Pipes of the same maÈerial (\n constant)

and same length and radius, l>ut with dif fe-rent values of ß, r¡ill have

varying dependence on ß, as i ì i".. For i t'1t ilu", N" = It/4ß, so that

O lÞ will be Ínversely proportional to g34^u3, while for l.. t * Iu"'1T'p Lp 
3t

o-/o will be inversely proportíonal to (B2t{.2 ^vt2¡.'î'p Lp

From such considerations, the depencience- of the non-dinertsional

spectral densiÈies of the acceleratÍon response and the acoustíc power

radiatÍon on flov¡ and structural p"t"å"tuts can be predict.ed. The approxí-

nlate expressions not only provide useful simplifications for estimating

the vibrationaL response and acoustíc power ra,'iiation for thirr pipes, but

also índ1cate the manner Ín which the experimental result-s for different

flor^r/structural configuratíons may be compared.

2.2.7 Numerical llvaluation of the Alternative Anal'/tíca1 , Approaches

vp

The nature and magnitude of the errors ínËroduced by the assumpticns

of the st¿tisËícal. analysís may be demorr.sr-:rated by coinparing ex¿rct an<l

staEístical calculations of O-/On and Õ.,r/Õn. Such c-al,culaÈions are

pres;e¡ted fcr a pipe/f1.ow c.onfigtrration which ís represeni:ative of the
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experímental work describecl ín the fol lowÍ.ng chapters. The followirrg

paraÏteters\¡rerechosen: Â=100.; p=0.3; ß=0.010 t \p=15"11 ;

= 0.0227 and v - 0.459.If = 0. 371
o i pf" = 0.0001504 so that y = 0.954', uh" ac

2
O¿O

On subsËiËuting non-dimensional expressior,s

12.2L), it follorvs chaÈ, for each inclivÍdual uode,

Acceleration ResPonse A non-dimensional form of the exact

expression for toi/tp may be developed from equation (2'L) to give:

2 ys j (,¡)
fs o Í2 .321

12 ßelt3l'p

x
c[ t{r - <?rti'* (-,1)'l

r'rhere values of t,to and jjo{r) are calculaÈed from Arnold and'l^Iarburton

(1953) and from equaÈions Í2.L21 to 2.141 respectively. EquaËion 12.321

may be averaged over I - octave bands (by integrating and dividing by

the bandwidth) for comparison wíÈh the statistícal calculal-ions, as given

by equation l2.2}l. These two calculations al:e presentecl in Fig. 2'5(a) :

modal quality factors have been assumed consËant and equal to 2000 for all

modes i.e. Qo = Q = 2000. At low frequencies, Ëhe exact analysis (curve (i))

shovs the contributions of groups of circumferential modes of low m. The

staÈistical a¡alysís (curve (ií)) smooths thís low frecluency variation of

A../Þ through the use of the continuous modal density fu,rction n(vr0)' As
vrp-

V increases, the stat.istical analysis agrees closely r¡ith the exact theory:

e.g. for v > 0.05, the t\,ro approaches differ bi; less than ldB. under the

assumpËion of light but equal modal dampíng. the statistícal analysís is a gocd

approximation to the exact theory for calculations of the vibrational r:esporrse'

!¡

0
P

p

Acoustic Radiati-on

for 0 and 0 inÈo equatíon
1T !t

\

where o is the modal radiatíon ratio.

define the average radiation ratio of

Equation [2.33] may be used to

a group of modes at frequency v

P\¡I
o00 /v2 [2. 33]

Ît
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where 0
w

and Õ are the total vibrational response and porlrer racliation from
1I

all the conEributing modes at v" hlhen equaEíon [2.33] is subsÈituÈecl in

equatj_on 12.321, the total acoustÍc po\,fer radiaÈed is given by

2
O,O¿

0 2p ¡13fs o (x
OI

J (o) o
ctïï 12.34)

e 6v2:.:e ß2
PLP

(f)2t2 +t{l- - iffr'zr

where values of oo are found from equation [2'26)'

The statistical analysis of the acoustic racliation assumes thaÈ

only supersoníc modes radiaÈe sígnificant acoustic power, and that these

modes have unit radiation ratio. In order Ëo verífy Êhis assumption, the

summation of equation 12.34] has been restricted to supersonic modes to

give a direcÈ comparison with the sÈatistical approach of equation [2'ZZ1;

Q" in the statístical analysis ancl Qo ín the exact approach are taken to be

constant and equal to 2000. In Fig. 2.5('v), Èhe two calculations are seen

to give sinilar results; the statisÈica1 calculation (curve (iv)) lies

slightly below Ehe exact (curve (iii)), reflecting the choice of upper

inÈegration limit corresponding to n = 1 modes in equation Í2.231

for J As y íncreases, thp- tÞ¡o calculations agree closely. The onset
S

of supersonic modes actually occurs at a slightly lower frequency than

predicted sÈaÈisti-cally, but the difference is less rhan 5%. It is concluded

that the statistical analysis is a good approximation to the exact analysis

of the acoustic racliatj.on from supersonic modes, especially for 
"^' 

2'

The contribuÈÍon of subsonic mocles to the toÈal. radialion may

be found from equatíon 12.34], rvhen the summation is Èaken over all modes'

usíng appropriate values of oo. This calculatión is shown in Fig' 2'5(b)

as curve (v): al1 mo<les have Qo = 2000. Significant acoustíc radiation

results from subsonic modes at all frequencies uP to u"" (above r¿hich all

modes are supersolic). At frequenc.ies belorv the first supersonic mode in

these calculations, the additional acoustic radíation is pro<luced mainly by

subsonic n = 1 modes; these have relatively higher radiation ratios tharr
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higher círcumferential- or:cler modes which occur at the same v and whích

strongly influence aU/tn.

EffecË of Reellstic variaÈions i¡ Qa In practícal situaËions ínvolving

lighÈly-damped pipe materials, radiation damping tends to reduce the influence

of those mocles \^rith high radiation raÈios: i.e. the assumption Q(v'0) = Q

is noË generallY valid.

To include this effect in the gëeç! calculations of Õ**/

relaEion

1

Qr"d

0 and
p

a /Q ,1ïp Èhe overall rnodal quality facËors Qo have been calculated from the

1

Qc,

1

Qi
+

R - ocoracl cl

[2. 35 ]

Í2.371

where Q, is the internal quality factor associated prinarily with material

darnping for pipes (see section 4.3) an<l has been set equal to 2000 for all

modes, and Qr.d i" the quality factor resultíng from acoustic radiatlon

damping, and is calculated from

r¡M
' P"h

12 "361Qt"d

using values of oo calculated from equaÈíon Í2'26)'

In calc-ulatíons of O-/0p using the statístical analysis ' the

average quality factors Q have been set equal to 2000, since for v'ur.,

subsoníc modes (of generally lower radiation ratio) control the vibraËional

response. Ilowever, in calculatíons of 0rr/0n, the average quality factors

of supersoníc modes q" have been found from

sÍ-nce o = I for these modes and Q" << Q for, . uo" for ttre present pipe'

ThesevariouscclculationsareshowninFig.2.5(c)to(e).

In tlre calc¡lation of OçlO, (Fig. 2.5(c)), close agreemenÈ betvreen the two
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anal¡rsgs still exists, suggesting that modes ¡'¡hich are signifi-cantly damped

by acoustic radíation losses, do not greatly influerrce the respoilse for

this pipe: ho\^rever, referring to Figs . 2.5(a) and 2.5(c) ' we see thar che

additional df.fferences beÈween the two analyses, result directly from the

radiation damping of subsonic modes, e.8. at v = 0.055 and 0.11, and for

v > 0.2. In Fig. 2.5(d), the inclusion of radíation damping is seen to

cause the values of Õn/Õn from the statistical analysis (curve (vi)¡

and the exact analysis based on supe.rsonic rnodes only (curve (vi-i)) to

decrease relative to the total acoustíc radiation from all modes (curve

(víii) ) . In fact, curve (viií) ís also lower Èhan the leve1 of curve (v)

in Fig. 2.5(b) as a r:esult of racliation damping. The acousEic radiation

procluced by subsonic modes is significantly greaËer than thaÈ produced

by the radiation-damped supersonic modes for all v up Êo vac'

Thís may be more clearly demonstrated by plottíng the average

radíat'onratiosforthevariouscalculationsusingequation[2.33]as

a basÍs. The statistícal analysís calculation (curve (ix)) lies 2dB

belorv the exact analysis which is based on supersonic modes only (curve

(x)) . The incl-usi.on of the contribuËion by lightly-damped subsonic mocles

to the acoustic radiatíon is seen to lead Èo large íncreases ín the average

radiation ratio for all v uP to u."'

2.2.8 Significance of Different i"" and in" Combinaüions

Hydrodynarnic coincidence wíll only occur for vn" Z 2 ' In

practical terms, this corresPonds Ëo unusually high flolv speeds and very thin-

walled píPes. For examPle, since

n- =u2hc
M2 v

o ac

2-
=Mcv 12.371

ac

it can be seen thaÈ, for a thin-walled st.eel pipe (h = 1.0mm, a = l5cms¡

ß = 0.001.92), îr. - 2.34, requiríng that Mo t I.5l* Íox coíncídence to occur

at all. In fact, four dífferent combinations of ir" "nd 
în" arise, as
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; I z an¿ î. í z. These cover the full r:ange
ac llc

as díscussed in some detail in Bull ancl Rennison

the effects of differenÊ combinations of i^^ and
ac

may be superimposed on a wavenurnber diagram, to

classificatíons of modes.

40.

of pipe-flow situatious,

(I97 4c) . To ill.us ËraEe

in", tt.C. and S.I"l. lines

generate four different

Restricting the example to subsonic convectior

osing în" = 2,5 ar,d î"" = 10.' we draw

Casel:bothin.andi"..2Hydrodynamiccoincidencecarrnotoccur

for îh".2, so that K. t K* for all modes. There will be no H'C' l-ines on

the r'ravenumber diagram' sínce 1""' 2' supersonic modes v¡i1l exist for

all frequencies, and there wíIl be only a single S.M. line. Figure 2'4(a)

ís a typical example of an índustrial steel pÍpe; here i"" = 0.8 whj-le

i, _ < Z. Region A cc¡nËains only subscnic modes for which K" > K, and
hc

region C contains only supersonic modes for which *" ' Kr'

Case2:v, <2<v-rlcac Hydrodynamic coincidence cannot occur and

K" t \o for all modes. Sínce l^"'2, the wavenumber diagram is divided'

as ir-r Fig. 2.4(b) r+here 7^" = 2.L, Ínto t\^ro regions of supersonic modes

(C) and one regíon of subsonic modes (A)' as díscussed ín section 2'2'5'

A rigid I.V.C. pipe at subsonic flow speeds r,rould belong in this category

Case3:Bothv.hc
andi >2

ac

speeds, then i"" t in" t 
'' 

Cho

I.ig. 2,6. Regíon B contains only subsoníc modes for which K" ' K*. The

response of modes ín region B will be amplified by hydrodynamic coincidence;

hor¿ever, foll-owíng the assumpËíon of the sÈatistícal analysis (that o = 0

for subsonic modes), the po\^7er radiation will be confined to supersonJ-c

modes (region C), fo:: which hydrodynamj-c coincidence cannot occur, as M" < I

in Èhis case. Acoustíc radiatÍon is confined to v5 I under these assuurptions,

which were shown, in fact, to provicle a considerable underestimate for real

pipes. For the purposes of an experimentai examinatíon, case 3 coul<l be

achieved with high subsonie internal flow speeds and an extremely thin-

r.ralled pípe.
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case4:1. >2>v
hc ac

T1lís case c-orresponds Eo supersonic. inte-rnal

flow and as such ¡^¡ould represent a case rarely met in pracLice' except per-

haps for short lengths of pipe immediately downstream of valves ' Cornbina-

tion of Fig. 2.3 (ln" = 2'5) and Fig ' 2'4(a) (i"" = 0'B) as in Fig' 2'7

illustrates ühatrin this case' a region D of supersonic modes for v¡hich

I(c S Km will exisÈ. since their respoDse is amplífied by coincidence and

they have unit radiaËion ratio, they vrill control the acoustic radiation'

Cases 1 and 2 cover the broad range of industrial piping syst'ems'

while cases 3 and 4 occur cnly in extreme circumstances. However, it u'as

desirable to attempt an examination of each case in order Lo verify the

theoretical moclel presentecl. As clescribed in later chapters' expelrmental

hrork vras concentrated mainly on case 1, where steel pipes of varying

wal1 thickness f/ere used to provide different values of I"" < 2. The

investigation was exÈended to case 2 by changing the pipe material' Rigid

P'v'c' with a value of I". = 2'04 was used' case 3 was examined in a

complex experÍmental arrangement, in which a very thin-walled brass tube

was restïained from collapsing during the experiment by pre-tensioning

the tube wÍthin a small anechoic box witl^ a staËic pressure differential

greater than that created during the operation of the flow. It was not

possíble Èo achieve supersonic flow wíth the experÍmental apParatus'

so that case 4 r¿hich involves bydrodynamic coincidence of supersonic

modes remains untested. Ihe detaíled experirnental work is described in

succeeding chaPters.

2.3 SUMMARY

A statisËical analysis of the vibratj-onal resPonse of and

the acousËíc radiation from thin-walled pípes exciËed by fully-developed

turbulent flow has been presenteci. This analysis has been based on the

normal mode method, the varíorr" """rr*pEíons 
of which have been verified

extensively in previous invest.ígations. A sËatistical approach becomes
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useful ê-t frequenc.i-es above those of the lorrrest resonant modes i.e.

when boundary conditions become less ímportant to the response. The

concept of the structural modal density can be used directly in the ca1-

culation of the average response spectral density by numerical integration

of a straightfonvard algebraíc function : thj.s is ín contrast to the exact

approach in which the cletailed modal response spectral density, found

by summing the response over al1 modes at Èire frequencies of ínterest,

must be integrated over frequency to give meaningful average rcsults.

For practical pipe/f1ow configu-r-aÈions, which in general are

well removed from the conditíon of hydrodynamic coincidence, \'aríous

approximations to Èhe pipe vibraEíonal response and acoustic radiation

may be readily nade. From these, the parametríc dependence of the pipe

response and radiation can be predicted.

For example,

(i) the non-dimensional acceleration response is predicted to depend on

the fifth poner of the pipe flow speed, to be proportional to the

average pipe quality factors, and to be inversely proportional to

the cube of the pipe wall thickness.

(Íi) The non-dimensional acoustic pov/er radíation is predicted to depencl

also on the fifth po\^/er of the pipe flow speed, to be proportional

to the average quality factors of the supersonic modes, and to be

inversely proportional to the cube of the pipe wall thickness for

î t i-- t,rt to the square of the pípe wall thickness for v .. v-^^.ac ac

The exact and statístical analyses have been shorvn to lead to

equivalent results for calculations of the vibrational response of pipes

excited by turbulent florv. On the other hand, calculations of the- acoustic

radiation using the exact and statistical analyses demonstrate thaL subsonic

modes tend to contrt¡l the acousti-c radíation for all i . i"": thus, if the

exact theory ís valid for prediction of the acoustíc radiation, the assumption

of the sÈatistíca1 analysis, that only supersonic vibration mocles contribute

to the radiatíon, ís expected to lead to sÍgnificanE errors ín acoustic

-^ -1 : ^ei ^.^ ^^+-'-.^+^^
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Finally,t'hestatisticalanalysisprovidesaconvenientanalyti-

ca1 framework, from which the cofieepts of hydrodynamic and acoustic coinci-

dence may be examined. ThÍs leads to important predictions concernlng the

influence of various Parameters j-n pracLical círcumstances ' and also direct-

ly to a seríes of differing experimental situations, which are the subject

of subsequenÈ chaPters.'
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CHAPTER 3

THE ]I}PERTMENTAL FI,OI^I FACILITY AND ITS CALIBRATION

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The aím of the experÍmenËal progralüne \¡ras to make reliable measure-

ments of the vibraLional- response of and the acoustic radiatirn fr:om a

series of pipes, excited by fully*deve1-oped turbulent flow. For thÍs purpose

a high-speed, íntermitterit, induced flow pipe facility r,ras constructed across

the laboratory anechoic chamber, rvhere measuremenËs \Àrere Ëo be made" Ext,ra-

neous acoustic exci-taËÍon within the flow was to be avoided so that the

measured data resulÈed exclusively from fully-developed turbulent flow. A

wíde range of flow speeds was required, and interchangeable pipe test

sections, of varying wal1--thickness and :naterial but of the same internal

dÍameter, hrere to be Íncorporated.

Thís chapter presents the l-ayout of the experímental facility,

defines its capabil-íties and describes the measuremenË procedures usecl during

the experímental- programme.

3.2 PHYSICAI DETAILS

An índuced-flow configuration, íncorporatíng a sonic cholce, rTas

used to minimíze the level of acoustíc noÍse within the test pipe and for

speed control. EconomÍc considerations determined Ëhat onLy intermittenË

operation was possíble. The pípe facilíty rvas mounË"d ."to"" the anechoíc

chamber belween a revert'eration chamber (the source of aÍr at atmospheric

con,ilitions) ani a 17m3 vacuum tank system, which could be evacuaËed to 25kPa.

The sysÈem 1-ayout is shovm ín FÍg. 3.1

Most of Èhe testíng was t.o be done r,¡íth steel pípes. A nominal

75 rnm internal pipe diameteï was chosen - the result of a compromise between

the restrÍcted runníng times predicted for larger pipe cliameters and the

requírenient to üreasure at fi:eqtrencies above Èhe ring frequencies of the
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various pípes to be tested.

Aír: is drawn ínro ¡he pípe Èhrough a smooth inlet l¡hích is mountecl

flush with, yet vibration isolated from, the r:everberation chamber wall' A

heavy-wall sËeel pipe (h = 6 rnm) of the same internal diameter as the test

sec¡ion connecËs the inlet and Ëhe upsÈream instrumentatíon secËion, the

latter being located inside the anechoic chamber' The upstream end of the

test section 1íes about 45 pipe díameters downstream of the inlet' A

3 m test section spafis Ëhe chamber between upsÈream ancl downstream instru-

mentatíon se.ctions

The ínstrunentation sections r.^¡e're designed to al1ow measurenents

of the relevant flow properties and their variatj'on over Ëhe test secËion

length. These propert-ie.s include the mean static pressure on the pipe wall-,

flow velocity profíleg and the specËra of the flucLuating component of the

wall static pressure. Furthermore, the test seqtíon can be replaced by a

heavy-wa1-l pipe sectÍon, instrumented with seven statíc Pressure stations

to all-ow the measurement of the static Pressure drop over the test secËion

length as requíred for the calculation of the wa1l shear stress.

The five test secÈíons are ínterchangeable, having been Crar'¿n to

the same internal diameter as Ëhe heavy-wall pÍpe (and the instrumentation

sections ). A system of spígots, dowels and a spacer plate allows the test

sectíon to be changed wíthout disconnectíng the complete pípe rig' The

three steel Ëest sections were manufactured from cold-drav¡n, seamless rnÍ1d

steel. stock, whíle Ëhe rigÍd P.v.c. tesÈ section üIas extruded to the same

inËernal díameLer. The shorter brass Ëest sectÍon requires an insert of

he.avy-r^ra11 pípe to complete f:he span between instrumentation sections'

Detaíls of the test sectÍons are given in Table 3.1; Fig. 3"2 sho¡vs the

layout. insíde the anechoic chamber'

The heavy-wall pipe extends from. tl-re downstream instrumentatíon

section Èo the sonic cholce sectiorr, brolcen oni-y by two víbration ísolators'

The piping secËíon upstream of t-he víbratíon isolator nearest the test

section is bolted rigi<l1.y Lo the r¡al1 of the concrete anechoic chamber,
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Table 3.1- : Details of Experiment-aI Test Sectíon Pipes

u

Test Pipe
Nurnber

Materíal

E (GPa)

Y

p s (kelm )

"L
(rn/ s)

Pípe length'

External Dia-
meËer

Internal Dia-
meËer

a (rnrn) (mean)

h (uuo)

ß

Ã. = Lla

f x (kHz)

!ac

*c=341 m/s

oq,

o.75 o.64 o.44 2.L4 19. B

l-s.3 15.3 15. 3 6.0 11.0

22.7 22.6 22.5 B.B 1_6.5

80. 3 79.4 78.9 79.2 l-0.5

0. 0059 0.0070 0.0100 0.0141 0.00044s

o.75 0.89 L.28 1_. 80 0.056

36.6 36.7 36.9 36.8 36,3

72.54 72.54 72.54 72.547I,7L

74.O4 7 4.32 75. 10 75.3L 72.65

2.94 2.92 2.92 2.91 0. 38

5222 5222 5222 2048 3765

7800 7800 7800 1560 8500

0.960 0.960 0.960 o.9L7 0.929

0. 28 0. 2B 0.28 0.40 0. 37

L96 L96 L96 5.5 104

Steel- Steel Ste.el Rigid PVC Brass

1_ 2 3 4 5
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which itself is isol.ated from any grouncl vibratíon. The ínternal- bore

of each pipe is hydraulically smooth. All jolnts aïe sealed v¡ith rubl¡er

Orrings to prevent leakage and are spigotted -concentríc with the pípe

ínternal diameter, so that potentÍal acoustic sources clue Ëo walI díscon--

tiDuities are avoÍded. The maximum misalignment exisËing at any pÍpe joínt
between the inlet and the upsLream isolator is less than 0.05 mm.

The vibraËion isolators (Fíg. 3.3) are desÍgned to act as lorv-pass

filters for 4ny víbration generaËed near the sonic choke. Each consi-sts

of a seríes of four steel plates (6.5 rnm thick and 250 nn square) sepalated

from each other and the enclosing flanges by soft rubber gaskets, 6 nm

thíck. A hole of the same diameter as the internal dÍameler of the Ëest

sections was bored in each plate and in the enclosíng flanges. The rubber

gaskets of the same ínternal diameter vrere cast of moul-ding rubber. A

removable steel dowel, used to alj-gn the plat.es and flanges as they are

glued to the spacíng gaskets, maj-ntaíns Èhe relaËive posÍ-tion of the isol-aÈor

components betr¿een experimental runs. Negligible dístortíons to the in-
ternal bore exist across the isolators. The insertion l-oss of each vibra-
tÍon ísolator was measured to be greater than 4OdB over the frequency

range frorn 200H2 to 2OkHz.

The flov¡ velocity in the test section may be varíed in fixed
steps by means of a series'of soníc throats. Seven smooth axí-symuetric

nozzLes of different throat areas to give seven fÍxed flow conclitíons \^/ere

made to fit ínsi<le the sonÍc choke body and are easily interchangeable.

Measurements of the centre-lÍne velocity at the instrirmentatíon sectíons

with a hot-wire anemometer confirm that steady florv conditÍons are attained

wíthín 1 second from cornmencing the openíng of the qui-ck-act]-ng pneumatically-

operated valve. The ::unning time,definecl as the tine during which steady

flow conditíons e-xist, is determined by monitor:i,ng the noise leve1 acljacent

to the f 1or,¡ inlet in the reverbaËion chamber: :rs the nozzLe velociËy drops

below sonic, a sudden Íncrease Ín ínlet noíse level occurs. The measured

flow properÈÍes are presented in the next secÈion.
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An acoust-ir.: filLe::, rnacle- by paclting glass r,rool behind a cylinclrical

perforated sþeet-metal liner ínsícle a 150 rnm díameter steel pipe, vras

mountecl directly <lor,Trstream of the sorric choke to attenuate Èhe flow noise

produced do\,rnstream of Lhe choke.. The flow expands gradually from the sonic

choke through the filter and the valve station to the 150 mm diameter steel

pipe whj-ch connects to the vacuun tanks. The pneumatÍcally-operaterl l¡utte::'-

fly valve (Fig. 3.3) may be remotely controlled from either chamber or fïoilr

an instrumentatíon cont-rol rooil. Thus the- test sectíon j-s j.solated from a-ny

mechanical or acoustic disÈurbances generated by the choke or by flow down-

stream of Ít. The measurements taken and the procedures followed are des-

cribed in the next section.

3. 3 INSTRIDÍENTAT ION ÄND FACILTTY PERFORMANCE

Measurements of the nean flow propertíes of the induced-fl-o¡,¡

facÍlity were made to determÍne the range of flow speeds for which fully-

der¡eloped turbulent. flow existed over the test sectj-on length. The procedures

followed and Ëhe conclusions reached are presented Ín thj-s section. Measure-

Trents of the properties of the nall-pressure fíel-d and of the pipe wall

materials are gíven; tectniques for measuing the vib::ational response and

acoustic radiaËion are discussed.

3. 3. 1 Mean Fl,ow Propertíes

The ruean florrr properties were cal.cul-ated from measurements of

radial total pressure profíIes. A small pit-ot ttrbe was used to obtain the

total pressures, ancl the wall static pressut'el¿as assumed constanÈ across

ühe pí-pe díameter.

A r¡a1l static pressltre station was locaÈed slightJ-y upstream of

the- pi-tot üube posi-tion aL each instrumentatíon station. lhe círc.umferenLíal

variaËion of static pressure r,¡as investígate-d by using several circumferenËíal

posítíons at each a:<ial sta-tion: the díameter of the static holes was

0.75 mm. The variation j.n c:Lrcumfer:ential static. pressure r,ras less than

17" from the mean value, ir,tplying axi-syrrnetrjc. flor,r. At each statiotr, art
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average value rùas nezlsured by interconnecting two static holes" Thirtee-rr

axial static pressure stations ruere used: 3 ín each instrunentation section,

and 7 jn the heavy-vrall pipe inserË. The axial variation 1n wall static

pressure was measured for each flow speed and ís shovm ín Fig. 3.4. The

static pre-ssure decreases smoothly (almost linearly) \,/ith distance in thq

flow direction; small accele-raËions of the flow are índicate<l by the changes

in slope of the curves as the flow progresses down the pipe.

The nose of the pitot tube rvas flattened Eo a thickness of 1.5 mm ancl

project-ed 50 mm upsEream of the probe support. A National pressure Èransducer

(LX17O2G), with a seusitivity of 0.0673 vol-ts/kPa and a frequency response

flat to lkHz, was used for pressure measurements. The calibrated output was

fed to the vertical coordinates of a peu recorder. A sírnple positioning

mechanism allowed the pitot tube to be traversed away from the pipe wall

across the pipe centrelíne, whíle a resístance potentiometer produced a

voltage proportional to the pítot tube position: this voltage r^ras fed to che

horizontal coordiuates of the pen recorder. Traversing the piËot tube from

Èhe pipe wall to the pipe centreline produced a graph of total pressure against

radial distance. Ihe wall statíc pressure was measured directly after each

traverse, botl- with the pitot tube immersed in the florv and hrithdra\,rn; the

presence of the pitot tube produced small variatíons ín the wall st-atic pressures

but these were less tJnar. 37" of the centreline dynarnic pressure. Ttre stat.ic

pressure measurement wÍth the pitot tube at the pipe centreline !¡as used in

all calculatíons.

The velocity profiles were calculated from pitot tube total pressure

neasurements and corresponding wall static pressures, using compressible floiv

relaÈions. The velocity profiles coapare favourably with those of Schlichting

(1968, p,562). Both sual1 aucelerations of the flow ancl a slíght broadening

of the velocity profiles occur over the test sectíon length, the effects irr-

creasíng r^rith fl-ov/ speed. Table 3,2 shor,ss the ca]-culated mean flow propertíes

at the tÌ,üo.instrumentatj-on sections. Frictional choking of the fLow

near the sonic shoke liurited the maxirnum achi.evable test section flor'r

speecl , The vel-ocity profiles at the upsbream and downstream irrstrumentaL-Lor-r
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TABLI] 3.2

Throat Number

Upstream fnstrument

Sectíon

SU}Í}IrRY OF )IËÀSIiRED FLOl^l DATA

7

M
o

qo (kPa)

Uo (m/s )

U. (m/s )

R" (xlo-s¡

0.53r

r7 .4

18 3.

s"95

9.68

0.608

20.0

209.

6.76

LL.2

0.569

rB.7

196

Downs tre.am Ins trumen t
Sectíon

Mo

qo (kPa)

Uo (rn/s)

U, (t/s)

R" (xlo-s¡

Mean Values Over

Test Section Length

M,
o

qo (kPa)

(n/s )U
o

0.226

0.2r9

3.30

7s .4

2.63

3.85

0.223

3.43

76.5

3.9s

2.66

77 .6

3. 55

0. 371

9.02

LzB.

0.411

10. I

L4L.

o .4L7

10. B

L43.

4.78

7 .47

0. 378

9.11

130.

4.34

6 .75

0. 405

10. I

139 .

4.68

7.24

0.365

8.92

L26.

4.2L

6. 50

L79.

16. 1

0. 515 0.5s0

17. 0

189.

0.534

16.7

rB7.

6. 15

9.92

0.582

LB.7

200.

6.6

LO.7

0. 495

15. 4

170.

5 .57

8.97

0.s18

16 .7

178.

5.92

9 .42

0 .457

]-3.4

L57.

5.10

8.23

0 .472

13.3

162.

5.37

8.52

0. 465

L3.4

160.

I 32 654
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sections are plotted in univer:sal form ín Fi-g. 3.5, where close agreemen!

wíth the uníversal velocity <lístríb'¿tj.on law (Schlichring (1968, p. 567)) ís

found. Friction velocities have bee-n cal-culated both from neasurenleDts of

the pressure drop along the pÍpe and from Èhe velocity profíles, fo1-lowing

the method suggested by Clauser (1954) - good agreernenÈ was found'

While some spread in the data exÍsËs, the flor+ appears to be

essentially fully-cleveloped at both ÍnsÈrumentatíon sections for all flow

speerl.s.

3.3.2 Fluctuatins VJall-Pressure Fiel-d MeasuremenËs

l"feasurements of the spectral density of the randor.-r flucluating

pressure field acting on the ínternal pÍpe wall were made, although -onsider-

able docr-mentation of the properËies of the Pressure fiel-d on ttre boundary

of turbulent flows already exísts. Consídering the observed acceleratíons

occurrlu,g at all flow speeds, iË was felt necessary to compare the measured

and assumed form of the non-dímensional spectral clensíty of the turbulence

pressure field.

A piezo-electrÍc transducer, constructed from a 0.75 mm diameËer

lead zirconaËe dísk, and a pre-amp1-ifier l.ere mounted in a /r0 mm diameter

instrument pJ-ug. This was profiled to the same curvature as the bore of

the insËrumentatíon section. No surface discontinuities existed w:ithin the

instrumenËation section. The outpuË from the transducer preamplifjer r¿as

passed to a Brüel and l(jaer (B & K) 26O4 l1íctophone Amplifíer, and Ëhen fed

to both a Nagra IVL tape-recorder and a B & K 3347 Real Time Analyser (RTA) '

The RTA was rrsed both to moniËor the transducer output duríng the experiments

and for the analysis of tape-recorded data. The latÈer process Ínvolved

the construction of tape loops to obtain signal averagíng times longer thau

the experímental runníng times: the 20 second tÍme constant averaging cìrcuit

of the RTA was usecl for this purpose, w}rereas the 0.5 second time constant l^las

used rluring clÍrect recording. In general-, the <iifferences in spectral levels

betr^reen the direct RTA anal.ysj-s and those obtai'ned from the tape-recorded
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data r,¡ere less than l-dB over the f requency range from 250Ílz to 4OkLIz '

Calibration procedures r{eïe desígned so that the transducer dÍd

not have to be removed from the instrumentatfon plug and therefore ::enairred

flush wíth the plug surface Lhroughout experÍments. In the initial calibra-

tÍon, Ëhe instïumentation sectíon was connected for Èhe end of a 40 lrlm x 65 mn

rectangular shock tube, but mechaníeall-y isolated frr¡m it by one of the

vibration ísolat,ors trsed in induced-flow rig. Shoclcs of varíous strengths

r¡iere passed down Èhe instrumentation section to determíne the sensítivíty'

línearity, and frequency resPonse of the ín-situ transducer' The sensítivity

of the transducer (including preampl-ífier) was 0.058V/kPa, and was linear

over a range of shock strengths from 3. to 40.kPa, wíth a flaË frequency

response from lOQHz to 5Okflz. In addition, an acoustic coupler was used

both to verify the low-fïequency calibratíon and Ëo províde a sírnple

al_ternative t.o the shock tube calibration during experimental work. The

coupler was constructed so that the in-situ transducer, a reference B & K

4L36 6.35 mm mi.crophone and a smal] earpíece oscÍllator all faced into a

cavity, the dimensions of which were all less than 7 mm' I¡lith this arrange-

nent, the calibratíon could be verífíed for frequencies uP to 21rP'z' beíng

limited by wave effecÈs ín the coupler at hígher frequencies' Close agree-

ment r"Ias obtained between Ëhe two methods'

The transducer is sensitíve to any acoustíc noise presenü in Èhe

pipe and responds Ëo any vibraÈion of the ínstrumentation plug' Both

of these sources ,¡i11 tend to conLamínaÈe Ëhe true turbulence pressure

sígnal-, as will- the electrical noise of the preamplífíer. The spectral

density of Ëhe electronic noise was less t]¡'an L% of the measured pressure

for al-l freqre,ncies above 2OOHz for all- flow speeds ' The vibrational response

of the transducer sysEem ¡,ras investi-gatcd by blanking oif the mounted trans-

ducer from the flow. This v¡as done by retracting the transducer 3 rmn from

the pipe internal surface and cl-amping in Èhe re-sultÍ'ng ho1e, a sLeel siug and

then sealing any gaps wíth beeswax. The spectral densíty of the víbratÍon

signal so obcained was generally less Ëhan L7" oÍ the signal measured with
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the tl:ênsducer open to the flow. DaEa wer:e rejected at Ëhe fr:ecluencies rvhere

the signal-to-noise raÈÍo h7as less Èhan 5 (this only occured for Ëhe lowest

flow speed).

Duringanexperiment,acoustícnoiseisradiatedtothereverbera-

Ëion charr,ber from the inlet bel1-mouth. This noíse seems to be' gene-raued by

Ëurbulent mixing wíthin the pípe, raËher than at Ëhe inlet plane rohere the

fl_ow was smooth or dovmstream of the choke, whích would have implied propa-

gaËíon of hígh noise levels Ëhrough ttre very thin boundary layer at the throat'

An investigatioo of the acousËic noise withín the. pipe was atÈempted Ëo

determine r¿hether it con¡ributed sÍgnífícanËly to the excítation specÈral

densiËy. Measurement of acoustic noíse within high speed flows is difficul'r'

since Ehe interactÍon between the turbulent f10w and Èhe Ëransducer will

cause significant contaminatíon of the true acousÈic signal' An alternatíve

procedure is to measuÏe the cross-correlaÈÍon between t$to flush-mounted

Lransducers, spaced sufficíenËly widely so that the turbulent pressure signal

ís uncorrelated. The processes involved are time consuming and susceptibl-e

to electronic noise for low acoustic signals' and were not used'

Analternativeapproachinvolvedthemeasurementoftheacoustic

Íntensíty at varíous axial inlet positions begínning aË the inleÈ plane (where

the flow velocÍty is low) and progressíng furËher ínto the pipe until-

signíficant levels of flow noise are producecl by the measuring probe' For

thispurpose,aB&K4136microphoneu'iÈhB&K2t68Pre-amplifierwas

shiel-ded within a L2.7mm díameter, long hol-l-ow cyl-inder wíÈh a streamlined

ta1l. The cylinder entered the in1et, EaíL fj-rst from the reverberaËion room'

The acoustic sígnal- was sensed through forrr circumferential-ly-placed' 3 mn

díameterhole.s,whicl.rwerel0OrnfIlupsÈreamofthecylíndertail.The

díameter of the holes was small, so that the frequency of any hole-generate<l

flow noise rvculd be hí.gh3 any surface-or'tail-generaËed flow noise would

beofalor,¡levelrsíncethecylinderwasfairedan<laxi-symmetric'

Ast'heprobeenteredtheinletanduptopositíonsofconstant

area duct cïoss-section-the measur:ed intensity increased as the cross-
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section area decreased, and when the constant area section of the íirleL tsas

enÈered, the intensity remained constant. Thus the najor acoustic sourc'e

appeared to be located further inÈo the pipe and to be radiating predomínantly

plane riraves to the ínlet. The intensity remaíned constant for approxímatel'y

300 rn¡n wíthín the constant area section of the inl-et. As l-he probe was

Ëraversed f urËlter into the pÍpe thar-r this, sígníf icant probe noíse was

generat.ed. Thís same behaviour was founcl for each of the three flow speeds

tested (Mo = O.22.r 0.37 and 0.46). The inÈensities measured at frequencíes

l-ess than 4kHz (abo.,re which significant flow noise r,rTas generated) rnrere used

as estímates of the acoustic noíse pïesent. These I¡7ere comparable to the

flow sígnal- only for ¡hs lowest florv speed at frequencies less than ?00H2.

Consequ.ently, litt1e acoustic correction to the wa1l-Pressure spectral densiËy

need be made.

The rneasured spectral densíties of the turbulence pressures for

the various flow speeds are presented in non-dj-mensional- form in 1'íg. 3.6(a)

and (b) for the ups¡ream and dor^rnstream flow conditions respectively. l"leas-

ured cenËrelÍne parameters (qo and U6) and Èhe Ínternal pipe radius' a, have

been used. Comparison wíth the measurements of BuIl- (1967> for turbulent

boundary layer flow (where a ís equívalent to the boundary layer thickness ô)

and with the measuïements of Corcos (L962) for turbul-ent pÍpe flow, demonstrate

considerable consístency. The experimental coliapse over Èhe l¡ide range of

flor^r conditíons is quite close. No sígnífic¿nt dÍfferences between the up-

sËream and downstt:eam spectral dend,y'ties occur' suggestíng ËhaÈ for present

purposes, the flow may be consídered ful rv-ae.{fi3ne d over the tesË sectíon

for the whole range of fl-or.r spee.ds. Additional conparisons of the rneasured

values of the raÈio of the roo!-mean-square pressure to the centrelÍne

dynamic pressure and to the r,¡a1l shear stress (calculated from Pressure

drop measuremenËs) compare closely with oÈher publíshed data, as shown in

Figs. 3.7(a) ancl (b).
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3.3"3 Structur¿rl Properties of Test Sections

Values of elastic modulrrs E, <lensity P" and Poíssonrs ratio ¡t of

each test sectíon are required for calculations-of the longitudinal- rùave-

speed in the wall of each test pípe and for the non-dimensional presentation

of experimental data. E and g" are readÍly measured, while ll can be found

from Ëabulated data. Usually E Ís determined from a sËatic tensí1e text.

Hovreuer, for plastícs, B can vary considerabl-y with frequency and temperature

For Lhe P.V.C. test section, in addition to a tensile tesÈ' E r*zas measured

wíth an alternative method: this depended on Èhe fact thaË Ehe resonance

frequencies of a beam with clamped ends, which tre proportional- to Il, can

be predicte-d exactly (Morse and Ingard (1968, p. 185)).

For the static tensíle tests, test stríps (6.5 mm wide and

400 rnm long) were milled from spare test section materíal. As Ëhey retained

some of the circumferential curvature of the oríginal- test sectíons, a 75 nm

lengËh in the middle of each strip r{as reduced to a width of 4 rnur: measure-

ments of the strain in a 25.4 rnm gauge length in the necked portion were

made r,rith an Ingstron Strain Gauge Extensometer G-51-11M. The applied load

was plotted auÈomatical-1-y agaínst Èhe strain by the Ingstron TT-11-15 Uníversal

Testing ínstrument; E rtras determíned from Ëhe slope of the graphs. The

data for the steel test strips agreed vTithin 2% or. tabulated data ín Kinsler

and Frey (L962, p. 5O2> and Marks (L967, p. 6-7).

The value of E for P.v.c. from the tensÍle ËesÈ was 4.GPa.

An alternate value of E for P.V.C. vras obtaÍned by measuring Ëhe resonance

frequencies of an un-necked tensile tesÈ stTip, whose ends were clamped

rígidly in massive supports. Values of E calc'.rlated from l-ow-order ruode

resonances rrere found to exceed the tensile tesË measurerùent and to

asymptote, for higher node order, to a value 377" hígher than the tensíle

test result. Thís díffeïence betr,reen the two determinaLíons is be]-i.eved

to have resulted from a real- variatíon of E with frequency: the result from

the beam resonance experíment, which agrees with tabulated data (Cremer,

Ungar and Heckl (1973, p. 2L6)), has been r¡sed for calculatj-on purPoses.
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Measurements of the properties of the brass test material rvere noÈ

attemptecl, but r+ere Ëaken from Kinsler and Frey (L962, p' 502) ' All sLructural

properties clata used are shornm in Table 3'1'

3.3.4 Measurement ?rocedures

Experínentalmeasurementsweretakenonlyduringperiodsforvrhich

steady staËe conditíons of pipe vÍbrational response and acoustic radiation

existed. on monitoring Èhe pípe wa11 acceleratíon and acoustíc racliatíon

spectra on the Real Time Analyser, this was found to be only slíghtly shorter

Èhan the running tíme of each flow confíguraËion'

Thepre-amplifíedtransduceroutPutwasamplifiedbyaB&K2LL4

Spectromecer and recorded on both the RTA and tl-re Nagra IV tape recorder'

Tape loops of the central portion of the recorded data were replayed inl-o

the RTA for comparison with directly-stored data. The differences in spectra

obtained from the two methods were usually less than ldB' Data were recorcled

over Èhe frequency Ïange 2OOHz to 40kHz'

Pipe I^Iall Response Mj-niature B & K 8307 0'5g accel-erometers were used

in the measurement of the acceleration response of rhettrin-waIled pipes Ëested'

lJhile mass loadíng reduced theír high frequency sensitiviÈy, they vrere found

to be robust and convenient instruments for continuous usê in the collection

of data from many points over the pipe.surface. calibration l¡Ias performed

with a B & K 1606 Vibration Pickup Preamplifier' The 8307 accelerometer'

which has a nomÍnally f1-at frequency response up to frequencies in excess r;f

4OkHz fox a rigid mounting, was to be fastened to the pipe surface with a

Ëhin J-ayer of beeswax. In order to determine the response of the mounting

aË high frequencÍes, the accelerometer \^tas atËached t'lÍËh beeswax Ëo the top

surface of a B e K 42gO Calíbratíon Excíter in an ldentical maffieT to ËhaE

forthepípeaccelerationmeasurements.Theoutputfromthereference

accelerometer housed withín the calíbraËion exciter rvas rnaínËained constant

by feeding it to the active compressot círcuít of a B & K 1014 Beat Frequency

oscillator. The resulting response curve l'tas fl-at to AOkHz' indícatiÏrg that
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for 0.5g acce'eroilete-rs aÈ least, a beeswax layer provicles a satisfactory

mountfortlrewholerangeofpiperesponsemeasurements.Doub]-e-sided

aclhesive tape also produced a f lat frequency response to 4orcllz f or a 0 ' 59

accelerometer '

AL high frequencíes ' even the small mass of a 0'5g accel-erometer

willcauseareductioníntheacceleraÈionresponseoflÍght-weightStruc.tures.

An assessment of thís 'mass-loadíngt was made by measuring the reducl-ions in

thepípeaccelerationresponseforlorvíngtheaddítionofseveralsmallmasses

to the 0.59 aecelerometer attached to the test pipes' for a constanL electro-

magnetícexcitatíonpovTerinputinone-thirdoctavefrequencybands.The

neasurementsl,TereexÈrapolatedbacktoÈhecaseofzeromass-loadi.ngtogive

estimatesofthenecessarycorrectionsËobeappliedforthe0.5gaccelerometer.

These are Presented in Fig' 3'B for the steel and P'V'C' test pipes' For

each of the steel- pipes, the mass-loading correction íncreases al 6'5dB/ocCave

forfrequencaesgreatelthanthe|break|frequencyl.e.thatfrequencyat

whichmass-loadingbecomesimportant.TheP.v.C.rnass-loadíngcurvehasa

similar form Èo the steel curves' Corrections to sPectra measured with the

0.59 accelerometer were taken from these ""t't'""'*

ThebackgroundelectronicandvibrationnoiseSpect'rawereusually

at least 20dß below Èhe acceleration sPectra for frequencies greater than

lkllz;onlyforthelowestf]-owspeed'"'".o''ectionsnecessaryandthen

only ín those frequency bands containing few resonarit modes'

Acoustic Raclía tion The background level for acoustic measureme'nts i-n

the anechoic chamber was determined by the electronic noíse of the B &K

microphone/preamplifier/Power supply eqtripment' By appropriate combínatíon

of B & K 4131 (25.4 mm) and B & K 4133 (12'7 rnn) condensor microphones' meabrure-

ments of pipe acoustic radiationl¡/ere- possibleover the complete frequency

rangefrom250Hzt.o40kÏzloxallpipesanda]-].flowspeeds.Somemeasure-

mentsforthelowestflovlspeedrequÍredcorrecÈionsforelectronicnoise;

butthevastnajorityofmeasurementslaywellabovethebackgroundlevels.
* The accuracy of these corrections to the measurc'd acceleration

ic -r- I áR fc)r 9 < I and t 3 dB for v > f '
spectra
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characteristics of the anechoíc chamber has shown

be consiclered as a free-field environment for one-thir<l

measurements from 200H2 to above 4OkHz: it can therefore

the dírectivity of the pipe radiation. Thís is díscussed

3.4 SUMMARY

Detaíls of the construction and operating characterístics of the

Índuced flow pípe facility have been described to demonstrate its capabilities

for Ëhe measurement of flor¡-indueed pipe noise.

The operation is intermÍttent with running times for steady state

conditie:.s generally ín excess of five seconds for Èhe pipe diameter usecl.

Seven flow configurations, corresponding Èo centrel-ine velociti,es (averaged

over the test section length) of.77,127, L4L,160, L79,189 and 196 m/sec

are avaíl-able: these condÍt,j-ons correspond to mean centrelíne non-diruensíonal

flow speeds Mo rangÍng from 0.22 to 0.57 í.e. a factor of 2.55 bet\^reen

maximum and minímul values. Fully-developed flow conditions have been shown

to exísL over the test section length for all tested flow speeds, as demon-

strated by comparísons of the non-dimensÍonalised vel-ocity profíles an.l the

uníversal velo oity-distribution law.

Sími1-arly, measurements of the non-dimensÍonal pov/er specËral

densiËies of the turbulence r.ral-l-pressure field associated with these flows

agree closely with established experimental data. No significant exËranecus

flow or acoustíc excÍtations appear to be present withín the test section

pípes.

Procedures have been described, whích a1low f or sat.is t^"ro,ty

coll.ec.tÍon of experimental data on the vibrational- response of and the acoustíc.

radiatÍon from pípes exciÈed by full-y-developed turbulent ilow, over a

broad frequency range from 200H2 to 40kHz fot all- the above flow speeds.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTS I,JITH STEEL P]PES

4.L INTRODUCTION

Steel test secÈions were used in the initial set of experiments.

For the thiclinesses chosen and flow speeds available,0.45 I i"" 5 0.75

and O.OO.Bf S in" S 0.088, corresponding to case'1 discussed in section

2.2.8. The conditions are far removed from coincidence, so Ëhat the

dependence of the non-dimensíonal pipe vibrational respollse 0-/0n and

acoustic radiaÈion ,n/r, on structural and flow parameÈers should be pre--

dicred closely by rhe approximate expressions, equations Í2.28] and [2.30].

The dependence of ÕU/On and Õn/on on flow speed and strtrctural

dimensíons can be isolaÈed by using a single pipe maËerial. For steel

pipes ín case 1, tU/tn and On/on are both theoretícally independent of À:

thus Â was maintained constallt during experiments \'üith steel pipes tcr

reduce the number -of experimental variables. As shown Ín Table 3.lr three

steel pipes of dif ferent r,rall thíckness were used Èo explore the ß depend-

ence of Èhe pipe vibration ïesponse and acousEic radíation. Seven differ-

ent flow speeds were Èested. Modal resonance frequencies and quality

factors viere measured in considerable detail for a variety of boundary

condiLions, ranging from free to rigÍd ends.

The experiment.al measurements, appropriately reduced to non-

dimensional forrn, are presented in Ehe subsequent secEions of this chapter.

Comparísons are na<le of the predicted and measured values of the non-

dimensional spectral clensíties of the response and radiation, and of tireir

predicted and measured parametric dependence.

Darnping treatnents \¡¡ere applied to the surface of the- thickest

pipe. .The resulting changes in qualÍty factors, vibrational response and

acoustic radiatíon are reporte<l to show the capacity of s¡'¡ch tl:eat'ments
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for noíse control purPoses. The relati-ve effectíveness of flow arrd

acoustic excitations ín proclucing external acous Eic radiatíon is also

consídered"

4.2 PIPE RESONANCE FREQUENCIES AND MODAL DENSITY

The modal density function, as given by equatÍon [2.I0]'

is frrndamenÈal to Ëhe statistícal analysis of the resonanË pipe response

and the associated acoustic radíaËion. Considering the asstrmptíons ínvolved

in the derivation of the rnodal density equatíon' an experimental verifica-

tion rvas necessary to examine the magniÈude of any differences between

ÈheoreËica1 and measured results'

Theaxialsymmetryofacylindermeansthat,foreachr-sonance

freque.ncy, L\n7o resonant modes will exist, correspollding to the mode shapes

described by equation 1,2.61. The ÈheoreÈícal analyses of chapter 2 has

allowed for thís by defining the modal density as the density of resonarrce

frequencies and multiplying the response equatíon by a factox of 2' In

general , it will not be possÍble to differentiate bet\Àleen the two mode

shapes at each resonance frequency, although on at least one occasion, the

response-amptíLtrde curve r¡as found to hi-ve two closely-spaced peaks' each

of r^rhich corresponded to the same order mode'

Comparisons of theoreticat pipe resonance frequencies, predícted

by the texactt resonance frequency equaÈions derived by Arnold and inlarburton

(1953) and by the sinrplified form of Hecklrs equatíon (equaEion 12'7))'

show that Èhe IaÈËer ís inaccurate for low circumferential-order modes '

producing overestimates of the rexactt resor'anc-e frequencies of approxirnately

5OZ for the n = I and rt = 2 nodes. ConsequenLly, ttre total number of modes

below a certain frequency is underesËimaËed. In spite of thís, Lhe fre-

quency rat,e of chauge cf the nunber of modes belorv a certaín frequency

(í.e. the modal clensity) is predicted quite wel1, as has been reported by

Heckl (L962) and lliller and Hart (L967) '
,Aseriesofexploratoryexperimentswithtwolengthsofsteel
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pipe of tesÈ section I tr¡as carried out to inrzestí8ate the accuracy of the

applícation of Èire moclal densiÈy function to pipe vibralion analysis' The

adclitional effects of a variation in pipe end'conditions and of a static

pressure differentÍal across the pipe wall I^lere examined' While these

resulËs are not all used directly in the analysis of the flow experíDent's '

they al1ow general conclusions to be made about Èhe likely importance of

such variatÍons.

An initial experimenË involved a 3.5 m length of steel PiPe,

whose other dimensions corresPonded to Lhose of -l-est section l' I'ree enci

condiËions were achíeved by suspending the pipe at its vibration nodes

nearest the ends in light-gauge wire loops. An elecÈromagnet, placed

beneaÈh one pipe end, was driven from a narrow-band Muirhead-l^ligan

oscillator D-650-8. Pipe resonance frequencies TtTere detected aurally and

fron peaks in the response-amplitude curve as sensed by a B & K 8307 0'5g

accelerometer, whích \,Ias attached with beeswax to the opposite end of the

pípe. The r¿ires were adjusted manually Èo Ehe nodal lines so that energy

dissipation Ëhrough the strucÈural suPports was minimised. The order of

each particular resonant mode l^tas determined by traversíng the accelerometer

smoothly over the pipe surface and cor:nting the number of axíal and círcun-

ferential nodes. During all these experiments, modal damping measurements

r¡rere rnade, as described in the next sectíon'

It was possible to isolate the fi.rsc 13 axial modes of circum-

ferential order n = 1, and Ëhe first 20 to 30 axial modes of each circum-

ferential order tt = 2r û = 3 and n = 4. The modal overlap increased aÈ

high frequencies (v > 0"2), makíng the Ísolat:ion of modes of order n ) 5

difficult. The spacing of resonant modes in fr:equency is illustrated i'n

the graphs of modal quality factor for this Pj-Pe, as in Fig. 4.2(a). Large

groups of low axial-order modes of fixed círcumferential order n occur aÈ

certain frequencies, determined principally by che bending stiffness of

the nth circumferential-order modes, to produce an írregular densíty of

modes.
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The theoretical approach of Ar-nold and l^larburton (195 3) r'ras

found to predict the pipe resonance frequencies accurately. 'Ihe modal

resonance frequencles of a cylinder with free ends are essentiall.y the

same as those of a cylinder with clamped ends, r,¡here the length of the

free-free cylinder is taken equal to Ehe distance beÈween axial node. lines

nearest the cylinder ends. The maxímum error in resonance frequency r¡/as

B%, and the agreement improved as the axial order m increased.

Calculations of the experimental modal density at 1ow fre-quency

r¿ere made in one-Ëhird octave bands: these are compared vríth the theoreti-

ca1 prediction (equatíon [2.10]) in non-dimensional form in Fig. 4.L. The

experímental values are distríbuËecl evenly about the theoretical predic-

tion. This scatter, which is rather large at lorv frequencies, decreases

as I ir,"reases beyond 0.1. The experímental peaks are associated with t.he

rgrouping togetherr of low axial-order modes of fixed circumferential order"

As the total number of modes in a band increases, these groupings ha've

less influence on the experimental mooal density.

To examine the changes in resonance frequencies produced by

fixing the pipe ends in Èhis exploratory situaÈion, the experimenË wâs

repeated for a I clampedt end condition. Here the ends cf Êhe same Ëest

pipe were fasÈened in massive 15kg supports in tíght cylÍndrical push-fit

joinEs:, however the joints \,/ere not as rigid as they would be íf the ends

were vrelded or brazed to Ëhe supports. ÍhÍs small flexibility in the joínË

increased Ëhe dampÍng of the higher axial-order modes for rt >. 2, so Ëhat

fewer modes could be isolated than with the free-free end condition. Never-

theless, only minor variations in the modal resonance frequencies from those

observed r¿Íth free-free end condíÈions were Þroduced; no changes in modal

density were found.

The end conditic¡ns used during all flow expe.ríments corresponded

closely to Ëhese tclampedt ends i.e, the test pípes were fastened into

the end flanges with push-fiÈ joints. Ihe Èhree st.ee1 test sections ¡¡ere

nov¡ tclam.pedr, each in turn, in the induced-flov¡ rig in the anechoÍc chamber
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for flow Eesting, Besonance frequency dístributions (and rno<lal quality

factors) hrere measurecl , as shown ín the graphs of quality fac'tors in l'igs'

4.4(a) to (c). The resulting calculated modal densities are shorvn i'n !-ig'

4.L. Siurilar scatter as occurred for the free-free end condítion is

Presentintheresultsofalltestsectíons:thetlreoryrepresentsa
goocl mean curve for the experimental daËa'

Itwasnotpossibletomeasuret'hedensityofthesupersonjc

modes,duetoincreasingmodaloverlapathigherfrequencies.Close

agreemenE was found, however, between the measured resonance freqrrencíes

of the low axial-order n = 1 modes of all test pipes and theoretical

predicÈions using the equations of Arnold and warburton' (n = 1 modes are

supersonic at lower frequencies than all other order n modes) ' Calculatj-ons

from these latÈer equations and the approximaËe supersonic modal densiÈy

equation (tl" ín equation t2'30]) of the densiËy of supersonic modes agree

closely:consequently,itisexpecÈedtiratEheexperimenÈaldensityof

supersonic modes will be predicted with at least the accuracy of the predíc-

tion of the modal density of the Èotal number of modes'

Duringtheoperationofthein<luced-flowxLg,astaticpressure

reduction of up to 25kpa cccurs inside the pipe, which t'¡ill tend to reduce

the vibrational membrane stresses in the pípe wall arrd also decrease the

resonance frequencíes: these changes were investigated experimentally' The

inducecl-flow rig was sealed at t-he ínlet and the choke' A vacuum puûlp htas

used to appty a series of constant. pressure differences across the pipe

wall, r^,hile Ëhe changes in resonance frequencies sTere moniÈored' The

resulting reductions hrere found to be directly proportional to both the

círcumferential mode order and the reductions in internal pressure (up to

50kPa),butwerealr+ayslesstjnan5%asshorvninFig.4.3.Consequent].y'

noimportantchangesinmodaldensityareexT)ectedLooccurduringthe

flow-testíng of the steel PiPes '
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lr.3 I) ¡']IPING OF STEEL PIPES

¿t. -1, l. Introduction

Theoretical esËimaÈes of Èhe vibrational response of and acoustic

radiation from structures depend on estimaËes of the structural danping.

For example, the response of a single struct,ural mode is proportional to

its modal quality factor Qo, as well as to Èhe coupling bethteen the excita-

tion and the mode. similarly, the response of a group of modes contained

in a narrow frequency band may be consídered proportional to an t average

quality factot:r Q, and. to Èhe average coupling existing between the ex-

citation and Èhe resonanÈ modes. For those situations where the c'oupling

Ís inclependent of the actual mode, the average quality factor is equal to

the aríËhmetic mean of the quality factors of the modes in the band' I^Ihen

the joint acceptance varies significantly over the resonant modes in a

band, the average quality factor may be controlled by the most sËrongly-

coupled, lightly-damped modes. In general, therefore, dífferent exciÈations

will produce different effecÈíve Q values, requíring that the actual ex-

eitatíon under investigaÈion be usedin the measurement of the average

quality f actors, in order that Ëhe appropriate modal energy level-s (or'''

which Q depends) are Produced.

MeasuremenÈ of the decay of steady-state vibrational energy levels

on removal of the excítation wíll giie correcË estinates of the average

quality factors for mechanical or acoustic strucÈural excitation' This

approach is not practical, however, for turbulent flow excitation of

structures since the excitation rtrill not decay sufficiently quíekly'

several rather complex methods exist for the measurement of iudívidual modal

quality fact.ors for flow-excited structures, but these are suitable only

for lo¡,r-order, r,ridely-spaced, lightly-damped nodes. In the exciËation of

l_ow-order modes of thin panels by turbulent flow, I.lilby (1967) found that

the flow increased the damping by an avelâge of 50% over the values measured

by single-frequency electromagnetic excítation wíth no flor'¡ over the panels'
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No methods exist for the clirect measureirent of avel:age quality factors of

liglitly-damped strueiures of high modal density, which are excited solely

by turbulenÈ flov. Sínce the present steel pipes have larger wall

thicknesses than the panels used by Wilby, v¡e have assumed Èhat no Í-mportant

increases in rnodal dançing.wí11 be produced by the action of the flow:' even

if the Qts decreased by 50%, this would imply errors in theoreticatr response

predictions of only 3dB.

Introductory experíments were performed to determine the most

suitable method for measuring the modal and average quality factors.

These were followed by investígatíons of the effects of variations ín pípe

end conditions and of a static pressure diffe.rential across the pipe, wal1.

l,lhile suc.h a detailed investigation was perhaps noÈ necessary for the

analysis of the experimental results, the effects observed seemed suffi-

cientl-y interesting in their own right to justify a detailed examinatj-on.

The tresponse-amplituder and the tresponse-decayr meËhods were

compared. In the re-sponse-amplitude nethod, the frequency bandwiclth (Acoo)

of each individual resonant mode is measured aÈ the half-po\4/er points of

the response-amplitude curve; the modal quality factor is Èhen given

by Qa = (oo/Aoro), where oo is the mode resonance frequency. This method

requíres that the oscíllator frequency ís stable over the measurenent

period and can be varied over small discrete intervals. Líkewise the mode

resonance frequerrcy must noÈ drj-ft with time. Any non-resonant vj-bration

should be minírnized by the appropríate plaeement of the exciter and vibration

transducer. For lightly-damped lnodes at low frequencies, the modal band-

widths can be very small so that 7-arge inaccuracies may be produced by

small errors in ban<lwidth neasurement. The method is extremely t.ime

consuming rn'hen many modes are Ëo be investigated.

The response-decay method involves a rneasuremenÈ of the- rate of

decay of the pipe vÍbration from iÈs inicíal steady-state level after the

excitation has been removeci, To accomplish this, the amplified accelero-

meter signal is passed to a linear-J-og converter and then to a varíatrle
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time-base stoïage C.R.O., \,rhere the <ìecay rate is measured with a calibrafed

protracLor. The sp-me limitations re¿larding non-resonant- contr:ibutions to

the moclal dccay apply to this methcrd as t.o the response-amplitude meÈhod,

The results ar:e nore accurate for small bandwídths and are not sensítive

to resonance frequency drift. The trvo methods rvere found to give identical-

results; however, ttie latLer rvas adopÈed since it is nore convenient to

use, and has the advantage. that íÈ may also be used in the measurement of

average quality factors, where the excitation is witli bands of r:andom

noise.

4,3.2 Measurements on a Pipe r,¡íth Free Ends

For líghtly-clamped steel s:idcËures, only structural damping and

acogstic radíation will contribute significantly to the decay of vibrational

energy levels. Structural energy dissipation will be associated both with

maÈerial internal-dampíng mechanísms and with losses occurj-ng at the

structural boundaries; of the letter mechanisms, viscous damping arisíng

from the pumpíng of gas around the joínts can be inportant in non-rigid

joints (ungar and carbonell (1966)). As discussed in sectíon 2,2.7,

significant acoustic damping wiJ-l occuï when the structural radiation ratio

of light-weight structures is high, so that Qrr¿ (defined by equation

12.36]) may be less than the. quality factor produced by other damping

mechanisms. First a pipe wíth free en<ìs v¡as tested: the influence

of the structurêl supports üras removed, so that internal ancl acoustic

damping could be examined. The 3.5 m section of steel pipe (section 4.2)

was excited at one end with an electromagnet driven by the Muirhead

Oscillator at thc,se frequencies corresponding to pípe resonant modes. The

supporting wire loops we::e. adjusted to the nodal positions Ëo minimize

theeLrergy losL through the supports. The 0.5g acceleromeËer, located at

ttre pipe end opposite the excítation, sensed the decay of the pipe accel.era-

tion level on remo'rzal of the exciEation" The modal decay rate \¡¡as found

to be indepcnde.nt of the position of both the excíter and the acce-J-erometer'
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arìd of the amplitude of Lhe excitatíon (as indíc"aud O, st.raj.ght-1ine log-

arithmic clecay curves).

The rnodal quality factors for the pipe with free ends arc shown

ín Fig. 4.2(a). The greater majori.ty of the low-frequency modes (v < 0.13)

have been located: smootl-r mean curves can be drawn. A remarkable ordei

exists in Ehe variatÍon o¡ Qmn r,ríth m, for fixerl n. Consider the n = 1

modes. As m íncreasss, Qrn increases ínitial1-y (associaÈed perhaps wi-th

a small but decreasing energy Èransfer through the supporting 'vrlires),

and then decreases smoothly from a peak valu. of Qml = 2300 to a minimum

measured value of approximately 350. The n = 1 modes have the highest

structural wavespeeds at a particular frequency. In this case, as m increases'

the radiation ratio of the n = I modes increases sharply and Ëhe resulting

acoustíc damping increases, so that Qrud d."teases. Assuming that tl-re

maÈeríal quality factor is approximately 2300, equaÈion Í2.351 may be used

to calculate Q as Q . decreases with nrode order: for example,- -mn 'rad

11
Qí Qrrd

where Q, = 2300.

Ihese calculatíons are presenÈed for n = 1 to 4 ín Figs . 4.2(b) to (d) 
'

where Q,-. has been calculated using equatÍon [2.36]: mean experimental'rad

curves from Fig. 4.2(a) are inclu<led for comparison. Frorn Fíg. 4.2(b), for

n = I modes, Èhe acousLíc radiation is seen to control the qualíty factor

ofmodesnT4.

Similar trends are found with modes of circumferential order

tt = 2 and n = 3. An initial increasing portion of the Qnol curve is foll-orsed

by a flat plaEeau of constana Qo_ of approxirnately 2300. The acousÈic

qualr'ty factors of the n = 2 and n = 3 modes control the plateau widttt

(Figs. 4.2(c) and (d)). After an initial íncrease, the measured quality

factors of the n = 4 circumferential modes remain essenÈially constarrË

for the range of m measured. Calculations predict that signifícant åcoLrstic

damping wíll not occur for n = 4 modes until m > 75 ot v > 0.31.

1

Qffir
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From t-hese- re-sults, it. foJ-lorts thaÈ the response of loru'-

frequency supersonic mo<les v¡ill be deteriríned primarily by the acousEic

darrrpirrg presenl-ec1 b)' the surrounding acoustic mediunt. llire actLlal measurer

ment of the qualíty factors of these supersonic modes is difficult' since

they are mol:e heavj-ly damped than other subsonic modes present' llowevei,

reasonable estimates of the quality factors of these modes nray be made by

assuming unit radiatíon ratio.

The same pipe rvas excited wi th one-Èhird octave bands of random

noise from a E & K 1402 F-andom Noise Generator, and average quality factor

measurements were made using the lesponse-decay nethod. The initial slopes

of the decay curves were taken to represent the average quality factors -

these are sho\dn on the overlay in Fig. 4.2(a). Calculations of the arith-

metÍc mean of Èhe modal qualiÈy factors in each band agree closely wíth

these measurements, even for bands containing a range of modes of different

circumferenÈial order.

4.3.3. Measure-menËs on a Pip e with I Clampedr Ends

The ends of the 3.5 m steel pipe were fclanpedr in massive

supporEs as described in section 4.2. Measurements of the modal and average

qualíty facÈors r¡rere rePeaÈed; for clarity, only the modal results are

shown in Figs . 4.2(b) to 4.2(d), although iÈ was found that the measured

average quality factors of the modes ín a particular band were equal to the

arithrnetic mean of the quality factors of the individual modes'

substantial increases ín structuÏ41 damping occur for modes oí

each circumferen'uial clrder. Vibratíon in the n = 1 rtransl'ationalI modes

involved displacement.s of the pipe centre of rnass (normal to the pipe

axis), so that co¡siderabie energy is <lissipated by vibration of the pipe

end-supports. This adciitj-onal damping clecreases as m ilrcreases, as sltoi'rn

ín Fig. 4.2(b) by the curve- of Qi,.,l, whích íncreases smoothly from a rninínuni

value of Qtt=20 toQrrFur-therntore, it was fc¡und that Qorr(m < 4) could be

reduced to -l-ess than 10, by placing a rubber O-ring betl¡eerr the outside
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clíameter of the píite enrls and an errlarged clamping support, Ehtrs creating

a f lexible, sirnply-srrpported end condíl-ion. Shearirrg of the O-ring support

provided additional darnping. Iloweve::, for the clamped end, Èhc additional

damping occuring at the ends for the n = 1 modes, presumably the mosË

severe case, has disappeared completely by m = 6. At hígher m (ana v), the

increasing radiation damping probably ca.uses the rclantpedt Q*t- cLlrve to

fa1l in a sir¡r-ilar manner to the free end case' as shown in Fig. 4.2(b),

although it was not possíble, especially at frequencies where n = 3 modes

occur (v = 0.044), to isolate n = 1 modes of axial order greater than 7.

Modes of circumferential order n > 2 do noË involve a translati-orr

of the pipe axis, so that thej-r quali-tv factors should noÈ be influenced

by the pipe end conditions in the same strong manner as n = 1 modes: in

f.act, as seen in Fig. 4,2(c) and (d), the íncreases in damping of the low

axial-order modes for n 2 2 are quiEe small. It was noted that no signifi-

cant changes in the quatíÈy factors of the 1ow m, tt = 2 modes from the

free end results were produced by the O-ring supPort,s; this reinforces

the opinion thaÈ the n ) 2 modes do not dissí.paÈe significant energy by

support víbration. Contrary Èo the behaviour observed for n = 1 modes

(Fíg. 4.2(b)) , the additional damping produced by the I clampedr end

condiÈion increases as m increases, for modes of constant circumferential

order n. Íhe increases ín additÍonal darnping become larger and more

orderecl as n íncreases, as showrr in Figs. 4.2(c) and (d). A possible

explanation of Èhis behaviour is that the process of I gas-pumpingr is involv-

ed in Èhe push-fít joÍnts at the pipe ends. ungar and carbonell (1966) have

invesUígated this phenomenon as iÉ occurs in bolted beam-plate strucËures'

while Maidanik (Lg66) has developecl a satisfactory explanation of the

depenclence of the avelîage <1ualiÈy factors on frequency, gas pressure' and

separation distance between plate and beam: however, the model does not

appear readily applicable to the present situation. We note that, for

I clampedr ends, values o¡ Qurn clecrease wÍth increasing v(or m) for constanL

n, arrd that the frequency dependence o¡ Qmn decreases as n increases. Tl"e-
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nodal qualiÈy facLors lüeïe rerluced by up to lodB over the range of observed

modes,thelargestreductionsoccurringforthehighestordern-rodes.

Toexami'newheÈher,infact,theincreaseddampíngwasrelated

Èothetypeofjoint,thepush-fitjoínt..sforthesamepípewe::egluedwit.lr

epoxy cement to formtrigidt joints; the measurements of modal quality

factors \Iere rePeated, Lhough this phase of the work was not attenpted

untílalloÈherexperimentalr¡orkwascompleted.Itwasfoundthattlre

rnodal qualíty facÈors íncreased above Ëhe t clatnpeclr end condition measure-

ments, to the values found for the free-free end condition, except for the

n = l modes. These results for the trígidr end condiÈic¡n are shown j-n

Figs.4.2(b)to4.2(d)forcomparisonwithEheotherendcondiLiorrs.This

increase in modal qualiEy factor confirms that phenomena inside the push-

fit joinËs were responsible for the strong frequency dependence of the

o curves (for consEant n). rn practical situatÍ-ons, the pipe encis will
'mn

usuall_y be welded and therefore quite rigid: then, iÈ appears likely that,

except for n = 1 modes of lovr axial order and for those modes darnped by

acoustic radiaÈion, all modes wíll be essentially lightly damped r+ith qualiÈy

factors in excess of 1000'

During all experiments, the- | clamped| end condiËion of push-

fít joints was used. Measured qualíty factors of test secÈíons in-situ

are required in the reduction of re'sulËs and for theoretical predictions

of. A..la and Õ /Õ .^iv' -P ---- Tt' P

4.3.4. Effe-cts of a Statíc Pre S S U]:E Differential

.AnexperimenËtoexarrr-inewheËherastat.icPressuredifferenEíal

would alter the modal quality fact.ors in any vray was performed' The

experimenÈal arrangemenÈ was similar to that described in section 4'2;

testsectionl(ß=0.00591)was|clampecl'inËheincluced-florvriginÈhe

anechoíc charnber.

Themodalandaveragequalityfact'ors\^IeremeasuredforÈr+o

staric pressure clifferences: (a) 25kPa and (b) 50kPa. In Fig' 4'3

i,
'l
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ttre lno¡lal results are conparecl rvith measurelnents for zero sÈatic pressure

difference. A small reduction in Èhe resortance frequency of each. mode

occurs, as prevíous1y noted, but there are no systematic or significant

variaÈions in the quality factors. Likewise, the variations in the average

quality factors were smal1 and showed no dependence on the pressure differ-

ence. It is conclude-d that tlìe static pressure"differential which lvill

exist across the pipe during opê-ration of the flow rig will not influence

the results ín any important -!'74y.

4.3.5. Measuremen ts on Test Section PíPes

Detailed invesÉigations of the modal and average quality factors

for all test sectíons in-sítu were carried out as an integral part of the

te-sting programme. Average quality factors \¡/ere measured before and after

each seríes of flow tests, whí1e Èhe individual modal data were measured

before flor.7 Èestíng only. No differences in the average quality factor

measurements made before and after flow testing were observed. In all

cases, the rclampedt end condítÍon corresponding to push-fít joints was

used.

The rneasured quality facËor infornation (i.e. Qr and q) js

p1_otte<i in Figs , 4.4(a), (b) and (c) for steel test sectíons 1,2 and 3

respecÈively (which correspond to values of ß = 0.00591,0.0070,0.0100).

The average qualíty factors for "rrp.tsonic 
modes Q" are esËimated from the

actual values o¡ Qrnn of modes as they tend to becorne supersonic, qualified

by calculations of Qs from equation Í2.37] and by measured values of Q.

Q and Q" are required for theoretícal estímaÈes of the víbrational response-

and acorrstic power radiaËion from the tested pípes.

Similar trends in the behaviour of the modal and average qualit:y

factors to those previously descríbed were found for the- three steel test

sections. For all test sections, the'same remarkable order ín Qr*rras shown

ín Figs . 4.2(b) to (d), occurred. In particular, values o¡ Qrm (for constarrt

n) decrease as v(or m) increases, the rate of decrease increasing wiÈh n.
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The average quality fact-or Q, as given by the initial slope of the log-

decay curve, was found to equal Ëo arithmeÈic mean of the modal qual-ity

factors.

4.3.7. Summary

The resonant modes of the tested steel pipes were found to be

essentially lightly damped. Consíderable varíations in the modal quality

factors exisÈed bet¡.reen rnodes of different order, however, depending on

the nature of the pipe end condítíons and on the value of the modal- radia-

tion ratio.

Initial experiments on pipes with free-free end condiÈions

demonstrated that the quality facËors of modes of 1ow radiation ratio \,Jere

approximately índependent of the mode order. IË was seen that as the moclal

radiat,íon ratios approached unity values, Ehe mocial quality fact-ors

(whích are inversely proportional Ëo the radiat.ion ratios) decreased as

they became progressively more controlled by the acoustic radiatíon away

from the pipe.

For push-fit end condítions (termed rclanrpedt in the present

experiments) which allow some relative motion between the end supports

and the pi-pe surface, large amounts of ad<lÍtional damping (up to 10dB)

occurred. For each set. of circumferenti.al modes of order n >, 2, the modal

quality factor Quo, d""r"ased as m (or v) increased: also the frequency

dependence of Q decreased as n increased. Puruping of gas around the e¡rd' 'nrt

joints was probably responsÍble for these observed increases in damping

above the levels found for the free-free end condÍtion. It was found that

rigidly fixing the push-fit joints with epoxy cement caused the nodal

and average quality factors to increase to values corriesponding to free-free

end conditions. Ït seems thaË, in welded piping systems, rígid end

condí-tíons r¿ii1 exist most frequentl-y, so that h:lgh modal quality facÈors

can be expected in the absonce of signifi.cant acoustíc radíati.on <iamping

or other damping nechanisrns (such as atl-ached structures).
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Duringexperimenta].flor.ltesting,thequalityfactorsoftest

sections iir-situ vrere measured for use in the daËa reduction process and

for Lheoretical predicuio.s: the end conditions correspondecl to I clampedt

push-fit joints. For the pipe r,¡all thj.cknesses investigated, the presenc'e

of a small static pressrtre difference across the pipe wall failed to

produce any significanË changes in pipe qualiÈY factors' IE has been

assurned that the presence of turbulent flolt inside the pipe will have

neglígible effecÈ on the structural darnping'

4.4 ACCELE RATION RESPONSE

4.4.L. Introduction

Forthepurposeofmakingadetaíle<lexaminaEionofthevibraEiorr-

al response of steel pipes and of providing a contparison with the theoretícal

predictions of chapter 2, an extensive set of measurements of the accelera-

ÈionresponseofsteelpipestoflowexciLationhasbeentaken.

IhemeasureddaEaarepresenËedÍnnon-dimensíonalformas

0../O , as suggested by equation l2'2}l' The general characteristics of
$7p

the acceleration response are described in detail and with reference to

the measuremenËs of the pipe modal densities and quality factors' The

dependence of 0-/Õn on the internal flow speed and Lhe pipe wall thickness

is examined following Ëhe predictions of equation 12.291. comparisons of

the experimental non-dimensional Ïesponse spectral densities and the

theoretícal predicËions, using the statistical- analysis, a:lle díscussed'

4.4. 2. SpaLi al UniformitY o f the Píoe ResPonse

Ihe random turbulence pressure field acting on Ëhe insicie wall

of the test pipes ís homogeneous; it should produce a circumferentially

homogeneousvíbrationalresPonseínthePipe,asdiscussedinsect'íorr

2.2.L. To exarnine tl-tis conclusion ancl. to decíde t-'he more general quest'ion

of the minimum number of measuremenÈ positions re-quired to give a saËis-

factorl, spatial avera8e, art invescigation of the spatial uniformity of

the pipe vibrational ::esponse r'tas carried out'
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Acceleration r:esponse spe-ctra of test sectíon I f or Mo:O. 37 rvere nìeâstlred

aÈ ei-ght equally - spaced circumferenÈíal measurement posiÈioDs at each of

fivc cqually-spaced axia"l stations. (The two end axial statíons were 50cms

from the pipe ends). At any one axial staLion, the circumferential varia-

Èion in acceleration spectral densÍty T,,ras always less than j faB for fre--

quencies greater than lkHz(v > 0.044) and ahvays less than i 3dB for lower

frequeircíes. The axial variation in the circumferential mean val-ues of

the acceleration spectral densitj-es rvas al-r,rays less than ldB lor v > 0.044.

Ttre overall sÈandard deviaLj-on of Èhe acceleration spectral densíty was less

than 1.4d8 for all v > 0.044. As a result of this spatial unifornity in

ïesponse for this steel pipe, subsequenÈ measurements were taken at a single

rnid-span position. The same conclusions v¡ere reached for the other t\^Io

steel test sections, as each \^ras tested during Ëhe course of experimenËal

work.

It would appear that, gíven the accuracy of Ëhe instrumentation

(J 0.5d8), the vibrational response can be considered not only essentially

círcumferenEíally homogeneous as predicted, buË also uníform over most

of the pipe surface (provided measurement.s are made at posítions away from

the pipe ends).

4.4.3. ectral Characteristics an d Parametric Dependence

Thc cxperimental non-dimensíonal spectral densitjes of the

acceleration response of test section 1 (ß = 0.00591) (averaged over the

pípe surfac.e), divided by the appropriate measured values of the non-

dimensÍonal power specEral clensities of the turbulence pressure field

(Fig. 3.6), are presented in Fig. 4.5(a) for aLL the flow speeds tested.

Usually measurerrents were analysed ir, one-thir:d octave bands, al though a

narrow-bancl analysis (lZ bandwidth) of the Mo = 0.52 results \"Ias performecl:

this clearly demonsÈrated thaË each resonarrt rnode contributes to Lhe

response predominantly aE its own resonance frequency. In Fig. 4.5(a)

/oat low frequencies (v < 0.1), ttre spectral densi.ties Õ\¡I p
display sharp
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. Tlte thecire-ticai app::oximation given by equatj on t4.1] , is i-nclurJecl

i' Fig. 4.5(b) for comparison with the experimenLal results. l,a::ge differences

exist betr,,een the mean of the experimental daËa and the thecrretical ctilve,

even though the approximations made should be valid for this situation. The

differerrce is approximately 13<18 at the ring frequency, increasi'ng to a

rnaxi,mum of 25dB at v = 0.1, but decreasing for lower v. For v < 0'3 and v > I'

the frequency depenclence is well predict.ed, in spite of the poor absolute

aElre.ement. It should be noted that for þI = 0.2.2, a*/tn for 0.3 < v < 0.7

is inconsistent with the general dependence on M.r' suggesting some extraneous

ac.oustíc excitation \,qas present at higher frequencies for this lowest flors

speed.

MeasurenenÈs of the ¿rcceleration response of test section 2 are

presented in the same \,ray. curves of a-/op for each Mo are shown in Fí'g"

4.6(a)3 agaLn the frequency variation of these curves may be relal-ed to the

irregular va;iatj-ons in modal density and ave.rage qual.ity f acÈor fo r Ehisr

test pipe. In Fíg. 4.6(b), the dependence on flow speed is examined by

ploÈtíng Õiù/(oeae?sM:) : a more compact colJ-apse occurs than in Fig'

4.5(b), even for lo¡v v. Again Ín the rnid-frequency range' the data for

M = 0.22 tend to lie si-gni-ficantly above the mean curve. Sinilar discrep-
o

ancies r.¡ith the approximate theoretical equation t4.1] are found: the

freque-ncy dependence is not as well pleCicted'

The experimental data for test section 3 are shovm in Figs.4.7(a)

and 4.7(b),\,/here the same general characteristi-cs as for test section 1 are

found: Ëhe collapse procluced by assuming a fifth po\^rer dependence on flor'r

spee-d is the closest of the steel test se.ctions, lvhile similar: discrepancíe':

between the approximate theory an<l the mean <lata curve sti11 exíst' The

change in frequency depen<ìence for v > 0.2 is again obse-r'¡ed.

Equation t4.1] indicates that Õ-/Õn ís in'rrersel-y pr:oporÈional to

ß3, ß-2 resirlting from the pipe rvalI thíckness anti ß-1 fron, the modal densiLy'

Dquertion i4.1] may be re-r,¡ritten as
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The data from the three test pipes may be compared by re-p-lotting

in this latter forn an<1 the ß dependerrce is the.reby investigatecl . Mean

values r:f rhe 6 highest Mo data sets (ot¡ ß' 
"in)/(op 

Q of" 
":) 

have been

calculated for each test section i.e. Mo = 0.22 ð.ata are not inclucleci;

thege curves are shown in Fig. 4. B. A close collapse is produced ovei: the

whole. frequency range, supporting Ëhe predic.ted ß3 <leperrrlertce. The

M_ = 0.22 ð.aLa for each pj-pehave been omíttec1 sínce they appear t.o result:
o

from acoustic excitation for v > 0.3: this rejection lov¡ers the mid--frequency

average dafa by approximately 1dB. The approximate tireoretical preciictíon

(equaÈion 14.21) shows similar lack of absolut-e agreement r,vi.Ëh ttre expezi-

mental data in Fíg. 4.8 to that found in previous comparisons, although tire

frequency dependence i-s predícted reasonably, at- least for v < 0.3.

The sharp change in frequency dependence for v > 0.3 is belie-ved

to result partly frour the presence of a r,¡eak acousÈic fíel<1 within the florv.

The presence of such a fíeld has been indicaÈed by measurements at the pioe

inlet of Lhe i.ntensity of sound radiat.ed from r,¡íthin the pipe : the j-nfer:reci

intensity of the acoustic fie.ld acting on the pipe wali is much less than the

intensity of the flue.tuating turbulence vrall-prnssures, although the acotrstj.c

field may result purely frorn the turbulent fl-orv in the pi,¡;e (Dav:'-es and

Ffowcs-Williams (1968)). IÈ Í-s not possible to estímate hor¡ever, at whicir

f1-ow speeds ,(at.lhese hígher frequencies) the acoustic excitation has sÍg-

nificant influence on Õ although from Fig. 4.5(a), the frequency

dependence of Õ../0_ decreases as M inc.::eases sugge,(jl-ing that tite acoustic'1.{'po
field is only important for low Mo.

4.4.4. Â,ddÍticnal Cornparisons of Experímerrtal. and Thr:oreticaJ- Results

The staList:ica1 theoretical expression, equatic-ì [2.20i, is

used to provide. a cornparison r,.ríth the measrLrc:d re-sults, using ne¿ls;ur:ed values
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of Q from Figs. 4.û(a) to (c). E>ract calculaf-ions (equation 12.321) ,

using rneastr::ed values cf nioclal qual.ity factors and Tescìnance fre,quencies,

may be íncluded to conplement the analysis at lor*r frequencíes, although in

section 2.2.7, t-he statistical analysis was shown to gi've equivalent

estimates to those of the exact approach. A set of exact calculations is

given for each section. The conparíson for each tesË secticn is presente,cl

for oply tv¿o excitation f 1or+ spee-ds, in order to siroplífy the diagrarns;

similar observations carr be made at other fl-orv speeds.

Fígures 4.9(a), (b) and (c) show the measured results and t-heoretíca.l-

calculatÍons for test pipes 1, 2 and 3 respectívely, for Mo = 0-22 and 0.55.

Generally, the agreement for the three test pípes is poor. For v = 0.02,

the differences betr,¡een theory and experirnental results are approxímately

10dB; for 0.05 < v < 0.5, differe,nces of 15 to 25dB exist; as v íncreases

to 1, the differences tend to decrease to 12d8, as found in previous com-

parísons. The differences generally decrease with increasíng Mo arid ln",

especíally for v < 0.3. However, they are not explaíned by the small e-rrol:s

inherent in the measureüent process: \p, Morß and Pr" have each beeu

measured to accuracy of 2%, wlníl.e Õ- anr Õn are accurate to within 10i1.

The maximun total- measuremenÊ error should be less than 3dB. The effect

of flow on Q is believed to be small, producing no more than a 3dB theoretical-

overest.imate ín at/an. Theoretical assumptíoas noË verified expe-rimentally

involve the mocle shape-s and the for-m of the cross-specÈral densi-ty of the

turbulence pressure field.

The calculations of the modal ma.ss, the space-averapled square r-rf'

Èhe mode shape an,l the nodal joí-nt acceptance have used mode shapes corres-

ponding to simply-ôupported ends. In practice, the node shapes rvill corres-

pond nore c1-osely to those of e1-anped rather than simp-Ly-supported boundary

conditions. The choi-ce of mode shape does not affect the rralue of tt Úlrir> )) l'rl2

in equatíon 12.l-l, so that Ëhe joint acceptance ís the on1y term, ín røhich

errors generaÈed by the ctroice of mode shaper cârì be important-. Using

express;i.ons f cr the j clint acceptancÌeì with either simpl-y-sr'rpptrrted or clamperl
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elrds, Bozich (f964) has shcrvil that the jol'-nt accePtance of Lhe str:ut:tural

modes of a fla'c plate, excited by a random pressure fíeJ,d which decays

quickly in the flov¡ direction, is essenti:illy independent of the boundary

condítí-ons; the d:Lffere.nces in ¡2,,(ur) for the tr¡o sets of mode shape-s t"ere

calculatecl to be less than 2dB. The calculatecl modal mass will be íncr:eased

if Ëhe axial and tangential coliponents of the structural <lí.splacement of Ëhe

pipe wal1 are taken into accounL for the varj-ous vibration modes (For:sberg

(1966)); the ef fect is not important for other: than n = 1 urodes, r+hiclt

contribute l.íttle to Õ*/Õp when higher-order circumfe.r'ential- mode-s are

presenü in the same frequency band.

The Cgrcos model for the cross-spectral density of the trrrbu-]'ence"

pressure field ís widely used in predietions of the vibrational response of

and acoustic radiation fromflow-excited sÈruclures, parf"icularly v¡here

hyclro<lynamic coincidence occurs over a wide frequency band. Hydrodynarnic

coincidence implies a matching in \üavenumber and frequency between the-

turbulence pressure field and the structural mode. The convectecl comPonentsi

of the turbul-ence pressure field are the.n importanË: the Corcos moclel- agrees

i+el1 with existing experimental data ín this tvaventtmber doinain, as clemousEratecl

by Bul1 (1967) and lJills (1970).

For tl t ,h", hydrod.ynarnic coincídence cannot occur and the

vibraÈional response of flor¿-excited strucËures tends to <lepend incrr:asíng1¡'

on the lorv-vravenur:be:: domain of the turbulence pressure field. ìfeasure.ments

of the pressure fields be-neath Èurbulent bounclary layers by Chandiramaní ancl

Blake (1968), Blake and Chas.e (L969), and Farabee and Gieb (L975) have demon-

strated that tl-re Corcos model leads to sevel:e over:estimates of these lov¡-

lvavenumber components of the spectral density of the fluctuating wall--pressures

Furthermo::e, AupperJ-e ancl Lainbert (1975) have argued that the use of the

Corcos nodel in es¡irnat-es of the acoustic po\.Ier radiatÍon from florq-excit':d

flat plates for o )'(ùhc, can lead to overesti¡uates of rrp to approximately

14dB for uJ = 8ohc. Due to pípe crrrvature, the resonant frequencies of pipe

vj-bration mocles are rai-sed above those in plates of tl.re same ditnensions:
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thus errcrs in the lotü-wavenunibe-r cloura:Ln of the turbulence pressure- fjeld vil-L

produce LarT,er err-ors in estimates of Ehe vibrational response of pipes

than of plates of the same sj'ze for con' talt- trt- 

"'
Insec.tj-on4.6,followingthepresentationoftlremeasuremenÈSof

the acoustic polrer raciiation front steel pipes, the observed cliffe-Ïe'nces

betrveen the theorel-Ícal estirnates and the experimental measurements of

A.lA and Õ /Õ of the presenË pipes wiil be discussed by examiní.ng the-i,i' p r P

wavenumber-frequency spectral clensiÈies of the excítation and response in

more detaÍl. Al-Èernative models for the lor,¡-wavenumber clomain of tl1e pressuÏe

fj.el.d will, be used to produ.ce a theoretical upper bound to the observed

differences.

4.4.5. SummarY

The acceleration resPonse of three thín-rvalled steel pi-pes to

excitation by fully-developed turbulent flow has been investigatecl e-xperi-

mentall-y for flor¿ condítions which were well removed fron hydrodynanic

coincidence. Data were obtaíned for seven flow speeds for each pipe'

The response of each pipe ¡¿as deterrained by the contríbutj-ons of

pipe resonan*- nrodes at their oI^tn frequencies. Horøever, when measure<l j-n

one-third octave bands, the vibratíon response was found to be ncL only

circumferentially homogeneous as predicted buÈ also essentially uniform

over the pipe surface, due to the high ¡iodal. densil-íes existing for most

frequencies.

ReducÈions of the experimental data for each pipe were- marle

followl-ng the theoretj.c.al predictions of Chapter 2; these calculat;-ons ten<led

to confirm that, fcr the steel pipes testerl , the rion-djTüensional specLral

density of Èhe sPace-averaged acceleration respon"n Õti \¡/as

(i) proportíonal to the power spectral rlensity of the exciti'ng turi¡uletrc'e

wall-pressure fíelU ant

(ji) proporÈional to the average quality factors of each pipe;

(iíi) proportional to the fift.h (or higher) power of t-he i'nternal florv speed¡
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atìd,

(iv) inve-rse1y proportionai to the cube of the pipe waJ-J- thickness.

The frequency clependence of the non-dimensiorralised experinental <lata

showed some- agreeme-nt rvith the approximate theoretical predictions,

particularly at ior'r frequencies and above the ring frequency. However,

as far as absolute va-lues wcre concerned, the theoreÈica1 predictions

exceede-d the experimental measurements by approxímately J2c1B at J.ol+ ard

high values of v and by approximately 20dB in the rnid-f!-equency l:ange.

4.5 ACOUSTIC PO't¡lER RADIATION

4.5.1 Introduction

In general , the accurate assessment of the po\¡/er radiat-ed fronr

an acoustic source may be performecl most conveniently withj.n a reverber-atj-ort

chamber, vrher:e the poler l-eve1s can be related to measur:ements of the

íntensity of the essentially díffuse pressure field and to the room

geometry and absorption characteri,stics. Information concerning ttìe

directivity of the source radiatíon is j.nevíÈably lost.

In contrast, the accurat.e determínation of the poü/er radiated frou

the source when sítuated within the free-fielcl environment of an anechoi.c

chamber rcquires a detailed knowledge of the source directivity charactel:-

istics.

In the present experj-ments, the test sections were l-ocated in an

anechoic chamber. An investígati.on of the directivíty of the pipe radiation

was earrled out to select an accurate and effic,ient method for the measure-

ment of the ecoustic por,rer ratljaticu. ttrusrrteilrenLs of the acoustic po\{er

radiatlon for the severr flow speeds for the Lhree test sections were then

made: these are presented ín non-dinensional dorm for each of the Lhree

steel test sections. The dependence of ttrese::c:su.lts on flow speed and

pipe wall thickriess is exarnined.

As discussed in Ctrapte-r 2, a 1or¿er bound to Ëhe acoustic po!/e-r

radj-ared from oipes can be developeci by assuming that onJ,y tirose pipe
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vibraiiolr nro<les, ivhose lvavespee(ls are supersonic rvith rc'spect to the surrounci-

í-ngacousticmedium,radiatesignificantpoIJ¡eÏ.The.oretícalpredictious

basr:d on such an assumption are used for compar-Lson with Ëhe experimental

measurel¡ents. Racliation ratíos determinecl for florv' ele-ctromagnetic arrd

¿-rcoustic excitation are compare-d with various statisEical estimates based

on the approximaËions made in Chapter 2' Exact calcrrlatÍons are also

Íncluded for aciditional comparisons with t-he e.xper:imental results arrd

statis tical Pre<iictions'

of the Acoust- ic Ra.diatíon f rom the Steel Pi-Pes
4.5.2 DÍrectivítY

Thefar-fielddirectivitypa!ternofacousticradiationfrourari

infinite pipe supporting a vibratíon configuratj'on, rthich is periodic ín

the axial and circumferenLial directíons and whose resultant rvavespeed is

supersonic with respect to the surrounding acoustic medium' will correspond

to that of an infínite líne source composeci of incoherenÈ source-s i'e'

cylindricalsymnlet,rywillexist,sothattheintensityoftheacoustíc

field will decrease by 3dB for each doubling of the ractial distance and will

be independent of axial or círcumferential co-or<linate for ccnstant radial

ciistance. Essentially the same conclusions wj-ll apply for a finíte pipe

supporting a supersoníc stl:uctural mo<le provided the far-field oberver is

located within an imaginary cylindrical volume, whose length is equal to

the pipe lengtlr, whose raditrs is less than half the pipe length, and whiclr

is axi-syminetric r^'ith ttre pipe ce.ntreline. The radiation field of subsonic

pipe modes wÍl-l be expectecl to display differe-nÈ clirectionalify character-

istÍcs.Forexample,Èhervavespeedsoflowaxial-ordervibratj.onmodesof

fixecl circumferential orcleï, for pipes where 
^ 

>> l, will be supersr''níc in

the axíal directj-on but subsonic circumferentíally for li-a << Kn, so tllat a

prorlourìced circumferential directivity nay exis L '

These characteristics were invest-igate'J for steel pipes by traversin

a B & K 4133 i2.7nnrn microphone axially, circumfel'entiallv and radially in

the racliaticn field of test section 1' during fl-c¡v¡ excitation at
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a fl.oi^¡ speed of Mo = 0.37. The mic.rophone l"¡as aligned to tlìat the raclj-al'

vector frr¡m the pipe cerltreline r{as norüa1 t.o the niic"rophone cliaphragm.

The radial depe¡dence \^Jas j,nves¡igated aË three positj-ons by obserr'íng the

de.creases in raclíatecl Sound Pressure l-evel (SPL) spectra as the radj-a.l

clístance from the pípe axis was successj.vely doubled from 0.I25 m to 1.0 m.

For al_l frequencíe-s greater than B00Hz , 3dB decreases in SPL spectra \nlere

measured between each successive radial positíon. Subsequent far-field

acoustÍc neasuremenËs rüere made at radial dj,st.ances (r) ) 0.25 in. The

mícroptrone vras maj,ntaine.d al a constant radial distance-, rn'hile me¿rsu-reneD.ts

of the axial ancl circuuferent.i.al SPL spectra were made aÈ various points

in a cylíndrical pattern surroundj-ng the. píPe. curve (r) of Fig. 4.1-0

repïesents a seË of such SPl measuretnet.rts Èaken at pipe mid-span aE eight

equally-spaced circumlerential positions at r = 0.50 m. The variatÍons in

circumferential SPL frorn the mean values are always less tha-n 1- lclB for

v > 0.06 an<ì less than j:¿¡ for lower frequencies. 5irnilar results but wj-th

smaller variations \^leïe found for the spectla at fíve different axial

posítions, as shown by curve (ii) of Fig. 4.1.0, where nov¡ the radial distance

and circumferential angle have been kept conscant'

Supersonic vibration modes are predicted to exíst for v > ÞL -i =0.06
Lp

for steel pipes: the lol¡est frequency supersonic mode for this pipe- is Che

(9,r) mode, which is resonanË at LB2}Hz or: v = 0.080 (Fig. a.4(a)). Above

Èhis frequency, supersonic modes will occur in all one-third octave frequency

bands, so that the racliatíon should become prngressívely rnore controlled

by the supersonic modes. which have a cylindrical radiation pattern; on the

other hand, for v. M,--1, subsonic mocies may combine to p::clduce a radiati¡'n
Lp

pattern which is not cylíndrical. In facf, for electromagnetic single'

fre<luency exc1t-aÈion, such characteristlics cotild be clearly observeC autalll'

for individual. modes at Low v. This argutr'enl- igrrores the conclusions of

section 2,2.7, whích suggest that in facL subscnic modes vrith h'j-gh radj-o.l:ion

ratios (<l) wi.Ll corrtrol the radí atí on f or all u ' uo" ' Hol'revel'r i t is

probable that the direcl-ivity of srrch hi.¡;h o subsonic modes is essential1y
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cylindri-cal ín á-ny cac(?.

The rneasurements sugge-st th¡rt-, for lhose frequenci.es rvhere supeit''

sonic modes exist, the acoustic radiatiorr field is indeed cylíndrical and

thaÈnthe-n, a single measurement of the radiated intensity r¿ill enable arr

accurate estimate of total acousÈic poirer: radiation to be rnade. !.or other

f::ecluencies, the error:s produceci by assunring a cylinrlric-a1 radiation p::ttern

are small-. In a single frequency barrd, many mocles contríbute to Èhe intc:ns:i-iy

at the lneasurement point. The acorrstic. radiation from strorrgl-y clírect:Lonal.

modes tends t.o be submerged in the total radiatj-on pattern when averagerl

over all the modes in the band, just as the vibral-iorr response tencls to be

homogeneous círcumferentially and al.so uniform over the pipe surface.

4.5. 3. General Characterist.ícs and Parametric endeuce

The experímental resrrlts for test section 1 are pre-sented ín Fig.

4.1-1(a) in the reduced non-dimensíonal form suggested by equation L2"221;

Èhe non-dírnensional spectral density of the acoustíc pot{er racliatj.on is

dívj.ded by the measured non-dimensional power spectral density of the turt-ru-

lence pressure field taken from Fig. 3.6. For v < 1, the cr-rrves of ('n/Qn

are approxirnately independent of v, especíal1y for: higher flow speeds. fire

spectral densities of Õrr/00 for v < 0.1 are smoother Ëhan the co::responciing

a*/an spectral densiEies shown in Fíg. 4.5(a). In facË, the peaks are b-ro¿rrler

and do not always corre-spond to groups of circumfererrÈial modes, as do the

peaks in the Õ. /0 curves. 1'his reflects Èhe differences in the racliaLion-rip

raÈios of subsonic modes of varying circumferentíal or<ler, The n - J- tr.ocles,

alEhough not impor:ÈanË in the vibrational response. when higher*order

circurnferential mrde.s arc present. ín the same frequency band, will make

significant contríbutions to Ëhe acoustic radiation, due to thej.r faster

(though sti11 subsonic) wavespeeds anci corrcsponclíng higher radiat:Lon ratìcl;,

despite fheir higher dainping and lor¡er modal density.

The peak at v = 0.018 is clue to the n = 2 modes, rvhile the (5"1)

mode is resonant ar v:0.028. The broad peak extenCing from v = 0.01+ to

v = 0.07 is associated not on1.y r^rith the g::oup of n = 3 modes but al,so
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rvitlrseveraln=-l'ntoces,rvlrichlgillbesupersonicforv>0.080.There

isnooutstandíngra<liat'ionfromtherr=4arrdn=5modes.Thefrequency

of tire first acoustic cross mode inside the pipe of order greater Ëhan the

plane. r.vave (i.e. f-he (l,O) node) corresponds for low }for to K" = I ' 83 or

v = 1.83/\e; the peak at v = O'il may indicate that a small acoust-ic

contribution occurs al this frequency, although the (li'1) pipe vj-brat'ional

mode is resonanË at this frequency also'

SuchinterpretationsaredemonstlaËeclntoreclearlybyplotting

theexperimentalradiat'ionratios'averagedinone-tlrirdoctavebands,for

all ì4. These val'es of o, whích are calculaËed as (orv2/oü\p) from
o

equationt2.33]'areshor¡ninFig.4.lr(b)forthepresentpípe.Groupsof

subsonicresonanEmodesareseentooccuratfrequencieswhichcorresponrl

to mínima in the curves for pipe radiation ratio; it would appear thercrfore'

Èhatthelowfrequencypeaksínoresultfromtheradiationfromrr=1

modes,whichhavehígherradiationrat'íos.Tlrecurvesofradiationratio

are essenËially independent of the pipe f]-orv speed' suggesti'ng that no

impottantchangesj-nthemodalqualityfacÈorsoccurasMovaries.Forthis

pipe, u." = 0.75; for v Z ur"' all vibrational modes are supersonj-c anC

o'=l.IhisisSeefitcbequalitativelyverifierlbyexperiment.tao

'ollowing 
lfanning and Maidanik (1964), who assumed that all

modeshadequalvibrationalenergylevelsandthatanyacousticradiation

was due to suPeÏsorric mode.s only' vIe may show that

N
sñ=-"N

[4. 3]

trhereNandNarerespe.ctively,thedensityofsupersonicmodesandtlre
S

pipemoclaldensity(givenbyequationt2.l0]).Equation[2.r0]isalsorrsed

tocalculateNs,provid'eútheintegrationisconfinedÈotherangeof

waveanglescorrespondingt.osuperSorrj-crnoclesasdiscussedinsectio:o2.,.2.5.

TheassumptiL¡nofequalmoclalenergyisclearlynotcorrectfortlrese,stee-l

pipes,asshownbythelargevariationsinnodalqualítyfacËorrvhichoccur

beEween the varíous modes resonanË wittrin a frecluency band' To a1low for the

differencesinqualit'yfacÈorsbetweentheracliatingmodesandthemodes
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controlling the response, equation t4.3] is modified to

ON'ss
^ = _j__- QN

14.41

EquatÍon 14.4) also follows directly by substítuting the approximate

equaÈions L2.2Bl and [2.80] in equation [2.33].

CalculaÈions from equaËions t4.3] and 14.4) are shown Ín Fig.

4.11(b). The theoretical curves generally lie 3 to 10dB below the experimen-

tal data for v. u""; for u. u.., the predíction from equation [4.4) lies

below that from equation t4.3] sínce usually Q" . Q ín Èhis frequency range.

It appears from the differences between the experimental data and the curve

for equatíon t4.3], Ehat the stat:istícal approach, based on supersonic

modes and equal modal energies, will cause sÍgnificant un<lere"ti*.tu"lìn.
4

acousÈic pov¡er radiation from pipes for /l > I for v. u"". l^Ihen the

appropriate quality facËors are included ín the o estímate, as in equaÈion

14.41, the dífferences further increase, suggesting that subsonic ntodes

control the radiatÍon from pípes for v . u"" . 1. Calculatíons of the exact

values of o from equations [2.33], t2.34] and [2.32], using experimental

values of resonance frequencies and quality faetors, are also included: the

agreement between Èhe experimental and exact theoretical .¡alues is c1ose,

which further supports the proposition thaË subsonic mo<1es conËrol the

acoustic radiation fron pípes for u k u"".

To provide \ added confidence in the experirnental measurements,

comparisons are *"¿. riì the radiation ratios measured for both electro-

magnetic and far-field acoustic excitation. The procedure for the far-field

acotrstic exc.itation is described ín section 4.8 of Èhis chapter. The

uricrophone and acceleromeËer positiorrs were identical for the three excitatj-ons

One-third octave bands of random noise were userl. The accuracy of the abso-

lute measurenents was checked by repeaÈing the radiaEíon ratio measurements

for the same pipe in a reverberation chanber, using standard Ëechniques,

for the case of electromagnetic excítation. The ciiffererìc.es between the

anechoíc and reverberation chamber determinations r^rere generally less than
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2dB for v > 0.1. The results are shor+n in Fig. 4.11(c), where the curve

rePresenting Ëhe average for the various flow speeds is pr:esented. Eleetro-

magnetíc and flow exciÈat.ion produce essentially the same results, although

the flow data 1ie approxímately 3dB above the electromagnetic data for

0.1 < v < 0.4. It sould seem Lhat comparj-sons of Ëhe radiation ratio f.ax

di.fferent excítations may enable the controllíng source to be determinecl in

a complex situation, províding significanË differences in o occur between

the different excital-ions. Tne acoustic data peak sharply at the frequeircy

of the (1'0) acousÈic cross mode. Then the vibratiorral response \¡¡as

resorlant with an amplitude far greater than the forced response expected for

acousÈic (1'0) excitation. The (1111) pipe node is resonant at v = 0.11

and r'rill be strongly coupled to the (1r0) acoustic mode, under an acoustic

coincidence condiËion. If sÍgnificant acorrstíc excÍtation r¡ras immersed

wÍthin the flow, it should be reflected by a peak in the radiation raÈj-o

as for pure acousËj-c excitation: from this compar:íson, it would appear that

no ímportant acoustic exciÈatíon ís present at, the frequency of the (1r0)

acoustic mode. Above this frequency the method is not useful since the

curves coalesce as v approaches v"".

It is seen, hor'rever, that flow excitation produces consisÈent

radiaËion ratio results. The conclusions made regarding the contribuËion

of subsonic modes to the radíated pcrirer appear to be based on valid measure-

ments.

The approximate- expressi-on for 0_/0_, equation.'Ï p

to fínd the paramel-ric dependence for .the present case (if,

may be re-arranged as

o2-cNTruvs

Í2.301, may be used

c
<< 1): it

t4.s1
¡,15

op
0 QS 2t¡,?, nß2l[4'Lp v3c

v

ltre experimental data of Fig. 4.11(a) are presented in this form in Fig.

4.1-1(d); the resulting collapse is close for v > 0.1 and approyirnat,ely

independent of frequency for v < 1. The theoretícal approxination,
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Door, \'¡j-th dif f erences of I 0 to l5dfl exist-ing ovcr th€: '"¡hole f reque:ncy t:anp,e.

As discussed in secLior 2.2.7, by taking the radiation frorn subsonic modes

properly into account. the discrepancies be[ween theory and experiment will

increase, approaching those found for the vibrational response.

an/ Õp

Equation t4.S] may be te-arrarged to examine the ß depenclence of

for the present pipes: this gives

o ß2 IL4
TI LP

:uzcN
x S

24 c Av3
v

1,4.61
,?uQS

P
0 y5

o

From secÈi-on 2.2.6, N" is independent of ß for u .. uu. but inver-*ely propc¡l-

tional to ß for u ) ur": conseqrrently, the theoretical- curves for the 3 tesË

sectíons found from equation 1,4.0) will diverge for , t vu.", as shown ín

Fíg. 4.L4. The experimental data on the acoustic radiati.on, averaged ovei:

all flow speeds for each pípe Í.n Ëhe form suggested by equation 1,4.61 are al-so

shown. The collapse produced is rather close over all frequencies. As

pr:eviousl-y suggesEed, much of the measured acoustíc radiation for v < v." is

produced by subsonic modes, while the contributÍons made by Èhese modes will

vary between dífferent test sections. It is not clear r¡hether the compact

collapse produced accurately describes the ß dependence of the acoustíc

radiation, or simply reflects the fortuitous choice of average quality factors

Q", for the various pipes: if the acoustíc radiaËion in a parËicular band j-s

controlled by 1íghÈly-damped subsonic modes, Èiren the values of Qu should

perhaps correspond to those modes and not the srpersonic modes present. These

problems exÍst for v. ur." only; for v t Vr", Q" = Q, as all mc¡des are

supersonic. The measured acoustíc radiation depends on P,-2 or 9-3.

4.5.3 Additional Comparison of Experimental and The.oreLical Results

The statisLical analysis of Chapter 2 presents a method fol convenj-ent-

ly estimating to the acoustic po\,/er radiatio¡ from pipes exciÈed by internal

turbul.ent floru. This r.¡as based on the assrlnprio¡r that only supersonic vibration

rnodes contrj.bute significantly to the acousbic power radiation. llot+ever,

it was shown that subs;onic vibratíonal nrodes tend to dominate the
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acoustic racliation, especia],ly at ]ow f re-quency : fo:: example, in Fig ' 2 ' 5 (d)

for freqr.lencies I,JheIe several supersonic modes exist together in a band' the

statistical calcula-rion lies approximately 6dB below the exact estimate' In

the present diseussíon, exact calculatíons (equation 12,34]) are presented fo::

frequencies up to Ehose where supersonic mc¡des begin t'o exist' These <:orrple-nt"nt

the statj-stical calculations, indicatirrg Èhe magnitude of the contribuÈion

of subsorric modes to Èhe po\ser radíation'

Trhe experimental results in non-dinrensÍonal forrn Qn/Õp tt"

conrpared hrith Ehe ÈheoreEical predictions from equati-on f2'22] in Figs'

4.15(a) to 4,15(c). Appropriate values of tl-re one-third octave- band

qualityfactorsforthesuperscrnicmodeshavebeenchoserrfromFigs,4.4(a)

to 4.4(c) for the steel Lest sections. T'v¡o v¡el'l-separated flow speeds

(Mo = 0.22 anð' 0.55) are shown for each test section'

InFig.4.15(a)(testsectionl),ítcanbeseenthat'atEhe

lowesÈ frequency for which supersonic modes exist, Èhe sharp cut-off in

radlarion predicËed by the sËatistícal analysis (curve (i) for Mo = 0'55)

does not occur; the experimental spectral densities are essentially independent

of v for v < I. I{e note however Èhat thís behaviour ís generally predicÈell

by the exact analysis (curve (ii) for l"1o = 0.55), whích,is based ort measured

resonance frequencies and quality factors. AË v = 0.1 for Mo = 0'55, the

experímental data lie approximately 11.c18 beiow the statistical esÈímaie but

19dB below the exact. estimate. For v = 0.04, where the radiation is from

subsonic modes only I the experímental data lies approximately 20dB belor^¡

the exacË estimate, while for v ='1 the statístical esËimate lies only

10dB above the measurecl results. Similar results are found for all the ste'el

Ëest section pipes. lJe also note' on comparing Ehe exact calculatíons and the

experimental measurements for v < 0.1 for both florv speeds, that the theoreLi-

cal overestimates decrease significantly witlt increasi'ng Mo (ana in") as

found in the case of the accelerarion response (for exampJ-e, Fig. 4.9(c))'

Forthesteelpipesusedrasv""<2'supersoniclnodesexistfo::

all v greater than the cut-on frequency for supersonic modes. T.he statistica.!-
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analysismaybevalidlyuseclfor.,'u""rvhereallmodesaresupersoníc,

but rnhere u. u"", it should sígnificant-ly unde::estinate Ëhe total radíation

duetotlreneglectofsubsonicmodes.IncontÏastwiththisexpectation,a

large overest,imate occurs. It has been argueci previously (section 4'4'4)

that the errors involved ín the experimenEal measuremenËs of 0n, Õi,i' tp' ß'

pt=r\p:MoandQ"aresrnall'andchatÈheerrorsproducedinthecalculatíons

due to the choice of a sinusoidal function fo:: Ëhe axial mode shape r";il1 be

less than 2dB. The cross-sPectral density of the r-urbulence pressure field

It is ProP.ose<l again, Èhat for the

large overestimates of the low-

wavenumber spect.rum of the turbulence pressure field are produced by usíng the

corcos model of the cross-spectral density of the ro'all-pressure field, re'sulc-

íngÍ-nsimilaroverestimatesín'n/tp'ThisisdÍscussedinsection4'6in

detail.

has not been verifíed experímentally'

present investigation wlaer" in. tt 2t

4.5.4 Summary

The acoustic radiation from Èhín-l,alled sÈeel pipes ' excíted

by fully.developed ËurbulenE flow, has been investigated experímentally for

configurations representative of case I of se".tion 2.2.8 i-'e' both ln. "tu

n < 2. Hydrodynanic coincidence did not occur, while supersonic vibrational
ac

modes existed for all frequencies above Èhe cut-on of supersonic modes '

Theacousticradiationfromthepipesdisplayedcylindrical

syÍurletry at frequencies where supersonic modes exisÈed, in that the radiate"d

intensiÈy rvas independent of axial or circumferential coordinate' but was

inversely proporÈional to the radial distance from the pipe centreline'

Both supersonic and subsonic modes contribul-ed to the acoustic Ïadj-atíon'

althotrghforallu.uu.,subsonicmodestendedtodominaËetheradiation:

since the subsonic modes \^7ere nore lightly dallrped than supersonic modes at' the

same frequency ancl possessed a higher modal density' they radiaËed relatj'vely

more acousÈic power than supersoníc modes' even though their radiation raEios

were lower than those of supersonic modes' This was shown by measurernents of
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the radiation r¿Ltios of the various pípes, vrhich u'ere f ound to l:e higher by

up to lOdB than the theoretical esÈimates from the st.atj-stical analysi-s, but

¡^rere found to agree reasonably closely with exact theoretical estimaEes.

Reduction of the experimental data of each pipe ín accordance rvíth

the predicted dependence on flow and structural parameters show that tLre non-

diurensíonal acoust-ic power radiation Õn was

(i) proportional to Ëhe power spectral density of the excitíng trrr:bulence

wall-pressure field 0p;

(ii) proportional to the average quality factor of the radíatíng rnodes;

(iÍi) proporËional to the fífth po\¡/er of the florv speed; and

(ív) inversely proport,ional to the square or: crrbe of the pipe wall thÍckrLes

for v, ur"r close to theoretícal predictíons. For v'u"., the

choice of quality factor for supersonic modes obscures the precise

dependence on ß, although iÈ seems likely that Qn will also de-pend

-t -?on ß - or ß -.

The frequency dependence of the non-dímensíonalised experimental daÈa shorved

considerable agreemenÈ v¡ith the exact theoretical predictions. However, as

far as any absolute agreemenË \^ras concerned, the theoretícal predictions

exceeded the experimental measurements by approximately 20dB at 1or,¡ v and

by 10dB at the ríng frequency. The dj-fferences seemed to reduce with increas-

ins M and i.nc

4.6 DISCUSS TON OF DII'FERENCES BETI^]EEN PREDICTIONS AND EXPERI}IENTAL I"IEÀSUIìE}IENT i

Measuremenes of narrow-band cross-correlation coefficienLs of the

pressure field beneath turbulent boundary laye.rs by Corcos (1962) and Bull

(Lg63) are found to be consistent with the Corcos model for Lhe cross-spectral

density of the wall-pressure field (equation [1.1])' at J,east for high fre-

quencíes and small transducer separations. Then the neasurcments are dorn-i-nateel

by wavenumbers ín the convective domain (i.e. k* = k.' \,ùhere k* is the longi-

tudinal wavenumber) wtrÍch contain mosÈ of the energy of the turl¡ulence pressure

field. The low-wavenumber comPonents of Èhe Pressure field (k* " k") vri'll
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contTibute to the corl:elaLion neasurements only at large Èransducer separa-

tions: here the experimental data are most subject to error and the actual

co'.tributions from low-¡qavenumber components are indistinguishable ín Èhe

experimenËal scatter normally encountered'

LaËer experirnentalists have resorted to !,/avenumber-frequency fi-ltering

techníques to measure clirectly in the low-wavenr'rmber domain' For example'

the results of cn{nairamani and Blake (1968), who used large transducers

Éo remove the conËributíon from uhe convecÈed domain, indícate that Èhe

Corcos model overesËimaËes the low-wavenumber contribution to the spectral

clensity of the turbulence Pressure field by at least 10dB for 66*/uo = l0

(6* is the displacement thickness). Blake and chase (1971) and Farabee and

Gieb (1975) have used longitudinaL axtays of appropriately-phaseci Lransducers

to measure particular wavenumber components of the wall-pressure fie-ld'

From Èhe results of Blake and Chase (which were subject to some acoustic

interference), the corcos model may be shor¿n to lead to overestimates of

approximatety zOdB in Èhe low-r¿avenumber components of the spectral density

for oô*/U 10 Using improved equípment, Farabee and Gieb determined an
o

upper bound to the low-wavenumber conÈribution of the spectral density which

was 20dB below the levei suggested by Blake and chase' substantial evídence

exists therefore which suggests that the Lrue levels of the low-wavenunrber

components of the spectral densiÈy oT the wall-pressure field lie at leasÈ

40dB beloh7 those estimated r^tith the Corcos mo<lel'

Under conditíons removed from hydrodynamíc coÍncidence, such nodel

overestimates will generaEe resPonse overestímates' To demonstrate the

likely magniÈudes, it ís useful to fornulaÈe the joinE accePtance betveen

a structural mode and a.homogeneous random Pressure field in íts wavenunrber-

frequenc.y componenËs. It may be shown (Richards and lfead (1968' p'314)) ttrat

the spectral density of the joinÈ accep.tance beÈr¿een a random hornogeneous

pressure field and driven stÏuctural mode with shap" tþo(:) ís
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where r = (x,y) and ! = :t - :. tr^Ie define the Fourier transform paír for

Èhe cross-spectral density of the turbulence pressure field as

æ

(€,r¡) = 1-
(2r)2

0 (5,r) .tb'5uI
p

I

-@

Ít
@

-æ

-Ík. g
Õn (k, ur) = 0n (6, 

'^') 
e dg

where On(k,o) is the wavenumber-frequency spectral density of the turl¡ulence

pressure field ar^d í2 = -f. SÍrni1ar1y, the fíltering function of the crth

mode shape ís the Fouríer transform of ,lro(:)

-ik. r l4.l-olúo (r) e dr

The latter integration limits are finite since üo(r) = 0 outside structural

bor:ndaries. Substituting equation [4. 8] into 1,4.71 gives

)=l
s

(k
o¿

H

J
2
ccl

[4.11]

Reversing the order of the integration and using equation [4.10] leads to

1
(ûJ) =

o (o) 52'p
S S

t:

j-
(2r)2

1 on(b,ur).iE' 5¿t,l,o(r),1,o(rt ) u: u:t

j 2
OCT

(o) =
1

0p
(u)524rÍ2

tn(t,') Ho(k) Hå(k) dk

f-l
æ

o:(k,r,')lu^(k)12 dk
P-u-

vhere 0'(k,o) = tn(5,o)/0n(o) and H*(k) is the complex conjugate of Ho(k).

For mode shapes corresponding to sirnply-supportecl ends (equaËion 1,2.61) and

for axial and circumfererrtíal rvarrenunbers (k* and kr) , we find
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14.r4l

[4. ls ]

where
k.m-t\-.,lu*(k*) l' = 

"?

H *
vn

sin[(k* - lk*l)Lx/2] 2

)
-k)L /21xk

m
+k [ (k,

x x

(t<
J
)2

sin[(k, - lknþrr/z)
[(kr, - ky)Ly/2]

)2

an<l k =mn/L,k =nrfLrL =L, L =2TIa, n=0r2r4, forpípes----- --m ' x' n y' x y

(since only an even nuniber of half-wavelengÈhs may starrd around the pípe

circumference) .

The joint accepËance :fro{r) is the integral over all k of the

product of the wavenumber-frequency spectrum 0t (l,t) of the pressLrre fíelci

and rhe modal filrering funcËion Ino{f.) 12. lno(f<) l2 rises sharply as k

tends to * ko, whíle for wall-pressurîe fields beneath turbulent f1ows,

tnC|,trr) has a pronounced peak rt 5 = (kc,O). llhen hyrlrodynamíc coincidence

occursr k" matches the axía1 structural wavenumber k* and jfro(o) has a

maximum value for the sËh mode. On the other hand, for o t ,h., the low-

wavenumber components of the pressure field will determine :fro{rl for -

k << k . since lff (t )12 tends to zero as k-- varies significanily from--m c' ' m- x'

tt.
m

To illustrate these ef fects, ot (k*,0,o) and ltir(t<*) l2 can be

plotred against k*. Oi(k,o) is derÍved from the Corcos model for 0n(:,t)

of the turbulence wall-pressure field as

2axti(o*'ur't,r) =
a2+(k -k)2xcx

) )

r'rhere a = c k . a = c k , c = 0,1 and c-- = Q.7. Irr Fig. 4.16(a)'x xc' y yc' x y

curve (i) represents lti*(k")12 tor m= 10, rr- 2, 1,, - 2.94 m arid a = 3C..3mn'

Curve (ii) shows o' (k*,0,ur) f or k. k i.e. where hydrodynamic coincidence
m

occurs. fhen jl*(c¡) will be determined essentially by contributic.¡ns from
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the ban<lwidth of wavenumbers c.entred on k* = k* = k". Curtze (iji) shovs

0f (k*,O,tr) for k. - 10ç: norù jjo(ri will depend relatively more <¡n the low

r,¡avenumbeï components k* = 1 k^ of Õt (kx,O,o). ' This trend will increase

as k /k inereases, for the Corcos model.cm
As discussecl earlier, large differences betrqeen predictíons based

on the Corcos model and measured values of 0r (E,r) have been found for these

low waventrmbers: buË ít. is precisely this range of \^'avenumbers which

determines the vibrational response of and acoustíc radiation from ihe

steel pipes tested in the experimental work described earl-ier in this chapter'.

ThÍs is shown clea.rly in Fig. 4.16(b) by curve (i), where T(k*) is plotted

against k* for the same conditions as ín Fig. 4.L6(a) wiÈh k" = 10kr¡, v¡here

r(k )= [4.16 ]
x

Hm(kx) t j.;(k*,ky,r) lHr,(kr) l2at,

-æ

and j 2 (o)
cct

J 
, tu*> uo* 14, L7 J

1kr; we noteT(k ) (found by numerical integration) has maximum values
x

that T(k.) is approximately /+0dB below T(k*).

Assurning that Õr (krt'l) is described correctly by

(í. e. when o' (kx,o,r) /o;(koo,ur) ¿ 0.1), an estimaËe

fro{rl can be made, by settíng Õt(k,o-r) = 0 for

and defining Or(E,r) by equation [4.fS] otherwise:

Ihis lower bound .o jå.r(ur) will be detennined by

aEkx

the Corcos model

when0,7<klk <1.3xc
of the lower bound to j

k lk < 0.7 and > 1.3,xc
we call this, rnodel A.

components of .Þr (!rtl) wíth k* = k.. Additionerl.ly, the empirícalmodel of

Farabee and Gieb rnay be used to estj-maËe Oi(þ,rr) for k" < 0.7kc. Farabee

found that
tn-^ 

o 2 x loe (tË)-u for low k
olo+.s -o

q?ó*
For urôx/u o, L.z , 4o(ur) = 6 x to-t ti: ,-¡fr"t (rrrorclertnann (r9ó9)).
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whích is kno-u¡n
Thus

form

Õ 
I (lt, tr)p- (k, r) /0 (t') - 5.6 x 1O-5 (ü)

p P

2a5x

as model B. Curve (ii) in Fig. 4.r6(b) compares T(kx) using model B with

calculations from the corccls model: the convected wavenumber <iomain

determines Ëhe lorver bound oú jicr('x) for model B' l'urther' in order to

expressaÏeasonableËransítionfromtheCorcosmodelatk*=kctothe

measured behavíour of Õr (f,r) aÈ 1ow k, we assume that Õr (I'') has the

0t (k,o)p- 6)

2a5
<-^J -la;+k;a6x

+(k k
c x

r¿hich is known as model C. These alternaÈives are compared rvith the Corcos

-l
model in Fig. 4.16(c) where oi(k*,Or0:) is plotted against k* for k" = 100 t'tt

In Fig. 4.16(d), the resul-ts of calculation of:fro{tl are presented

for m = I0r tt = 2, L = 2.94 n and a = 36.3 urm, where 0'l < k"/kr < 100'

curve (i) represents the results of exact calculations using the exact

equarions Í2.L2 to Î2.L41, whích íncorporate the corcos model of 4l(!,t) '

curves (ii) ro (v) were calculated by using alternative models for oj(k'o)

in equation [4.13] and integrating numerícallv over all k' The corcos model

(equation [4.15]) was used to find curve (íi): this agrees closely wíth

curve (i) for al1 k"/k*, de.monstrating the accuracy of the inËegration pro-

cedure. Curve (íii) uses model A foi Õi(k,ur): the clifferences between

curves (i) and (iii) indicate the magnitude of the contributj-on to the

joint acceptance made by those components of the.wall-pressure field with

k* = k, as ko, differs from k". In particular, these differences show the

maximum overesEimates in 52o(ul) Èhat may be generated by using the corcos

model of op(Er,o) as k./k* varies. Tor u./o, = 10 the maximum overesti'maEe

will be 32dÏ . Curve (iv), based on rnoclel B, is iclentical with (i-ii) for

k"/k* < 10, but (iv) becomes inciependent of k"/k, as the Farabee component.s

in B make the dominant. contribution. This suggests that large differences

beÈrueen measured and calculated values ol jåo(o) l'ri11 occur in practice
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r.¡hen k >>k.Curve(v),basedonmodelC,shov¡sÈheeffectofsrnootlring
m

tir(l'o) between the corcos model at k* = k" and the measured spectra at

lowk*:significantdifferencesbetweencurves(ii)and(v)
still occur.

Now we consider Ëhe range of k"/k, encounteled during Èhe present

experimentswithsteelpipes.Fromequatiorrl'2.81,ítcanbeshownthat,

for -v . E,

K =f,\trí ,
m

max

c

where R is the maximum value K- may have at v'
mm

Then

max

K

<*l
Kc

max
forî.lT

t
I
t

or in present terminology, (k"/k.,r)¡pin = {z/-un¡'"' Thus' t" ih" dec::eases'

(k"/kr)pio increases: it has just been argued tirat the maximum possíble

or¡erestimaËe in ilo{rl using Èhe Corcos moclel increases as (t<./kt) i-ncreases

(Fie. 4. 16 (d)) .

Corrsiderlngthesteelpipestestedexperimentally,fortestpipe.

3(Ê = 0.0100), values of -vn. are 0.00797 and 0'0519 for rn-inímum and m¿'ximum

Mo respectíve]-y, while the mean differences it 0-/Ôp between measured data

and predíctions for 0.05 < v < 0 .2 are approximately 25 and 20dB respectively:

this shows some supporË for the concept that, as (k./k^)rnin decreases (or

equivalenrly, "" ih" íncreases), the overestimate in theoretical jlo(') l::o-

duced \,¡ith the corcos moclel decreases. These values of (kc/km)nún rvill be'

inaccuraËe at low v, where åquation t2.B] Í-s onl-y approxinaEely correct'

In Fígs. 4.9(a) to (c), the differences between the measured and predicted

values of Õ-/Õp depend on v: the differences at low and hÍgh v are much

less than the dífferences in Èhe mj-ddle range of v" This results from Lt're

variation in k"/lc* bet\,leen modes at different v aird the associated variati'ons

:._n overestimates of 52o(ur). For example, in Fíg. 4.9(c) at u 1 0'028'

0../o 1s determine'd by Ît = 2 mocles, whose mean Ð is 3: thus k"/k* is equal
r't P

I
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lùj-th the area of pipe treatecl and th¿rt the EreaErnents teste'd are listed iIl

order of i-ncreasing effecÈiveness.

The resonance frequencíes and quality factors of 20 modes of

various ci:¡cumferential- order from n = I Èo n = 4r \'Jere monitored: a

maximum recluction in resonance fre..quency of 37. was observed, while, irr

general , rlramatic changes in quality factors t"rl producecl' The Qts of

the n = l. modes remained essentiall-y constant al- = 150, but the Qrs of the

n = Z modes \^rere reduced from =3500 by factors of greater than 20 to values

of = 50. TheQrs of then= 3andn= 4 modes undenserrt similarrecluctions

to values of = 100. These results are presented i-n Fig. 4.L7(a)' The

changes in average Qts reflecË the changes ín the Qrs of the modes present

in each frequency band, as also shown ín Fig. 4.L7(a). The rninimum average

Qts are determined apparenEly by the presence of the n = l- modes, rvhictr,

for this pipe, are relatively unaffected by surface dampíng Èreatment- As

discussed pievÍ,ously, the n = 1 modes involve essentíally only a translation

of the pipe centre of mass and are often called rÈranslationalr modes. Ntr

circumferential bending occurs' so thaÈ lítt1e additional damping wí1l be

produced by surface Èreatments unless the axial wavelength (and therefore

the axial radius of curvature) are comParabl-e with the pipe radius i'e'

m = /\. For higher-order circumferential modes t >. 2, the motion is pre-

dominant,ly circurnferential bending, át least for low m. Thanlarge charrges

in cj-rcumferenÈial radius of curvatuïe occur, prcducing large strains in

surface dampíng treatments.

' 
1,he vibrational response of and the acoustic radiation from the

treated test section 3, when excited by turbulent flohT at Mo = 0'371' $¡ere

measured ancl the results are presente<l in non-dimensional form in Fígs. /+.1-7(b)

an<l (c), together wíth the resulÈs f rom Èhe undampecl pipe f 9r the sane'

floru speed, Ëaken fron Figs. 4.7(a) and 4.13(a). It l¡/as assumed that no

significant changes in the dírectivity of the acoustic radiation were produced

by the damping treatment; from exanrirration of the curve of radiatj.on ratj.o

for the clarnped pipe in Fig. 4.17(d), this appears clubious since o > 5 for
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0.l. < v < 0.4. The. a-ppJicatj-on of tire- damping t-reaLment producecl recluccrlous

Ín Õ../Õ and Õ-/O or¡er l-he complete frequr:.ncy range. The maxímum rec.l.uctj-orrs
\.TP"P

occurred in those- bands where gl:oups of low circrrmferential-order ns¿ss

(n = 2,3 ancl 4) e,xist. For examp1.e, 17d8, l6dB, and lBdB reducLions in

0,./O occur at v = O"O2B, 0;070 an<l 0.f41 respectively. These reductions
1^7' p

correspond to measure,d changes in averaged Qrs frorn 2-000 to 2A(l lor v = 0-028'

frour 3400 to 140 for v = 0.070, and from 3600 to 300 for v = 0.L4L. Other

l¡ands aE lorv frequency contained n = I and other: higher circurnferential-orcer

modes with lower undamped Qts: the dampj-ng treatüerlts r¡/ere relatj-vely le.ss

effective an<1 produced suralier changes in ti;/tn. Ac tri-gher frequencies, the

reducLions in 0*/0p vary betrveen 5 and 10d8, but are similar to the varÍa.tíolì-r

in Q in Fig. 4.I7(a).

The reducÈions in Õn/O are sínrílax to the reductions it 0ç/0p

and Q at most frequencies, particularly for v > O.4. For 0.07 < v < 0.4,

slíghtly smaller reductions occur in Õn/Õn Ehan in tr/*O: for example,

at v = 0.070, the reductíon in Õn/on is 6dB less than the re-duction in

tt/tp, while at v = 0.14I, only a ZdB reduction in Õn/on occurs compared

with an 13c18 reduction in O*/An. At these two frequencies, the n = 1

mo<les tend to control the acoustic radialion and are rnuch less affectecl

by damping treatment than the higher círcumferential-order modes which

control the víbrational resPonse when undamped. For v > 0'3, higher-'orcler

(¡ > 2) circumferr-:ntial modes, which are easily dampecl , contribuie signiÍi-'

canÈly to the radiaÈion as they become supersonic i.e. the n = 1 modes

radiate relatively less acoustic po\,rer. At these frequencies, reductions

ín Õ /Õ tend to be the same ås reductions in Õr./0-, since the dampí.ng
Tr' p Ì{ P-

treatment acts eqltally on mosË radíati¡g and non-radíating modes.

The comments ma.y be denonsÈrated further by examining the changes

in radiation ratio whicir occur lvith the applicaEion of damping treatment.

In Fíg. 4.l7(d), only small changes in o occur for 0.2 < v < 0.06 and for:

v > 0.4, reflecting the equal recluctj-ons in Õ-/00 and in Õn/Qn, r'rhile for

0.07 < v < 0.3, signíficant increases ín o occur suggÊ-rsiring thai- r:ar1i:rting



ilìodes have not beerr danpecl to Lhe same extent a.s the modes which coûtrol

the vibraEiorral- Jiesponse.

In sumnrary, on rhe applicat-ion of light-rveighÈ damping treatnents ' re-

ductíons of up to 10dB in Õ-/Ap and Õn/QO have been achieved ovell a broacl

range of frequencies. Horvever, the reductions in Õ /Õ tended to be lirrited
1T' p

aÈ low frequencies (vhere n = I modes ccn'uributed significantly to the

radiaÈion) by dj-fficulties in effectively damping the motíon of the

n = I modes. Referring to section 4.3.3,the Qts of pípes wíth rigid enrls

were independe-nt of v (except when clamped by acoustic radiation): thus

we expect that, on the applicatÍon of light-weight damping Lreatments' greater

reductions í.n both tir/tn and on/Õn than those presently reported would

probably be achieved for pipes with rígid ends'

r52.

4.8 COMPARISON I^IITH FAR-FIELD ACOUSTIC EXCITATION

It is of some interest to know for what frequencies and flow

speeds, turbulent flor¿ excitation is likely to procluce higher levels of

radiated acoustic power than an acoustic excitation acting on the wall rn'ith

Ëhe same intensity. As an iniËial ínvesÈigation of Èhe relative efficiency

of the Èwo excitatíons, the spectral densities of the acoustic poh/er radiatecl

from the steel Lest sections, v¡hen excited by futly-developed turbulent flor'r,

rrrere compared wíÈh those produced by a far-field acousËic excitation in tire

absence of flow i.nside the pipe. At low flow speeds, the distribution of

acoustic energy across a pí.pe radius wíl-l be relatively unaffected by the

presence of flow inside the pipe, although importanl- changes in modal

disLribuÈion rsill occur as Mo increases. For steel pipes, no such investi-

gation of the effect of f1-ow on the acorrsËic energy dÍstribution was made'

On c.¡mpletion of the flow Èestíng of each steel pipe, the sonic

choke was replace-d by a 30 rvatt horn driver iùourìEed axi-symmetrical'ly on

the pipe axis. An acoustic terrnination was placecl in the pipe ínleÈ' The

horn driver l^ras rnechanically isolated from the Èest pipes by fhe vibration

filters described in section 3.2. The exciËation ruas from acoustic propa-

gating \¡raves oni-y. An initíal survey determined that, as with excit¿rtion
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by turbulent florv, the. pipgsr vibrational responses r,¡ere resonant and the

acoustic power radiation had essentially cylindrica-l- radiation patterns.

The theoretical joint acceptance of círc.umferential pi.pe modes of order

n ) 1 for plane r'¡ave excitatíon is zero, so that only a forced axí-symmetric

response is expected for those frequencies where K". 1.83. Ilorvever, a

strong resonanË vibratÍonal response \¡/as produced at all frequencies, and

thís was found to conÈrol the radiation for these lightly-damped steel

pipes, as discusses in greater detail in Part II. In an analogous situation

I,Iilby G967) foun<i that símilar unpredicted resonant responses occurred fo::

plane-wave excitation of theoretically uncoupled even-order lateral rnodes

of flat panels.

Single point measurements of the vibrational response and

acoustie radÍatÍon were made at the same pipe and acoustic field positions

as for the flow excitation. The intensíty of the acoustic pressure field

hras measured with a flush-mounted B & K 4f36 6.35 mm uicrophone. The

spect.ral densities of the acoustic radiation produced by unít excitation

pressure spectral density qr/ O-, \¡rere calculaËed for both flow and acoustic'p

excítaÈions to give (ör/ 
lI' and ( Or/+p)A respecÊively. The relarive

effectiveness of the flow and acoustic excitations can be- found by dividing

( 0n/q)r tr ( 0r/+p)4, for each flow speed, to produce an esrimare of the

relatÍve joínt acceptances, X, between the flow and acoustic excitations.

These results are shov¡n in Figs. 4.18(a), (b) and (c) for rhe rhrae sreel

test sections. As expected from the conclusíons of Chapter 2, as the value

of l,^^ increases, X íncreases, reflecting the Íncreases ín modal jointnc

acceptance as K"/Krdecreases. X ranges from values greater than 1 aE low

freguencies, where the turbule.nt pressure field tends to be more stTongly

coupled to Èhe pipe vibration modes than Èhe acoustic excitation, to

values of = 1O-3 at frequencíes above the; ring irequeucy: X generally var:ie-s

as v-1'5, with fluctuations associatecl r+ith groups of circurnferential modes

of varíous n, and wíth the sssu¡rene.e ofhigher-order acoustic cross modes,

as shown in Fig. 4.18. At v = 0.11, the acoustic excítation is strongly
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(1,0) acoustic m.ocle to lhcr n = I structural mc¡c'les folcouplecl thi:otrgh the

tiie various pipes: these are supersonic and r"ill- be- excited elose Ëo acoustic

coincidence.

From these results, rúe see that, at higher frequenciesran acoustic

excÍLation of low intensity re.lative to the flow excitation may in far:t.

dominate the acoustíc porver radiatíon for low In". For Ko u2 2, Ëtre

acoustic energy will tend to be equally disÈríbuted over many propagating

acoustic modes, some of r,¡hich will be strongly coupled to pipe modes with

high radiation ratios (Fahy (1970)). This sËrong coupling is far greal-e-r

than thaÈ produced by turbulenË pressure fielcis for the same mo<les for

i-- o. 1. In such cases (X << 1), the presence of the acoustí.c excit.aLionhc

will be difficult to de.tect from measrrrements of the cross-.spectral density

of the wall-pressure field, as discussed in se-ction 4.6. l-t is likely

that, in the present experiments at the lov¡est flow speed, the neasur:eC

levels of A../A and 0 /Õ contain contribuËíons from lot'r level acoustíc:'.t' P n' P

excítation.

4.9 SUì,ÍMARY

This chapter reported the detaí1s of experiments carried out to

lnvestígate the vibratíonal response of and acoustic radiation frc¡m steel

pipes excited by fully-developed turbulent flow, for conditions such thaf-

i.^ .. 2 and i^- . Z. Measuremerrts åf the pipesr nod.al densitie-s, modal-nc ac

and average quality factors, and vibraLíonal response and acoustic radía-.

tíon for various flow speeds have been docuneuLed, to províde a substanuial

daÈa base with r^rhích theoretícal analyses rnay be compared.

Measurements in one-third octave bands of the modal densities

of the three steel test secËions have agreed cJosely over the measurement

range (v . 0.2) wi.th the Èheo::etícal uiodal density curve (equaËíorr [2.10]),

which is fundamental to the statistical analysis of the response and

radiaËion. The effect of variations Ín pipe end condiLiorrs and of a

static pressure dífferential across the pípe wall on'the modal deusity vrere
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found to be smail.

Trne moclal qrrality factors of rhe essentíally ti.ghtly-damped steel

pipes were dependent on the type of pipe end condition used and on the

modal radiation ratios. For free-free end conditions, the modal quality

factors were found to be approximately independent of frequency when '

acoustic racliaÈj.on clamping was small: when the modal radiaÈion ratÍos

approached uníÈy value, the radiatíon damping increased and the rnodal

quality factors decreased in close agreenenË with predicted values ' For

pipes wi-th rigid end conditions, for all but low.axial-order n = 1 modes,

Èhe pípe end condítions contributed f.itt.le atiditional modal damping over

that rvhÍch existed for the free-free end conditions. On the other trand, with

the push-fit joints used ín all flow experiments, considerable increases

ín modal darnping occurred., assocÍated probably wíth the phenomenon of

gas pumping in the joínts, resulting in curves of modal quality factor

possessing a remarkable order: for constant circumferential mode order n,

the rnodal quality factor decreased wíth increasing frequency, the raLe

of decrease lncreasing with n. Measurements in one-third octave bands of

average quallty factors agreed closely with the arithmetic means of the

nOdal quallty factors in Èhc appropriate bands. The measurements for test

sectlons in-situ were use.d in theoretical preditíons.

The measured vibraÈional response was noÈ only effectively cir-

cunferentially honogeneous but also spaËial|y gniform over the pipe surface'

Bxperimental data índicatecl thaÈ the non-dimensional space-aver:aged spectral-

denslty of the wall acceleratíon Õ* vras proportíonal Ëo the non-dimensional

spectral density of the turbulence wall-pressure field Õn; to the aveiage

plpe quality factor Q; to the fifth or higher por¡7er of the internal flor¡

speed Mo; and.to the inverse cube of the pipe wall thickness pa::ame-ter $'

These findings are in subsËantial agreeraent rsith Ëhe theoreÈic.a1 pr:edictic'ns

of section 2.2.6. Adclitionally, qualified agreement bet'iveen experimenÈal

and theoretical frequency dependence (the laEter based on apProximate

equations) was found: hov/ever, e.rrors varying fron 10dB to 20dß bett'¡een
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the cletailecl stat.isi-Lca1. prediciíons a.n'i expe::ime-ntal resrrlts \^7ere founrl

f or the presenL concliti'ons, tuhere în"" 2 and the Corcos model j-s useC

asthemode].forthecross_spectraldensityofthewall.-pressurefield.

Calculatiorrs,basedonther^ravenunrber-frequerrcySpectrumofEhe

modal joint acceptance, de-monstrated EhaL, for the present condition (î"','". t'

the large theoreLical overestimaËes r'rhich occur for the vibratioil'al response

2),

of steel pÍpes to turbulent flow excítation may rvell result from overesEi¡ial-es

in t-he loru.r,lavenuniber domaj.n of ttre spectral densíty of the pressure fielc

predictedbyusj-ngt.lreCorcosmodel.Considerableexperimentalevide-nce

exists to show Èhat the corcos model is not valid for use in conditions far

r:emoved from hydrodynamic coíncidence. The dependence of the dífferences

betr.¡eentheoreticalpreclictionsandthemeasul.ements,onfrequencyandflow

speedandB'concurqualítativelyand'tosomeextent,quantitativelywith

this argument.

Measurementsoftheacousticpowerradiationshowe-dthattheradia-

tion field could be considered essenÈially cylindrically syrnmetríc aboul:

thepipeaxis.Subsonicvibratíonmodestendedto<lonrinatethepower

radiatíon for v . u"", although the contrj'bution from supersonic modes

servedasausefullowerboi.ndestimateoverthefrequencieswheresuch

modes existed. Comparisons of the experimental and theoretícal radiation

ratios clearly illust,rated the r-elative contributions of subsonic and

supersonicmodes.l"leasuremenÈsoftlreacousticpo\^/e.rracliationsuggested

that the non-dimensional radiated polìIer l\7as Proportional to opQsMS/ßn'

where ÍL = 2 or 3. Again overestimates of up to 20dB exisËed between the

exact theoretica'l and measured results, although the frequency dependence

was fairly well predicÈed. These rarliatíon overestímates rs/ere proposed

toresultalsofromtheuseoftheCorcoslrrorlelofthecross-spectraldensit-y

of the excitation.

The airplicat'ion of light-'weight- damping treatments to the Pipe

surfaceproducedlargerecluctionsinbothfespcnSeandacorrsticradj-ation

over a broacl frequency raníe-: Iatger recluctíons are e'xpact-ecl for rigicl
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end condítions. By comparing Ehe acousEic radiation specÈral densities

from the sÈeel pipes for unÍt flow- an<l rÍrit acoustic-excitation specËral

densiÈies, the wall-pressure field associated with Èurbul'ent pipe florv was

seen to be more efficienÈ ín generating acoustic radi-aËion at frequencies

below the fírst acoustic cróss mode ínside the pipe than acoustic preslure

fields, for the range of ln. tested: for higher frequencies' however'

acoustic pressure fields r^lere progressívely more strongly coupled than

turbulence Pressure fields'
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CHAPTER 5

E)GERIMENTS \^IT.TIT A BRASS PIPE

5.1 INTRODUCTION

In Èhe present chapÈer, an experímental examination of the

effects of hydroclynamic coincidence on the vibrational- response and the

acoustic power radiatícln from a thin-walled pipe is descríbed. For

hydrodynarni-c coincídence to occur at all::equires in" t r. As Mo ís

always subsonic over the test secÈíon length of the induced-flow rig' r'-t

is necessary that i"" t 2 to act.ieve coincídence; consequently case 3, brit

not case 4, oÍ. section 2.2.8 may be achieved with the present experimental

arrângemen È.

A brass tube wíth ß = 0.00044 r¡ras construcEed, so that,for the

available range of flow speeds at Èhe downstream end of the rÍg, 0.35 f

în. a 2.632 í.e. hydrodynamie coincidence will occur, although onJ-y for

the higþer flow speeds. AIso 1"" = 19.80: thus, i, and îO a::e real and

equal to 1.001 and L9.78 respectively. Accordingly, there will be no

supersonic mocles $Iithin Èhe frequency range, 0.93 < v < 18.37. Since no

supersoníc modes exísË below K" = I and v = 18.37 lies well above the

measul..ment range, the statistical analysís pre.dicÈs that acoustic radiation

wíl1 occur only for 0.091 < v < 0.93. Since i.ydrodynanic coincídence can

occur for subsonic (nonradiafíng) modeb only, tn/ap should depend on the fifth

pohTer of the florv speed, in contrast to t*/*n which may depend on some higirer

povrer of the flow speed.

5.2 EXPER].MENTA], APPARATUS

The tesÈ section \.¡as eonstructed from tr¡o sheets of brass shi'm

material of thickness, h = 0.056 mm. Brass v¡as chosen since ít has consistent

maËerial prope::ties with lorver MLp thatt steel, is lightly damped (in contrast
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to ?.'/.C.), altd may be readily worlced to form a joint' The thin-walled

tube was formed oveï a cylindrical moulcl to produce the desired inter¡ral

diameter. Each joint rvas butt-soldered, lapped with a 6 mm brass shim

sLrip, ancl then polished to reduce the surface inhomogeneity' The tube vzas

glued with araldite into two end flanges, and locked into a rigid suPPorl--

íng brace wh:'-ch fitted into the test rig, as shown in Fig. 5.1' Àll

internal surface imperfections at the glued and soldered joints r'/ere care'-

fully removed, although flexing of the experimental rig and laborP'tory

temperaËure variations produced rwrinklest ín the pipe surface.

Thesupportingbracewasenclosedwithinasmallaírtightbox'

whose interior walls were lined with fibreglass (100 mrn ttrick) to provide

a free-field environment around the pipe. A vacuum pump and manometer

vrere connected to the box to provide for partíal1-y evacuating the volume

surrounding Ehe pipe, in orcler to Pre-tensíon the brass pipe as a precaution

agaÍnsË colrapse during experiments. Prior to sËarting an experimental

run, the box pressuïe was sufficiently reduced Ëo maintain a static pressure

differential acÈing to tension the pípe wall under the flow conditíons'

Microphones, attached to the brace in the manner shorvn in Fig' 5'l' allor¡ed

measurements of the intensity of both near- and far-pressure fielcls to be

made. Ihese measurements $Iere recorded using the Real Tíme AnalyseÏ as

descríbed in sectíon 3.3.4.

5.3 MODAL DENS ITY AND QUALTTY FACTORS

Aninvestigationofthemodaldensityofthebrasspípewas

attempted. An electromagnet !üas used Ëo drive Èhe pipe, rrrhil-e the rvall

response was monitored with a B & K 4133 L2"7 v¡m mícrophorre mounted 1mm

from the pipe rvall. A Beat Frequency Oscillator and Level Recorder were

used to s\¡Ieep the electrornognetic excitat-ion slowl-y through frequency Èo

produce a response-frequency plot: resonance frequencies were deÈected

aurally antl by sharp variatíons in Ëhe response plot' Experímental problems'

associated with high modal overlap and large drifts in resonance freque-ncy
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cluringtheme-astrrementPÍocess'preventedthecletermina[ionoftheorderof

most oÉ thc resonant mo<les even at relatively lotnt frequencies' MeasuremenEst

made of the resonance frequencies of the more isolaÉed resonanË modès '

agreedcloselywichpredictionsfromArnol.dandl^IarburËon(1953).The

lorufrequencymodaldensítywasestablishedbycotmtingthenumberof

resonance frequencies occurring ín one-third octave bands: non-dimensionalised

resulÈsareshowninFig.4.L.Closeagreement'existsbetweenthedataand

the theoretical curve, and the f:equency variation ís much smooËher than for

the steel pipes, although Ëhe experimental data tend to exceed the theoretical

estimate by approximately l0%. Trhe effecE of a static pressure differential

Àponthemodaldensit;'couldnoÈbedeterminedexperímentally'si-nceíEr¿as

noÈ possible to mainÈain Ap with sufficient stability' llowever' ca1'culatíons'

based on Èhe work of F*8, sechler and Kaplan (1957) of the changes in

modal ïesonance frequencies produced by Èhe experimeüÈal ÀP's' predicÈ

little variation in the densi-ty of supersonic modes for the range of experi-

mental condiÈions encorntered'

Measurementsofone-thirdoctavebandaveragedand,wherepossible,

modalqualítyfactorsweremadeusingthefesponse-decaymethod,wherea

near-fieldmicrophone!.IasusedtoSensethewallvibration.Theeffect

of smal1 Àprs on Ëhe averaþe quality factors is presented in Fig' 5'2' At

lowfrequencies,QincreaseswiËhínbreasingApinamannerwhichaPpe.ars

to be associated wíth the shifÈ in resonance frequencies of lightly-damped

modesofhighcircumferenËial-order.Forv>0.3,Qbecomesindependent

oftheappliedAp.Thequalityfactorsoftheidentifiablemodesare

consisÈent vtith the average values'

ValuesofQandQ",."usedfortheoreticalcalctrlaÈions'are

shown in Fig- 5.2t Q represents the mean of the experimental data for

1ow,\p,vrhilevalues,Qs,t'hequalityfactorsofsupersonicmcdes,have

been calculated from equation lZ'371'
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5.4 ACCEI,ERÁ.TION RESPOI{SE

5. 1r. I InÈroduction

For the prese.nt pipe flow configuration, hydrodynamic coincídence

is predicted to occur for the higher flow speecls. Coincident modes, which

rrri11 e-xist. f or all i . in. for in. > 2, respond both as forced running

riTaves, travelling downslream, and as standíng \üaves. AE coincidence, an

amplification ín vibrational r:esponse is expected. Ihis is predicted from

the joínt acceptance expressions and is therefore incltrded in the statistical

analysis (equation [2.20]). Ihe assumptions made in de.riving the approxirnaÈe

expression (equaÊion 12.291) consider Ëhat coincidence may not occur: con-

sequentlv, for the present case, the dependence of the víbrational response

on flor¿ speed is expected to be stronger Èhan M5 as pre.dicted by the

equaÈíon 12.291.

MeasuremenÈ of the vibrational response of the brass pípe was

performed with non-contactíng transducers, to avoíd the mass-loadíng proble-ms

associatedwiththe use of accelerometers on lighÈ-weight structures. An

available capacitance-type dísplacement probe I^Ias too bulky for use insíde

Èhe small anechoic box. However, measurements of the near-fíeld pressures

wÍÈh a L2.7 m microphone lrere found to be proportíonal to the brass pipe

wal-1 acceleraEions, providing the distance between the pipe surface and

the microphone diaphragrn was much less than an acousÈíc wavelength. A

microphone, placed close to the pipe wall, rüas used for wall acceleration

measuremenÈs.

5.4.2 Near-field Pressure Measurements

The practicality of using a m:icrophone located in the near

presstrre field of the brass pipe to measure the rvall acceleratíons was

examined by compa::ing Èhe output of a capacíËance-Eype ciisplaceuent probe,

locatecl a consËant distarrce from the pipe wa11 , wit-h that of a near-field

microphone. The calibrated displacement probe, which gave an output

proporËional to Èhe displacement of a vibrating object, t^tas placed at
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the calibratj.on distance (0.375 rnrn) from Ltre pipe walt, and a ß & K 4133

12.7 mm microphone r¡as positioned a fixed disÈance tl(=1 mrn) from t'he pipe

wall,axiallyadjacenttoËhedisplacemenËprobe.(Ithadbeenfoundt.haÈ

the pipe response. was spatially uniforn.) The brass pipe n'as excited both

electromagnetically and acoustically (by the efflux from an air valve

insicle the pipe), for differenÈ statíc pressure ciifferentials existii)g

across the pipe wall. The near--field Pressure measurements made \^Ii'th Ehe

microphone \¡rere found to be directly proportional to the pipe accelerations

and índependent of the excitation method or the staEic pressure differeutial

used, at least for v < 0.4, for d = 1 rnm. As tl increased, so the frequency

range over which the pressure was proportional to the wall acceleraEion

decreased, as did Èhe sensitivity of the method' Ihe errors ï/ere controlled

by the accuracy r,,rtth which Ëhe mícrophone could be re-positíoned relatíve

Èo the brass pipe wall during the flow experíments: the resulting measurements

are believed accurate to hrithin t g¿S for 0.05 < v < 0'8'

l,lÍcrophones of dif ferenr diameÈer (B & K 4L33 L2.7 mm, B [' K

4L36 6.35 nm, and B & K 4138 3.25 unn) were found to yield essentially the

same near-fíeld pressure sPectra for the sarne tl Ín each case' except for

v > 1 when the measured spectra decreased as the díaphragm diameÈer íncreased'

the result of differing phase varÍations in acoustic pressure across the

microphonesr diaphragms. It ís concluded that fair estÍmates of the pipe

wall acceleraÈions over Ëhe whole frequency ïange of inÈeresË can be made

using a near-fíe.ld n-icrophone as a transducer'

Ifhe effects of a staÈic pressure differential Ap across the pipe

wall were investigated by monitoring the changes in near-field irrtensity

produced by varíaÈions Ín ap for acoustíc excitaËion from inside the pipet

where the inÈernal excitation SPL was usecl as the reference level' The

near-field intensity T,ras ProPorrional to the wall acceleration 1evel' at

least for 1ow v, and reflected the behaviour of all resorlant modes' rather

than solely the radiating modes as with far-fíeld measurements' The

applied Áprs produced signific.ant increases in the resonance frequencies



of non-radiaiing modes, so that a rqell ordered dependence

always found' as v/as Ëhe case for Èhe far:-field pressures

In general, reliable estimates of the effect of Ap on the

tions have been possíble using this method: the recluired

found to be less than 2dB for v > 0'4'

166.

on Ap rnras not

(see. section 5.5).

pipe wall accelera-

corrections \dere

acteristics - comp arísons between theo reLical predic-

riÌ

s.4.3 Spectral Char

tions and exp erimental data

The experimental non-dimensional acceleration spectral densities

of the brass tesÈ secÊÍon, non-dimensionalised by values of Õp from Fig. 3'6,

are presented in Fig. 5.3 for the flow speeds tesÈed in Èhe presellt experi-

ment. The experímental data have been corrected for the effects of the

varíous Apts, as described previously'

At low frequencies v < 0.15, several prominenÈ peaks in Õ-/an

occur, even though the curves of experimenËal modal density and Q are smooth

functions of v. Ihese measured varíations are probably associated with the

differing effects of Ap on modal q{"\ity factors and resonance frequencies
I

for differenE circumferential 0rder modes. For v > 0.1 and for Èhe higher

flow speeds, the curves of Õ-/0n increase with V, and a broad but pronounced

Deak in 0,./O_ exisÈs near the ring frequency for each \, reflecting the
p

theoreLical modal densíty maximum anrl response amplificatíon which are

predicted to occur at I = 1. The spectral leve1s increase with Mo, althou'ir

some intersection between dÍfferent curves is found for v < 0' 3'

For Mo < o.52, coíncidence will not occur. The measured accelera-

tion spectral densities for Èhe three lower values of ì'lo may reasonably be

expected to depend on the fifth po\¡rer of the flow speed, as suggested by

equationÍ2.29],whilethedataforMo>o.52shoulddepartsomewhatfrom

thís. The experimental clependence of ÕU/Ap ot Mo is examined l-ry replotting

the data for all Mo in the form suggested by equation [4'r]' This ís shorpn

in Fig. 5.4(a), where values of Q have been talcen froin Fig' 5'22 Ëhe curve

of the approximate analysis í.s included for eomparison. tr^ihile a certain

-t.
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to lie ín the radíaÈion far-field for v > 0.05. Ïvo pipes of the same clj-men-

sions anci construcÈion t'¡ere tested. After a series of, strccessful tests at

different flow speeds, the first collapsed duríng flor¿ excitation vrhile

the effect on the acoustic radiation of reducing the pressure differential

Ap across Ëhe pipe rvall was still being examined. fhe second test pipe

produced essentially the same ra,díated power levels, but on1'y the results

for this laËter pipe are presented.

The effec.t on the acoustic power radiation of variatíons in AP

ís shornm in Fig, 5.6 for Ër.ro flow speecls. tn/tp.decreases as Ap increases,

although Ëhe reducÈions are greatest at low frequencies' This l¡ehaviour

suggests that the pipe darnping increases with j-ncreasing Ap for flow excita¡-

ion. Thís interpreËation agrees wiËh the observations of Davies (797L),

(who used similar flow speeds and panel thícknesses) but is contrary to Èhe

Q variations described in section 5.3. Íhe results of Fig' 5'6 have been

extrapolated to zeto ptessure differential to determine the corrections to

the measurements of Orr/On whích are require<l to renove the effect of Ap'

The corrected experimental daËa are shown in Fíg. 5.7 for the range of flow

speeds Èested' The spectral densities Ón/Õn e'xhibit the high-frequency cut-

off in acoustic radiation for v > 1, discussed ín the inÈroductíon; in

contrast, considerable radíatíon ís produced by subsonÍc modes (n = 2)

aË low frequencies (compare v¿ith steel pipes). The range of supersonic

modes is shown, togeÈher r,rith the predicted location of the more efficieni:'

low-frequency subsonic modes.

It has been proposed that, for subsonic flow speeds, Ëhe acousÈíc

radiation from pipes will depend on the fÍfth poI¡Ier of the flow speed' For

the truo higher fl-or.r speeds, Mo = 0.472 and 0.608, hydrodynamic coincidence

wíll occur but only for subsonic modes. Ihe data are re-plol-ted as

or/(opQsp?"t3> (equation t4.51) in Fig. 5.8 co examine the experimenÈal

dependence on flow speed rn¡here values of Qs are calculated from equatiorr 12'37 1

The resulting collapse is fajt, but indicates that subsonic modes contribute'
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significanËIytotheacousticpowerradiation;thedaEaforMo=0"22are

inconsi.stentwiththoseforotherflowspeeds.Thetheoreticalapproxiua-

tion(equationt4.5])isalsoshown.overthe.rangeofsupersonicmodes,

theEheoryunclerestimat'esEheexperiment'alresultsbyfroml0to15dB"

These differences resulÈ both from approximations made for the joirrÈ accept-

ance and from acoustic radiaÈion from subsonic modes' For frequencies bel-ow

thefirstsupersonlcmode,subsonicmodesradiatehighlevelsofacoustic

porver: on the other han<l , the radíatÍ-on cut-off aÈ u = uB is r'¡ell predic'teci"

Comparísonsoftheexperj.mentalresultswitirtheStatistical

calculaËionsfromequatíon|2.22](whichcontainsnoaPProximationforthe

joint acceptance) are shorvn in Fig. 5.9 for several flor¡ speeds spanning the

experimentalrange.Valueso,QsfromFig.5.2havebeenusedinthese.tlreo.-

reticalcalculations.overÈhefrequencyrangeofsupersonicmodes,wlrere

the statistical theory applies, generally poor agreement ís found' whíle

the theoretical cut-off in acoustic radiation at high-frequency v, is well-

predicted, considerable radiation seems to be produced by subsonic modes over

the whole frequency range. This contribution can be predícted with the exact

analysisfromequation[2.34].ThísisshownínFig.5.1Oforl-fo=0.378'

wheretheexacÈandstatisticalanalysesarecompared.Theexperimental

variationofOn/0nwithvinFig.5.giscloselypredictedbytheexacÈ

analysis Ín Fig. 5.10. Generally, the exact surrnatíon need only be carrie<l

out over the more efficient (lower n) modes, but must certainly not be restrict

edtoonlythosemodeswhicharesupersonic,asinthestatistÍcalapproach.

The subsonic modes are seell to be responsible for the majority of the acoustic

radiaÈionatallfrequencies'eventhoughtheirradiationratiosarelow;

i.e.10-3<o.10-t.

Comparisonsoftheexperimentalradiat'ionratiosforthebrass

pipes\^'iËhthecheoretícalprredictionsarentadeinFig.5.ll.Thevarious

experimental cur¡¡es are seen to be independenÈ i:f Mo' r'rhich ís consisÈent'

with Èhe finding thaÈ subsonic modes conÈrol the ra<liation' but contrary to

the exact sÈatistical predictions. The average values of o are usually less
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than l0-2-, in cotrtrasE \^Iith the previous case of steel pipes' where u^"'l'

calculaeions based on equatiol [4.4], which predicts an M5 depenclence of

*t¡/roand@n/Õn,íncluderealisticvalüesofQ"andQ'andarefoundtolie

at. least 10dB below the experinental data; the differences result from the

acoustic radiation produced by the subsonic modes ' calculatíon of the ave]rage

radiation ratios using the exacÈ analysis further supporÈ the suggestion thar

subsoni-c modes control Ehe acoustic radíatíon at all frequencíes for this

pípe, as strown in Iig' 5'ff'

COMPARISON I^lITIl FAR-FI ELD ACOUST IC EXC ITATION
5.6

Ïherelative.joinÈacceptaficeofflowandacousticexcitaEions

wasinvestigat.edusingthesameapproachasfollowedwithsteelpipes.The

additional effects on the acoustic pol{er radiatíon caused by a static pressure

differential were examined for comparison with those observecl during turbulent

flow excitation, as presented ín FÍg' 5'6'

TheexperimentaldetailshavebeendescribedinsecÈ1on4.8,

althoughforÈhepresentcase'measurementsoftheacoustícradiationr.rere

performed inside the anechoic box. The same microphone position was used

for both excitations' Initially' the effect on Èhe acoustic radiatíon of

tensioning the brass pipe with a static Pressure differential r¿as examined'

The results are presenÈed dimensionally in the form (,n/op in Fig' 5'l'2 for

pressure differentials of 0, 7.8, ani 16.3kPa. It is seen that the principal

effectofÈensioningthepipeínthismanneristoreducetheacousticradia-

tion,presumablybecausethedampingofthev¿riousstructuralmodeshas

increased. Thís is the same kind of behaviour that was found when the staÈic

pressure differential was varied for flow exc'itation (Fig' S'6); the changes

inOrr/$nforÈhevaríousAptsareofsimilar'thoughslíghtlygreaEer'

magnitudc than those produced in on/Õn for sírni'lar aprs for fl-orv excitation'

For zero Ap, acoustic excitation produced a ,cracklingl of small wrink].es in

the brass Eube; this crackling inflaÈed Ehe levels of lor¿-frequency acoustic

radiation in a manner noÈ found for f10w excitation when the wrinkles were

supPressed by the florv and any small hp ' It therefore appears Èhat the
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gave consistent results ac i.o\^z v, although the application of a statÍ.c pressure

differential across the pipe r+all increased the average Qts aE 1or" frequencies

in a manner which suggesLed strong increases in rnodal resonance frecluerrcies.

Values of the qualiLy factors of the supersonic mode-s were calculated assuming

unit radiation ratios.

The víbraÈional response vJas rneasured wiÈh a near-fie1d rnicrc¡phone,

calibrated by comparison ¡¿ith a capacitance probe to indicate Ëhe accel-eration

response of the pipe. The experimental response data were correcteci empiric-

ally for the effect of the sËatic pressure dífferences r^¡hich exíst.ed during

the flor,¡, Spectra were obtaíned for five f low speeds. From these, it was

seen that Èhe non-dimensional specËra1 density of the wal1 acceleraLi-on 0i¡

was proportional to the non-dimensional spectral densíty of the turbule.nce

rvall-pressure field ant Ëo the average pipe quality factors Q; and to

approximately the sevenÈh por^rer of the internal flow speed 
"3.t*/tn 

generally

peaked in the region of the ríng frequency where the collapse on Mo was compact

and where the effects of hydrodynamic coincidence \¡rere most strongly produced.

Close agreement of the experímental results wíÈh the statístícal and exact

analyses occurred for the higher flow speeds as in. 
"pproached 

2, which

provídes considerable supporÈ for the conclusions of the previous chapter

concerning the use of the Corcos model for Èhe turbulence wall-pressure field.

MeasuremenEs of the acoustíc power radiation ftere corrected for

the effect of the static pressure differential maintained across the pipe wall

during Ëhe flow. One effect of íncreasing the pressure differential due to

the flow r¿as to reduce the acoustic porver rädiatíon, suggesÈíng utrat in

fact the flow provides some addiÈional darnpíng. The predicted high-frequerìcy

cut-off ín radiation at î = in occur::ed, but, for u . ,8, subsonic modes

dour-inated the power radiaEion símí1ar Ëo the situatíon for the sLeel pipes.

The dependence of the non-dimensÍonal specÈral dens-í Ëy of the

acoustic radiation 0r, on flow speed and pÍ.pe quality fact.ors was not clearly

establisheri since subsonic modes controlled the radiated polùer, as demonstrated

by comparisons of exact calculations (based on contribuÈions froni ar1 resonant
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rnr:des) and the sÈatístical analysis (whtch included only supersonic modes).

The statistical analysis ïras seen to l-ead to large underestímates of the

radíation ratios, due Ëo the neglect of subsonic modes. It appears that

Qn also depends on Ml. For values of vn" > 1, full-y-developed flor¿ was

clearly shown to be coupled more strongly to the radiating mocles for v < 0.6

than r^7as a propagating aeousÈíc excitation (ín the absen.ce of flow) of the-

same intensiËY on the PiPe wall.
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CHAPTER 6

EPERIMENTS I^IITH A P.V.C. PIPE

6.1 INTRODUCTIO}T

In this chapter, Ëhe vibrational response of and l-he acoustic

radiation from a rigid P.V.C. pipe (test section 4), under condj.tions which

saÈisfy case 2 of section 2,2.8 (in" . 2 and i"" t 2) are exarnin.ed.

For thís pipe, the available range of flow speeds gives 0.038 f

i,^ S 0.25, so that the resulting conditions are al.ways well removcJ fromnc

hydrodynamic coincidence. The approximations deveJ.oped in Chapter 2, rutrich

prediet the dependence of the response and acoustÍc radiatÍon on flow spee-d,

are expected to apply to this case. Also, i"" = 2.L4, with îU -- 7.2L and,

i^ = 1.76: consequently, from the assumptíons made in Èhe statistica.l analysis
A.

in the frequency range 1.11 < v < 1.61, there wí1l be no superscnic vibration

modes and no acousEic radiation.

In Chapters 4 and 5, however, lubsonic modes r¿ere f,ound to control

the acoustic radiation, a siÈuation resulting parËially from their re.latively

high quality factors and modal densi-ty compared with the supersoníc modes:

furthermore, the assumption of zero radiatÍon ratío r¡ras grossly in error for

low ci-rcumferential-order subsonic modes. tr'or the present case, Èhe P.V.C.

pÍpe has high inËernal damping, so that the relaÈive conËribution to the

acoustic po\rer radíaÈion from subsonic modes is expecËed to be less, making

the statisti-cal analysis more accurate.

6.2 VIBRATION CHARACTERISTICS AND GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

In the investigaEion of the res'onance characËeristics of the P.V.C.

pipe, a small squâre of steel shim was cemenËed to the pipe wall to enable

electromagnetic excitatíon to be used to vibrate Ëhe pípe. At any but the

lowest frequencíes of inlerest, the high nodal overlap of the P.V.C. pj.pe.

prevented Èhe iso1ation of many individual resonant modes. Therefore tlre
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modal density could not be del-erminecl.

Quality factors of those identj-fiable modes r\7ere measured using

the response-decay method described in Chapter 4; Èhese are presented in Fig.

6.L, together with one-third octave band average Q measurenenLs. In general,

e = 25 for all v: the pipe is heavily darnped. This val-ue has been used'ín

all theoretical. calculations.

IntroducÈory experiments on the hourogeneity of the vibration response-

and the directívity of the acoustic radiaËion to turbulenE flow excitatíon

revealed certaj-n differences between the characteristics of the present

p.V.C. pipe and those of the steel pipes of Chapter 4. The acceleraLion

response- was found to be círcumferenÈially homogeneous (wíthin j f¿S) lor

all v. On the other hand, Ëhe acceleration resPonse íncreased in tl're flow

direcËion: for v < 0.35, a maximum increase in mean circumferential level

of 2dB over the pipe length was observed, while for v > 0.35, the íncreases

in mean circumferentíal 1evel r¡rere up to 5dB. In addition, the axial. in-

creases were found to decrease as the flow speed increased. The acoust-ic

radiation was axially symmetric for all v, but, like the acceler:ation

response, the radiated levels increased over Èhe pipe length in the florn'

dírection. In particular, for 0.3 < v 5 1, íncreases of up to 5dB ín

SPL over the pipe length in the flow direction occurred, the most prominent

Íncreases beÍng at frequencies corresponding to the (l-r0) an<l (2'0)

acoustic cross morles (i.e. at v = 0.30 and v= 0.51 respectively for Mo = 0'22) '

For'certain frequencies within the latter range, particularly for low Mo'

the decreases in SPL as Èhe distance from fhe pipe axís íncreased r¡ere

greater than expected from a cylindrical source.

It was concluded that a rreal( acoustic field, whose i-ntensity was

well belor,/ that of the turbulence wall-pressures, úIas present inside the pipe,

and it will be called the turbulence-geuerated acoustic field. At frequencies

below the (1,0) acoustie cut-off frequency, essentíal1-y only acoustic plane

waves propagate irrside Ehe pipe for low Mo. These çouple pooi:ly to pipe

sËructural modes, as shor,rn in l'ig. 4.18 for steel pipes.
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If acoustic plane.v/aves are the doruinant excitaÈíon, a forcc¡d

axí-synrmetric qrall response and an acoustic radiation fie1d, propagating

along the pipe axis in the flow direcÈion, are Èo be expected, as vere, in

faet, observed for acoustic excitation r^¡íthout flow. They were not foutd

for flow excitation. l4oreover, drivin¡¡ the pipe wit-h an internal acousEíc

field of higher intensity than exísted during operation of the flo-"¡ prociuced

neglÍgible changes in both the vibraÈion response and the acoustic rarliation

at these low frequencies. It is concluded that .below che (1r0) st¡t--off

frequency in the present experirnents the turbulence-generared acoustic fiel.d

is not a significant source of pÍpe víbration or acoustíc radiation.

Or-r the other hand, for higher frequencies, higher-order acousËíc

modes may be excited. Ihese couple strongly to pípe vibration modes of the

same circumferential order (supersonic for I . f) but poorly to all oËher

modes. Thus, at or above Èhe cut-off frecluency of the (trp) acoustic mode,

vibration nodes of círcumferential order n may tend to control the pípe

response and acoustic radiation, for suffíciently strong acoustic fields.

As couunenÈed on before, acoustic radiation from subsonic modes (Kn > Ka)

of the P.V.C. pípe will be less significant than from those of steel (or

brass) pipes since the P.V.C. modes are heavily damped, while the sEeel

pipe nodes are noÈ: however, the application of darnping treatments to steel

pipes (section 4.7) may cause the small acoustic excitation to become more

signifícanÈ for v = 0.12, since Èhe n = I nodes retain their initíal Q

values and are corJpled most strongly to Èhe (1'p) modes.

Estimates of the contribution made by the turbulence-generat.ed

acoustic field to Èhe total response and acoustic raciíatíon of chis P.V.C.

pipe were attempted. It rÀras assumed thaË incre.ases from lr(ur) to l-r(u.r) in

Ín the acoustic intensity acting on the pípe wa1l were índicated closely by

íncreases frorn Sr(r.') to Sr(o) in the flow'ín1et acoustic intensity (measureci

in the reverberaÈion chamber), although thís is on1-y stríctly true for

M^ << I and for frequencÍes below the (1,0) acousËic mode cut-off. Increases
o

in l(rrl) will cause increases in the pipe output response from R1 (rrr) to R2(or):
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R, is the. response spectral density to the undisturbed flow excit¿l-tion)
I

which contains an intrinsic level of turbulence-Senerated acoustic excitation

Y(o) in addition to the Èurbulence pressure field excitation 4n(o); and

R, is the response to a disturbed excitatíon containing 0n(o) and a higher-

level acoustic component nY(o). T'hen

nr(o) = r(o). [ 4n(o) + Y(o) ] t6. 1l

and R, (o) = r (r.^r) . [,Þn (r) + nY (o) ] 16.21

where r(o) is Èhe pipe transfer function beÈween input and ouÈput and is

considered to be independent of the excítation, (a reasonable assumption,

which ís necessary to make correction esËimates); n is the ratio of acoustic

rvall-pressure input excitations Ir/Ir, and is assumed given cl-osely bf Sr/Sr.

The required response is r< ônr so thaÈ the correctíon to be subtracted frorn

10 loer'(Rr) to remove the contribution due to Y(o) is 10 logl'(Rr/r<$n)'

where, from equations 16.11 and 16.21,

(Rl/R2) (n-1)
t6. 3l

n(Rr/Rr) - 1

Thus, by superimposing a strong acoustic signal on the flovr field, rvhile

monitoríng both the changes in wall response (R2/R1) and the changes in

acousticexcitation(52l51=Iì)ltherequiredcorrectionstot'heobserved

levels R, (eíther pipe response or radiatíorr) can be made.

To verify the original assumption that n = Sr/s, was equal to TL/12'

a horn driver r¡ras mounted at the upstream instrumentation section and driven

to produce an acoustic intensíty at the pipe wall gÏeater than that of the

turbulence pressure field. By monítoring Èhe changes in the acoustic in-

tensity ar the pipe wall 

"/tt 

and in the inlet intensíty s2/sr when the

flors was turned on, it was found thaÈ the errors ín this assumpEion v¡ere less

Ëhan 3dB for l"to = 0.22, so that at least at. low l"lor the assumPtion aPPears

valid. In general, the horn driver \.las not an effective source at higher

¡4_ - and so a f lor¿ spoiler (20mm long x 5mm diameter) protruding f rom the wal.1
ot
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M = 0.47 shows similar behaviour, exc.ept at v = 0.25. A*/A data for Mo - ï' p o

0.22 and 0.37 diverge sharply from this behaviour for 0.3 < v < 1, the

result of the turbulence-generated acousÈic excitatíon which has not been

removed successfully by the correction procedure.

tr^lith this in ruind, the dependence of the acoustic radiation of t-he

flow speed is examined in Fig. 6.6 by plotting the data in the form

Õn/(ÕoQ"o?="3>, as suggested by equation t4.S1. Equation t4.51 is also shown;

the range of frequency for which supersonic rnodes are predícted to e>list, 1s

indicated. For v S 0.2, the collapse of data is-quite close-, although the

Mo dependence is more clos"ly 4 than M5. The data for Mo = 0.47 and 0.57

lie some B to 12dB belor.r the approximate theoretical estimate, while the

lower M data 1ie closer to the prediction. The stalistical analysis predícts
o

no acoustíc radiation from supersonic modes for î, < i < îO i.e. 1.11< v< 1.61.

A sharp cut-off ín acoustic radiation exists for all Mo at v : 1, but the

predicted rise ín an/tp at vA is not obvious, although there are fer¡ data

points for v t ,A. AÈ frequencies belor¿ the first supersonic mode, the

level of the radiation does not decrease significantly below that in Èhe

regÍon of supersonic modes (0.2 I v . ,B), implying that agaín subsonic

modes have hígher radiation ratios than assumed.

Comparisons of the experinental radiation ratíos for Èhe P.V.C.

pipe with the theoreÈical prediction (equation 1,4.41) are made in Fig. 6.7.

For v S 0.25, the curves of o are effectívely independent of Mo, while for

v > 0.25, the le'¡els of o decrease wíth Íncreasing Mo, as Õn/On becomes

influenced less by the turbulence-generaÈed acoustic excitation. The

experimental data for Mo = 0.47 and 0.57 lie frorn 3 Èo 10dB below the

theoretical prediction. This could resul-t from the choice of a constant

quality factor for all modes, when perhaps Q= .= Q as is the case, for steel

pipes; alterrratively, the correction meËhod may introduce. errors for hígher

Mo. It is ínterestíng to note thaÈ, between v, and .lO, a drop in o occurs

for all .Mo, and for r) > vOr o tends to increase as predicted.

Additional compari-sons betr¿een the experimental data Õn/00 and
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the statistícal theoreËical approach (equation 12.221> are presenËed ín

Fig. 6.8 for the highest and lowesË flow speeds. For Mo = O.57, the

theoretical approach overestimates the experímenÈal data by about l1dB ín

the region of supersonic modes for v . vB, while, for v > v¡r the over-

estimate increases to 24d8. The experímental data f or I'fo = O.22 agree

closely r¡¡íth the appropriate theoretical- curve for all v. This is due to

the presence of the turbulence-gerterated acousÈic field inside the pipe'

whÍch, for v > 0.25, increases the acousLíc radiat,icn above the levels

produced by Èhe turbulent flow alone - the agreement is forÈuitous and

should not be mÍsinËerpreted as an example of good agreement between theory

and experiment.

6.5 STJMMARY

The pipe/flow configuration examined Ín this chapter has been for

;^ .2 and l__ > 2. As well, the P.V.C. pÍpe used possessed high rnaterial-nc ac

danping. Thus the sÍtuation ís quite different from Lhose involving steel-

or brass pipes.

The low Qrs for the P.V.C. pipe prevented any exact determination

of the modal response of the pipe even though the theoretical modal de'rsíty

was lower than for the steel test sectíons. As a consequence of the

low Qrs, the effects of a Ëurbulence-generated acoustj-c field inside the

pipe were more noticeable; at high". ,t.O.r"ncies especÍally, the accelera-

t.ion response and the power radiation increased over the pipe lengÈh in the

flow direcËíon, probably in proportion to the intensity of the Èurbulence-

generated acoustic field inside the pipe. Corrections to these measuremencs

were made at Èhose frequencies where sígnificant internal acoustic excita-

tion existed.

Analysis of these corrected data indicated that the non-dimensional

spectral density of the acceleraÈion response 0- was proportional to the

non-dimensional por¡ler specÈral density of the turbulence wall-pressure field

Õ- and to the average pipe qualiÈy factors Q, buE depended on M 7 rather than:p ---- -- '---Q- r-r- a-----J o

Ml as predícted by the approxímate equation. Similar dífferences betweeno'
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the sËaÈistical predieÈlons and the measured results, as occurred wiÈh the

steel pipes, r¡rere found, in that the absolute values of the differences

decreased quite strongly r" ih" increased. The non-dimensional spectral

densíty of Èhe por.rrer radíation @n was found to be proportional to OnQ and

to depend on the fifth or sixth power of Mo. For the valid sets of data,

the statistical theory overestímaÈed the measurements by from 8 to 12<iB over

the frequency range of supersonic modes. Some evidence was found Eo supporË

the existence of Èhe region i, . i . lo in which líttle radj.ation occurs

due to a lack of supersonic modes.
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CHAPTER 7

GENER.A,L DISCUSSION

The resulËs of a detailed experimental investígation of the vibra-

t,ional response of and the acoustic radiaEion from thin-wa1led pípes, excited

by f,ully-developed turbulent pipe flow, have been presented ín the previous

three chapters for a wide range of flow and sËructural Parameters' In

partícular, the dependence of the response and radíaËion on flow speed,

frequencv, pipe wa11 thickness and quality facÈors has been measured. Speci-

fíc conclusions, reaehed from comparisons of these results with the exact'

sÈaÈistical and approximate theoreÈical analyses of Chapter 2, have been

given ín the relevant earlier chapters. This chapter summarises the more

ímportant of these conclusíons and makes sone addítíona1 and more general

comments abouÈ the problem.

(i) For the range of îh. tesËed in these experiments, calcula-

tíons of the vibrational response of flow-exctted pipes, using the stetisti-

cal analysis and measured average quality factors, agree closely l¡iËh those

made using the exact formulation which is based on measured values of nodal

quality factors and resonance freq,r.rr"í.s. The statistical analysis provides

an accurate representation of the theoretical vibrational response wiÈh

consíderable savings in computing time. Likewise, calculations of the

acoustic por¡rer radiated from supersonic vibrational modes (for which the

radiaÈion ratios are unity) from the two analyses agree closely.

(iÍ) The assr.rmption that supersonic modes control the radiated

acoustíc pohrer from pipes is not valid for pípes in general: comparisons

of the acoustic por¡rer radiaËion using b.oth the exact analysis, which includes

the contrÍbution from subsoníc modes, and the statisÈical analysisr which is

based on supersonic modes only, show that subsonic modes in fact produce from
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10 to 20 dB more povrer than supersonic mcdes for all frequencies up Èo the

acoustic coiucidence frequency, especially rrrhen significant acoustic radiaEion

danping occurs. Sinple approximations for the radiation ratios of the more

efficient. subsonic modes must be developed before the statistical analysis

can be extended to give relíable predictions of the radiat.ion from subsonic

modes.

On Ëhe other hand, Èhe statistical analysis allor¿s the dependence

of the response and radiat.ion on flow and structural variables in pract.ical

situations to be investígated analyËically

(iíÍ) The degree of agreement between theoretieal predícEions of

the vibrational response and acousiic radiation and Èhe data measured <iuring

the experimental programme depends on the cl-oseness of conditions to hydro-

dynanr-ic coincidence (iir" > 2). For the brass pípe (0.34 . ih. < 2.64>,

hydrodynamic coincidence occurred and close agreement exísËed. For the steel

pipes (0.00S . in" < 0.09), and, to a lesser extent, for the P.V.C. pipe

(0.04 . lh" < 0.25), conditions krere far removed from hydrodynamic coincidence

and theoretical overestimates of the response and radiaEíon of from 10 to 25 dB

were found. These discrepancies between experiment and predicti-ons can be

attributed to the ÍnappropriaÈe use of the Corcos model for the cross-spect.ral

density of the turbulence wall-pressure field, which leads to overestimates of

up to 30 dB for values of in" r"pr.="titative of the practical piping systems.

(iv) The modal density function for pipes, which Ís derived írom

a sirnplífied resonance-frequency equation, closely predicËs the mean curve of

the experimental data.

(v) The quality factors of the lightly-damped pipes (steel a.n<l

brass) are generally hígh. For rigid end conditions which allow no relative

motion between the pipe and Èhe end flanges, acousÊic radiatíon damping reduces

the Qrs of the modes wiÈh high radiatÍon ratÍos: then, the variatíon of the

Qrs of modes of constant circumferential order rrrith varying axial order can be

predicted v¡ith fair accuracy

If relative motion occurs betr¿een the pipe ends and flanges, large
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reductions in the modal Qrs can occur, associated probably with the pumping

of gas around the joint.

In each frequency band, the measured average Q is well approximaÈed

by the arithmeÈic mean of the Qts of the individual modes in the same band.

(vi) The ncn-dimensional spectral densitíes of the acceleration

response of the various tesÈ sections O- are proportional to the non-dimensíonal

spectral densÍty of the turbulence wall-pressure fietd Õni to Èhe average qual-

ity factors of the particular test section; and to the fifth or higher Po!¡er

of the non-dimensíonal flow speed Mo. Ihe dependénce on Mo increases witlì lhc:

for ste-el pipes, Õ* was found to be proporEional to M5 or M6, for Ëhe P.V.C.

pipe Ml, and for the brass pipe Ml, in contrast to Èhe theoretícal M5 dependence

which ís only valíd for în. << 1.

For steel pipes, Þ- depends essentiall-y on the cube of the pipe

wall-thickness parameter ß.

(vii) The non-dimensional spectral densities of the acoustic power

radiation of the various test sections Õn are found to be proportional to Õn;

to the fifth or higher pohTer of Mo, and to an average qualiEy factor, which is

not Q" or Q buË an average of Qorn weighted by the radiation ratios of ".he indi-

vidual modes. For all frequencies below the acoustic coincidence frequency,

the radíation is controlled by low circumferential-order subsonic modes,

rùich are usually more 1íghtly-damped than supersonic modes aË the same fre-

guency. The assumption of equal modal energy, normal in sËaËistical energy

aàa1ysis, is noË valid for predi-cÈíons of the acousËic radiation from pipes'

at lor¿ frequencies at l-east.

For steel pipes, On depends on the square or cube of fhe pipe wall-

thickness parameter B.

(vlii) As seen from equatíon Í2.291 and Í2.301, variations in pipe

wa1l materíal affect Õiü and 0r, through parameter" gf" and \0, and pf='\p

and N" respectively. The dependence of 0* and Qn on these can be esÈimated

from Èhe staLístical analysis by using appropriate approximations. For
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exanple, for i.nc
.* 1, Õu is ProPortional to P

2
fs ¡15

Lp
and Õ is proportional

'tT

to o2- t'L4 /N .'ts Lp s

Comparíson of mean values of Õ-ßt"int(v)/(onQo?"tlu) for each

different Èest section shows a considerable spread between the reduced data

for differenÈ maËerials. ïhis results mainly from the errors íntroCuced

by the Corcos pïessure field model which are dependent on in". Holrever, the

sÈeel and P.V.C. data for approxÍmately the same values of in. show close

agreement wiÈh each other, are índependent of frequency as expected, but f-ie

some 15 dB below Èhe approxímate theoreËical prediction. 0n Èhe other hand,

mean values for the brass pipe agree closely r,¡ith Lhe theoretical predíction,

except for v > 0.4 where hydrodynarnic coincidence increases the dependence

of 0../A on M to M7 "s i, approaches 2.ürpoonc
The discrepancies vrhich exist beÈrveen the experimental data for

the steel and P.V.C. tesÈ sectíons and the theoretical predictíons are reason:

ably well explained in terms of the probable errors in the nodel of the

cross-spectral densÍty of the turbulence wall-pressure field. Furthermore,

good agreement ís found for the brass pipe daia. lhus the dependence on

the material of the pipe wall (Or" and \n) appears to be represented correctly

in the statistical analysis.

(ix) Large broad-band reductions in the vibraÈi-onal response

of lightly-damped steel pipes can be produced by Èhe application of simple

danping treatments to the pipe surface. These reductíons correspond Eo

rèducÈions in the average Qrs of the resonant. vibraÈion modes. While the

Qts of modes of circumferenti-al order n 2 2 can be reduced by factors in exc.e-ss

of 20 by such EreatmenËs, the Qrs of n = I modes, which have a strong ínfluence

on the radiation at 1ow frequencies but little influence on the response of

the undamped pipe, cannot. be damped effecÈír'ely. Consequently, while the

reducÈions i-n @r, are generally sinilar Ëo the reductions. ín Õçr at Èhose

low frequencies r¿here n = 1 modes influence the radiation from the r.ndarnped

pipe, much smaller reductiors Ín @n occur.
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(x) For the range of ùh" tesËed, the joint acceptance, due to

exci-tation by ful1y-developed turbulent pipe flo¡¿ j-s greaËer than the joint

accePtance for propagating acousËic plane r¡raves acÈing in the absence of

flow. This difference increases with în". However, above the lowest cut-

off frequency for higher ordèr acoustic mod.es, propagating acoustic wavJs

generally have a higher joint acceptance than the joínt acceptance for ex-

citation by turbulent pipe flow: only when in" a 1 will the flow be coupled

more strongly to pipe vibration modes, as occurred for the brass test secÈion

forv<1.

slnce in...1 in most practícal sit,uations, it appears that

acoustic excitation from sources immersed in the flow will generally tend

to control the response and radiation from pípes, even for high inËernal fl-ow

speeds and especially at frequencies at and above the onset of propagation of

hígher-order acousËic modes ínsíde the pipe.

Ttre influence on the vibrational response of and acoustic radj.a-

tíon from pipes exciÈed by fully-developed turbulenÈ flow of variations in pipe

material and structural dimensions and in flo¡,r speed and gas density have be-en

ínvestigated theoretically and experÍmentally in considerable detail: a

large degree of agreement has been found between theory and experiment. in

varÍous areas, demonstratÍng a good comprehension of the phenomena involved.

Cert.aÍn aspects of the general pípe radiation problem, r¡hich

require further research, can nor¿ be raísed.

(i) It has been suggested that the Corcos model seriously

overesËímates the contribution of the low-r^ravenumber components of the specÈral

densíty of the turbulence wall-presaure field. No valid measurements at these

wavenumbers, which include che contribution of the turbulence-generated acou-

stic field, have been made for pipe flows: iÈ would be of some interest to

establish the correcË levels of the r,ravenumber-frequency spectral densiEies

of the wall-pressure field for a seri-es of represenÈative pipe flows.

(ii) Of considerable practical importance is the description
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of the characterisÈics of tlie ruall-pressure field generated by other flow

cont.rol "orlottutt\s, such as orifice plates, bends and. valves. In such

cases, it Í-s usually assumed that the acoustic field radiated inside the

pipe from such sources will be coupled more strongly than other excitations

present Èo the vibratj-on modes of the pipe and so will determine the acoustic

po[7er radiation: however this has not bee.n verified experÍmentally. InvesËi-

gaÈion of the relat.Íve conÈributions to the total acoustic radiaÈíon prcduced

by these intense pressure fields local to such sources ís warranted Èo det-

ermine, at least, under what conditions the acoustic field radiated by various

standard pÍping components ís the controlling excitatíon.
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PART II: EXCITATION I¡]ITH ACOUSTIC PLANE I']AVE3

CHAPTER 8

8.1 INTRODUCTION

In practical piping systems, the important sources of high noise

levels are the very intense, incompressible pressure fields generated in

regions of high statíc pressure drop whích occur at flow control devices,

such as valves and sharp angle bends. firese complex pressure fields will

feed energy into the surrounding pipe in varÍous lrays.

Fírstly, there ís the localised action of the incompressible press-

ure fluctuat,ions Èhemselves: these are of high intensity close to the

control device but decay quickly $/ith distance ariray from the devíce. Such

a localísed excitation wÍll conÈríbute to the generalised force on Lhe

pipe node shapes in a sínilar manner t.o thaÈ descrÍbed Ín Chapter 2, except

that the excítation can be non-homogeneous over Èhe ínternal surface of

the pÍpe (both axially and circumferentially in the general case). Mechanical

vibraËion of the componenÈs of the flow control device, resulting from

the loading of these loca1 pressure fields, can also feed energy directly

to the pípe wall. There is al.so the acoustíc field which ís radiated from

the incompressible flow regíon surrounding the source.

An ídeal mechanical vibration filter placed several excÍtation

wavelengths from the source region '¡i11 remove Èhe effects of the near-field

and mechanical excÍtaËíons fron the response of the downstream pipe. The

propagation of acoustic energy insj-de the pipe wíll be unaffected by sueh

mechanical treatments, however, so that the radiated acoustic pressure field

of the source can become distributed over considerable lengths of pipe. The

transmission loss presented by the attached pípe Èo the propagaËing (and

reflected) acoustic hraves i- therefore of consíderable importance.

In cont.rast to previous approaches to this problem, Èhís work

l;ii
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is restricted to the frequencj-es at whicir only plane-I¡Iave Propagatj-on can

occur inside the pipe. It is this range of acoustic plane-wave propagatioll

*¡hich ofÈen deÊermÍnes the peak levels bf porìIer radiation from small-diameter

pipes or from pipes carrying líquids or hot gases and which also proves

least amenable to noise control solutions. Interestingly, large and unex-

plained discrepancies between theoretical predictions and existing measure-

ments of the pípe Èransmission loss are found to occur ín this plane-wave

region. The nature of the couplíng between Ehe axi-symmetric plane-wave

pressure field and the wal1 response is apparently not understood even in

Èhis, the sinplest exPerimental and analyËícal, case. Consequently, in

Èhe presenÈ investigation of the vibration response of and acoustic radia-

tion from pipes excited acoustically, the region of plane-\¡lave propagation

insíde pipes has been consídered exclusively. The achievement of a thorough

understandíng of the imporËant prÍnciples acling in this case seems a most

desirable aim before proceeding to the m're complex siÈua¡ion involving

multi-modal acoustic propagaEion inside Ëhe pipe'

8.2 SURVEY OF PREVIOUS I^IORK

The original investigations of the Ëransrnission loss (TL) of

pípes to internal acoustíc excítation were rnade by Cremer(1955) and by

Heckl (1958); both dealt priurarily wÍÈh the frequency range correspondíng

to the multi-modal acoustic propagation inside the pipe. Cremer deríve'd an

expression for the Èransmission impedance Z, of an infiníÈely long, thin-

walled circular cylinder to a fluctuating pressure distribtuion inside the

plpe. only acoustíc plane waves can propagate internally for frequencies

such that KB ' = 2 where Ku = kua = ual cB and cu is the acoustic wave-speed

inslde the pipe (see section S.3 ): then Z. is

stíffness of the pipe and consequently íncreases

creases.

controlled bY the membrane-

as the PiPe diaureter cle-

using cremerts expression for zrr Heckl assumed that' as far as

the acoustic radiaÈion was concerned, the important ¡iipe responses \¡Íere
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those components forced by the various internal acoustic modal pì:essure

distrj-butíons, and that the radiation ratios of such ¡,¡avemotions of the pipe

rva1I v¡ere approximat.ely uniÈy: in addition, it was assumed Èhat, at any

frequency, Èhe acoustic energy insj-de the pipe was equally divicled between

all possíble propagating modes. Hecklfs measurements of the TL of long

pipes show minima at frequencies corresponding t.o the onset of propagation of

Índividual acoustic modes of order higher than the plane r.{rave. For frequen-

cies wher. l$ t 2, he found good ;rgreement between his Èheoretical predictions

and experimental measuremenÈs when these were performed in octave bancls.

Hor'rever, for frequencÍes when only plane waves could propagate, íncreases in
the porver raCiatíon of up to 30dts r,rere found above the theoretícal prediction
(based on the forced stiffness-controlled response): Èhese hrere proposed to

result from the coupling of non-propagating higher-order acoustic modes

generated in Èhe near field of the acouritíc souree with vibration modes of

the pÍ-pe, which rüere resonant at Èhe excitation frequencies. The measured

values of the TL of the pipes tested were well below the theoretical predietj-o¡s

these differences íncreased markedly as the asymmetry of the acoustic source

increased, but decreased as Â increased. No examination of the modal content

of the structural response r^ras reported, and the assumption regarding the

equi-partitíon of acoustic energy betr¿een the higher-order modes vras not

ínvestÍgated. The good agreement obtained for KU > 2 was in spite of the

fact that, in al1 frequency bands, supersonic resonanÈ modes of the pipes

would have been coincident hrith certain higher-order acoustic nodes ins'ide

the pípe. One rnight expect that the TL of lightly-damped pípes would be

quite strongly influenced by those resonant modes which are well coupled

ci-rc 'mferentially and therefore excited at coincidence.

Kuhn (L974> has invesÈigated certein aspects of these dise-,:epancies

for K, < 2, using pipes with 
^ 

= 300¡ â =.15 mm, h = 0.91 and 2.31 uun (i.e.

ß = 0.015 and 0.046). For \. Z, the rheoretical TL (based on a suûrnary of

existíng work by Morfey (1971) but incorrectly plotted in Kuhnfs Fig. g)

exceeded the measured data by from = 2dB at the cut-off frequency of the (1,0)

-t
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acoustic cross mode insicle the pipe, by = 15dS at KU = 0.3, and by = 30dB

at Iq = 0.1 for ß = 0.015. The vibrational response vTas resonant, raÈher
.6

than forced, and the n = 1 translational modes erere responsíble for the

observed differences between Èheoretical and measured TL. The thícker pipe

(ß = 0.046) was found Èo radiate 5dB more acoustic power than the thinner

pípe (ß = 0.015), in conErast to an expected 9dB decrease in power radiation

predicted on the basis of the increased menbrane-stiffness of the thicker

pipe. In his examinat.ion of the reasons for these discrepancíes, Kuhn

measured the naxímum response of a length of pipe to internal acousÈic

excitatÍon, with the source in different locatíons relaEive to the sÈart of

the test pípe. Most importantly, he found that, on de-coupling the. rnechaní-

cal and acoustic effects of the near field of the speaker source from the

test pipe, reducËionsof up to 20dB in tlre vibraÈíon levels could be produced

over a limiËed frequency range: these data were not presented relat,ive

to the theoretical forced-response level, and ít vras not stated whether the

SPL in the far field of the source was maíntaíned constant. Also, no actual

measurements Ì^rere made of the effect on the measure-d pipe TL of de-couplirrg

the effects of Ëhe source near field from the test pipe, although he concluded

that the non-propagating (1,0) acoustic mode was responsible for these discre-

pancfes in TL at 1ow KU.

Karvellis (1975) has demonstrated that flow control devices do

generate strong inÈernal acoustic fields, which propagate both upstream and

downsÈream ahray from the source. He found, for orífices and valves and

for distances greater than 20a downsËream from the sourcerthat Èhe acoustic

field acting on the pipe wall r^ras generally stronger than the wall-pressure

field associated wíth fully-developed turbulent pipe flow. Depending on the

axi-symmetry of the device, strong peaks in the acoustíc wall-pressure field

were produced at the cut-off frequencies ôf the various acorrsEic cross modes

withín the pipe. For example, for KU < 2.. only plane waves existed and the

spectral density of the acoustic wall-pressure field r¿as fairly smooth for all

devices: Èhen, for asymmetric sources (a globevalve and an eccent.rj-c orifice
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plate), at distances greater than 204, the stlongest peaks in the ç¡a11-

pressure spectral densiËies were produced at frequencies corresponding Ëo tlìe

l-or¿er-order radial acoustic modes inside the pipe (the (1r0) or 2rO) rnodes)

buÈ not at the frequencies of the (0r1) or (0r2) modes (see sectíon 3'3'1)'

For an axi-symmetríc source (a conventional orifíce plate mounted axially) '

the (0,1) symmetric mode was excited most. strongly and the spectral density

aÈ the (1rO) mode frequency was smooth'

It'appearsthatequi-partiËionofacousticenergydoesnotoccur

in general and thaE, in calculations of the TL of pipes' proper accoufit must

be taken of the actual energy levels carríed by the acousËic modes t"'hích

couple most stt:ongly with Èhe vibrational modes of the surrognding pipe' Even

sor for axi-symmetric sources, planewave propagation may control the energy

transmission inside the pipe for frequencies well in excess of the cut-off

frequency of the (IrO) acoustic cross mode'

8.3 TI1EORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

8.3.1 Propagation of AcoustÍc Modes Ins íde Circular Ducts

AtaParticularfrequency,theacousticpol¡¡ergeneraredbya

source inside a r:ircular ducÈ (assurning ro end reflections) may plopagate

away from the source in one or more modes. The acoustic Pressure aÈ a point

insíde the ducÈ can be described, following Morse and Ingard (1968' p'509)

but with different noEation, bY

P(x,rrÖ) IX (A-- Cos ng * B Sín nþ) Jn (krrnt)"
ñÞ'--nP- ' nP

i(k*x - t,rt)

where (r,0) are polar co-ordinaÈes centred on Èhe pipe axis,'and x is the

distance frorn the source. n ís the number of diametral pressure node

lines, and p Ís the number of axi-symleËriccyl-indrical pressure nodes'

For a rígid wal1 pipe, the radial fluid velosity at the pipe wall Ls zexoz

then the natural modes of the ducË are fognd from the boundary condition

ãp/ðr = 0 at r = a. Table 3.1 shows Lhe first eighE roots of *rrn=(knp")

and their associated modal Patterns'
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Mode nrp 5'0

K
nP 6 .4Ls

Table 3.1 : Cut-off frequencies for acoustic modes in círcular duct.

The axÍal h'avenumber in the pipes is found from K2 = yf - X2 and the cut-offxSnp
frequency of the (nrp)Èh rnode rrrn i" Krrp "g/", below whích the latter mode

carinot propa¿ate but decays rapidly with l"l. Orrn "rU 
trrn ur. cleterminecl from

the characteristÍcs of the source and the duct termination.

At frequencies where KB < 1.84, only plane vraves can propagaÈe in-

side the Pípe, although, in the near-fíeld of the source, Ëhe acoustic energy

can be dísÈributed ín non-propagatíng modes as wel1. At hígh rnodal densiÈies,

equÍ-partítion of the radiated energy amongst the possible modes tends to

occur: then a rrandom Íncidencet acoirstic field will propagate down the pipc

and statistical Èechniques can be used to estímate the coupling between ttre

pipe mode shapes and the excÍtation. In this frequency range r'-hich corres-

ponds to the existence of more than, say, 10 possible propagatíng modes or

\ z 10, the coupling of the acoustic source t.o any one acoustj-c mode is no!

likely to determine the overall response of the containing pipe. On the oÈher

hand, for 1 . K, . 10, the coupling of the source to the various acousÈic

modes will vary considerably between differenÈ low-order modes, as observed.

by Karvellis for flow control devices: then, the distribuÈion of acoustic

energy in the various propagaEing modes must be deterrn-ined closely for each

control device to enable any reasonable predictions of the vibrational

I +

5.3315. 3194.2003. 8333.0541. 8410.000

1r14rO3'00'12rO1r00ro
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response to be made.

8.3.2 Pipe-lvall response to internally-propagating (plane) acoustic r.¡aves

For an infinite pipe ac 1ow frequencies, the pressure field of an

axi-symmetric acoustic mode propagating insíde Èhe pipe will force a response

of the same \¡/avenumber in the pipe wall : this wall response will therefore

be axí-symmeËric with an axial velocíty equal to the axial propagaËion

velocity of the acousÈj-c mode (= ur/K*). In general , r¡Ie are concerned rnrith

acoustic plane waves i.e. the (0r0) mode rather than (0r1) mode.

Cremer (1955) has derived an expression for Èhe Ëransmission ímpe-

dance of an iirfínite pípe 2., defined as Z. = (nf - V)/iww, where P, is the

acousLic gressure inside the pipe, p2 i" the external pressure, and r'r is

the wall displacement: this can be wri-t.ten as

z
.a
1m¿ù=-"=z
v

[1-vz+ß2K3) lB.1l
T

where mt= p-h is the pipe surface density. The terms ín equatíon t8.l] re-ls

present, respecÈively, the reactance due to the pipe membrane stiffness, the

mass reactance, and the reactance due to the pipe bending sÈíffness. For

steel test section 3 (ß = 0.010), v ( 1 for nuch of the audíble range, so

thaÈ, for K, < 5, ß2ffi << f: thus the forced response of steel test sections

I to 3 Ëo plane-wave excítation will be menbrane-sEíffness conËrolled.

For pÍpes of finite length, nor".r.t, in addition Ëo this forced

response, there will be a resonant response, due most likely to structural

ínhomogeneítíes in the pipe or to reflecËions of vibraÈional energy from

the ends: such a coupling is not predicted by normal node analysis (Powe1-l

(1958a)). In particular, for a finite Pipe, the joinÈ acceptance of the

(mrn)th structural mode excit,ed by a propagating acoustic mode can be fotrnd

from equations (28), (:t¡ and (32) of Bu1l and Rennison (1.974a) (see APpendi.x

A). The wall-pressure field of the (n,p)Ëh propagating mode can be described

by the cross-spectral density function

orrn (8, o) = Önp 1r¡.-t*l Ë I eik-E cos n Þ | 8.21
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For a statistically homogeneous excitation over the -internal surface of

tllepipe,-*=O.Theseparablenarrow-bandcorre]ationcoefficientthen

becomes

5 (8, r¿ o; o) = \* (E, o; r¡) bv (o' n; o)

where

Rpx (8, o; rrr) = cos (kx E) [8'3]

Rpv (0, n; r,l) = cos (n 0) [S'4]

substitution of equation te.:] into equation [:r] or Appendix A leads to

equation [:Z] of Appendix A, which with Ç = kma reduces to

zrÇ, tr - (-1)m cos ß*l
[8.s]

L2 (K2-m x212x'

Putting equation [8.4] into equation l32l of Appendix A leads to

.2
J mìn Iur J

,2
lnt [8.6](r¡ ) t

when the circumferential ord,er of the structural mode is egual to the

circumferential order of the acoustic mode, ",.'a 
j|r, (ol) = O otherwise'

From the si:nplified resonance frequency equation [Z.g], only resonant

structural modes of circumferential order n : I can be resonant below the

ringfrequency.*Thus,forv<1'accordingtonormalmodeanalysis'the

coupling between an acoustic plane wave and any resonant structural mode is

zero. By allowing for the circr:mferential variations in walf thickness which

occur in practice, a finite coupling can be predicted between an acoustic plane

wave and structural modes of circumferential order n > l, and al-so between

acoustlc nodes of order n > o and structural modes of different circumferential

order. There are, however, considerable difficulties in establishing a

relationship between the inhomogeneity distribution over the pipe surface and' sa)

the changes in mode shapes produced: this is discussed in section 9'3'4'2'

* Kufrn & ¡4orfey 0976), 47 (2) pages L47-].6L have shown that n = o modes are

resonant at vmo = Ç' although in this work their presence was never
detected - see section 4'2'
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In the near field of the acousEíc source, Ëhe decaying híghe::-

order modal pressure distributions will- couple strongly to resonant mcdes

of the same circumferential order. The joint acceptance of the dríven

sÈructural mode can be estimâted by assurning the near field of the higher-

order nrode t.o acÊ over a length in the axíal direction 0*, whích is approx-

imately one-quart.er of an acoustic wavelength at. Èhe excitation ft"q.r"rr"yf

but is correctly described by equation tB.4] in the circumferenËial direc-

tion: then j2 (ur) wij-1 be reduced by a factor of (L*/9')2 = (^/4t')2 (Bozic.h

and WhÍÈe(1970)). When higher-order modes can propagate inside the pipe,

equations [8.5] and [8.6] can be used to estimate the coupling to structural

modes of the same circumferenti-al order.

The space-averaged spectral density of the acceleration response

is found from equaËion lz.Ll to be

tt 6*lì I i 2oo {r)
t
ct ,*1"'* c#l'l0

P
o2 h2's

2
ctcx

l{r -

For structural modes well separated in frequency, this reduces, at ûJ = üJo' to

tt oull I i (.rr) ai
t8. 71

ö o2h2'P 's

The magnitude of the resonant response will depend on the modal

quality factors, For highly-darnped pipe materials (low Q), the resouant

response wíll be small and one expecÈs that close agreement wiÈh the forced

stiffness-conÈrolled modeJ- for pipe response will be found. As the modal

quality facÈors increase, Èhe resonant response will. increase relaÈive to

the forced component, leading, Ín Èurn, to íncreases in the Po\47er radiation.
d'The characteristic axial extent of the near field is better approximated

by a/Kr.,O rather Lhan ),/4.
8.3.3 AcousÈic Po¡,rer Radiation

An analysis of Èhe acoustic radiaÈion from a peri.sÈalti.c wavemotion

on a pípe of finite length .Q, and radius a, rtras presenËed in Brown and Rennison

(1974), which is included as Appendix C. An expressíon for the velocity po-

tential at a point in the radiation field of a sma1l diameËer pipe (K" .. 1)
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ú/as obtained by inËegrating the contribution from a distribution of point

sources, r.rhich \¡rere arranged along the length of the pípe and used to model

Ëhe peristaltic pipe velocity corresponding to a propagating surface Í/ave.

Then the far-fiel-d acoustic intensity generated by the propagating \^rave r^ras

found by tÍme averagj-ng Ehe square of the j-nstant.aneous acoustic pressure

1-päQ/ôt) and dividing by Oc. The acoustic power follov¡ed by integraËing

this intensiÈy over the surface of a tax-field sphere, and was gíven by

Ón=
Spc K" ö6

cD
KB^ (1 * f)
KB/\(l - t',

{
2

IB.B]

of the velocíty

10) supporting a

such that KB^(l - cu/c)

the power radiation

t8.el

where S ís the pipe area and 0O ís the spectral density

response of the propagating axí-symmetríc surface vrave.

For the particular case of a long pipe (K"A ,

supersonie perisÈaltic wavemotion ("g , 
") for K" .4 1,

< -10, the Íntegral in equation t8.8] reduces Ëo 1T, and

is closely given by

Kn
0n(K.+0) = spc(å)O.i

The corresponding radiation ratio o ís K^ n/2. For sonic wavespeed. (cB = c),

the power radiated is found to be one-half that given by equation [8.9],

w.híle for subsonic wavespeeds ("8 . 
"), the power radiated goes to zexo as

\ltf - c'/c) goes to Ínfinity i.e. as the radiation occurs increasingly

only from the pipe ends.

In general, Ka = 0(1) and the. po\^rer radiation will be reduced by

diffraction around the cylínder. This case will be important for supersonic

wavespeeds: Èhen, while h . 2 for plane-r¡rave propagation, K" >> 2 f.or

.B tt ". For supersonic wavespeeds on a long (infinite) cylinder, this effect

can be esÈimated qxactly, as discussed in Appendix C, where, in Fíg. 4,

0r(Ka)/0n{o) is plotted againr K": for K" > 1, OîT(Ka)i0î(0) rends ro 2/(K"n),

or equivalently o tends to unity, as expected for supersonic surface v/ave-

moÈÍons' Fig' 4 has been used for all K"corrections, independent of cB/c.
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trrlhen resonant modes contribute significantly to the pol,ter radíation,

their radiation ratios can be estimaËed from equation 12.26). When K"( Kn'

resonant modes of circumferentia-l order rr.t" subsonic and their ors are

correspondingly less than uniÈy as discussed in Appendix B. Íhe contributíon

to the total acoustic radíation made by Ëhese subsonic rnodes for plane-

wave excitation ís theoretic al-lry zeto for perfectly homogeneous, circular

pipes and therefore their influence has been neglecLed in previous work,

especially as expressions for their radiation ratios have rroË been avaílable

until recently.

A lower bound Èo the acoustic power radi-aÈion from pipes excited

by acoustic plane rnraves can then be proposed. In thís, the radiaÈion re-sulting

from the forced axi-symmetríc vibration response to a propagating ac^::stíc plane

wave is considered to represent the minimum leve1 of acoustic radiation from che

pipe. The contribution of resonant modes is assumed to be small' as they are

theoretically t¡rcoupled to the plane-wave excitation and generally have relative-

ly low radíation ratios. The lower-bound urodel is a datum level with r'¡hich

actual pohter radiation measurements cen be compared. For example, Èhe nodal

content of the (response and) radiation can be exa¡nined relative to the lower-

bognd datum. Similarly, the effects of variations in the pípe end conditions

or in Èhe source/pipe configuration and the effectiveness of pipe damping

treatments can be analysed ín terms of an approach tothe lower-bound prediction.

8.4 PRESENT I"IORK

Like Kuhn (Lg74), vre are concerned to understand the discrepancies

in TL found for sreel nin"" for plane-\¡rave exciEaÈion.

As an introduction to this, a series of experimenÈs were performed

r^rhich establíshed the validity of the lower-bound rnodel for the por{er radiatíon

from pípes excited by propagating plane \A/aves: an experimental arrangement was

used which closely saEisfied Ëhe ídealisaEions of the theoreEical nodel i.e.

KUÂ t 1, KB < 2, and low Q.

Now sirrilar experiments have been carried out using lighÈ1y-damped

sEeel pipes (high Q). In these, the dependence of Èhe po\,/er radiation on

varíations in pipe length and wall thickness for constant radíus, and on
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the modal qrrallty factors, was investigated: ín addltion the effects of

strong asymneËríes in the acousÈic source and of the appllcation of surface

darnplng treatmenÈs and point masses to the pipe rvere exa¡nined.

fire important resulËs fron these experiments are presented in the

next chapter, together r¿ith conclusions concerning the uragnitude of and

reasons for Èhe observed díscrepancies.
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CHAPTER 9

EX?ERIMENTAL TNVESTIGATIONS

9.1 INTRODUCTION

In view of the discrepancies observed between existing measurements

and uheoretical predictions in thís plane-\¡rave region, it was important

to verify experímentally the concept of a l-ower borlnd to Èhe acoustic raclíaLion

from a long pipe excíted by acoustic plane úraves propagating ínsi<ie the pipe,

before proceeding to more complex and practical situatÍons not meetins the

idealisatÍons of the theoretical model.

The observed discrepaneies appear to have resulted from deparÈures

Ín experiments from the assumed models, and so the present apparatus hras

const,ructed to avoid any significanÈ experÍmental non-idealisaËions. For

example, it was ensured that propagaËíng acoustic plane hraves were the only

excitation, and the contribution to the acoustic por,üer radiation made by

resonant modes was effectively elÍrninated by using a pipe with hÍgh material

damping to reduce the resonanÊ response.

The end condítions, both acoustÍc and mechanical, r¡rere then rel-axed

to examine their effects on the lower-bound prediction in this case of a hÍgh1y-

damped pipe. Most of the details of these experiments have been presented

ín Brown and Rennlson (1974) (Appendix C); Èhose that are mosË important

are surmrarised in section 9.2 , where additional and more comprehensive

measuremenËs are present.ed.

Subsequent experiment.s involved steel. pÍpes representative of those

used by Heckl (1958). Since light maÈerial damping exísted, the resonant

modes lrere expecËed t.o determine the vibratÍonal response and, to a tresser

extenË, the acousticpor,rer radiation. These increases above the lower-bound

prediction lrere to be related to the actual modal resonances and quality

factors present in the pÍpes, so thaË an estímation of the experimental joint
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acceptances could be made. -A range of pÍpes with dífferent values of Â and

ß have been used, and the orientation of the acoustic source has be-en varied

to compare the results for a near-field excítat,i.on with those for an ideal

far-field solrrce. New conclusions are reached concerning the origin of

Èhe observed díscrepancÍes between the experimental measuremenÈs and theoreti*

cal predicEions of the vibrational response and acoustic po\¡/er radiatíon.

9.2 E)GERIMENTS I^¡ITH HIGHLY-DAMPED PIPES (Q + 1)

9,2.1 Experímental Design

The lower-bound model requires that the resonant component of the

vibrational response of the pípe is small relative to the axí-symmetríc

forced level and ÈhaÈ only acoustic plane-r¡ave propagaÈÍon occurs ir:lde the

test pipe.

To achieve Ëhe first condition, a pipe of high material danrping

and with a mechanical ternr-inaÈion at the end of the pipe away from the acoustic

source was used. In particular, a rigíd P.V.C. pipe test section (L..= 3.5 u,

a= 50 rm, h = 1.5nmso that Â = 70. and ß = 0.0087) was selecÈed. The

average quality factors were low (Q = 25) (measured as in section 6.2 ).

The ends of the test pipe were clamped in solid concrete b'locks and the

mechanical terrnination, made of balsa-wood fingers, alternatively-layered

vü1th soft mastíc, was attached to the ouÈside of the pipe at Èhe end opposite

the source to reduce mechanical reflections.

As a far-field acousÈic source, the source loudspeaker was contai-ned

in a hígh transmission loss (tt = 85dB) enclosure and connected vía an

isolation joint Ëo one of the concreÈe blocks. The inËernal bore from the

speaker to Ëhe test pipe was smooth to avoid the loca1 generatíon of acousËic

cross modes. An acoustÍc ÈerninaËion \ras mounted aÈ the opposite end. For

0.2 < Itr . 2, the absorption coefficient was greater ttri O.gA: that there

was only plane-wave propagatÍon for Ku . 1. 84 was confirmed by noËing Èhat

the pressure amplÍtude and phase remained constanÈ across the source end of

the pipe.
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Dífferenc gases were useci inside the piPe to vary the wavespeed

of the forced response in an exanination of the effecEs on the porver radiation

frorn finite pipes of subsoníc, sonic' and supersonic structural wavespeeds:

thís also allovred the forced response to be monitored over a wider frequency

range. For example, the plane-wave region extended to 2000 Hz f'or air

inside Lhe pipe an,.l to 5000 Hz for Helium inside the pipe, but decreased Ëo.

1600 Hz using carbon dioxíde ínsíde the pípe.

The acceleration response vras measured with B & K 4344 2g accelero-

meters attached to the pipe with double-sided adhesive tape, whi-le the excita-

tion pressure inside the pipe waS measured with a B & K 4L36 6 ' 35 nm micro-

phone mounted flush with the inside surface of the pípe-wall. l4easurements

of the sound porúer radiated were made in a reverberation chamber: (equiped

with a rotating diffuser) wirh a traversing microphone (B & K 4L34 L2.7 uun).

T,he minirnum value of \Â was 15; radiation end effects were therefore generally

unimportant.

9.2.2 Vibration Response

At 1or¡ frequencíes (< 1500H2 or v < 0.28), a rnoderate resonant'

rêEponse v/as superimposed on Èhe forced axi-syrnmetric response as in Fig. 6

of Appendix C for single-freque-ncy exciÈation: but aÈ 4000H2, the variation

in acceleration level was only + 2dB over the whole pipe surface' l'Ihen the

ríng frequency is approached (for helium inside the pipe), the pipe-wall

mass acts to reduce the wall impedance: then equation [8.1] must be used in

full for predictÍons of the forced response, and Ëhe mass loading by the

accelerometers must be taken into account., as discussed in Appendix C'

For plane-wave propagation, the forced respcrse is dependenl only

on the excitation Pressure and not on the wavelength' sð that the results for

all gases (C02, air and heliun/air mixture) can be presented ÈogeÈher, as in

Fig. 9.1. Good agreement exists beËween the experimental results and the

theoretícal predictions, boEh for: single-frequency excitatíon and for exciÈa-

tion with one-third octave bands of random noise, although equation

[8.1] becomes inaccurate for rr > 0-8.
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9 .2 .3 Acousti.c Radiation

MeasuremenÈs of the acoustic power radiation from the test pipe

excíted by acoustie plane rnraves propagating inside Ëhe pipe r'¡ere made with

excítatíon irr single frequencies and with one-third octave bands of random

noise. Different gases were used inside Ehe pipe to examine the effect on

the power radíation of varying the strucËural wavespeed. Theoretical con-

siderations suggest that supersonic r{avemotíons are more efficient radiaËors

than sonic \^ravemot-ions, which in turn are more ef ficient Èhan subsonic

wavemoËíons.

The directivity of the acoustic radiatÍon showed qualitative

agreement with general predictions. For a soníc wavespeed (air inside Èhe

pipe), the acoustic pov/er was beamed along the pipe axís: the intensity,

whether measured in an anechoic chamber or in the direct field of the pipe

when in the reverberaÈion chamber, rÂras found to increase with distance

along the pípe away from the source end, buÈ to fall rapidly with radial

disrance from the pioe (6dB/doubling distance compared with 3dB/doubling

distance fot a line souree).

In Fig. 9.2 measurements of the po\¡rer radiat.ed from the test pipe

wÍth dífferent structural wavespeeds for the same excitation íntensity are

compared with the theoretical predicitons. Again, close agreenent exists

between theory and experimerrt The differences in radiation ratio are clearly

demonsËrated by the well-separated curves of power radiation for the three

different wavespe:ds.

Ttre effects of varyÍng Ëhe pipe end condiËÍons we.re examined by

removing first tlemechanícal and then the acoustic terminations. Though the

pipe vibrational response became more resonant, only sma11 changes in the

power radíation occurred, as shown in Fig. 11 of Appendix C: this ís expected,

since the radlation ratio of peristaltic wavemoËion is greater than the

radiation ratios of the resonant modes of the pipe when the modes are subsonic,

as they Èend Èo be aÈ lov¡ v(see Appendix B). Local clamping of the pipe

produced no significant changes ín the povrer radiaÈion, even though the wa1l
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accelerations rvere reduced considerably near the clamp and a slightly greater

resonarlt response occurred overall. Furthermore, Ëhe placenent of an

asymmetríc source ãt the beginníng of the P.V.C. test pipe produced no

measureable increase in the radiated power above the level produced by the

isolated far-field source exciËation, for the sarne excitation level measirred

in the far fiel-d of the source: since the pipe is highly d.amped, the vibration

response to any asymmetry in the pressure field will be Localised. and thus

confined to the near field of Èhe source (within a/Knp) and littl_e ad.ditional-

power will be radiated.

9.2.4 Conclusions

Considerable care was taken rr ensure that the experimental condi-

tions closely represented those ín the theoretical model. AlÈhough a mild

resonant response was produced in the P.V.C. pipe by the acoustic. plane-

wave exciÈation, Èhe forced axi-syrnmetric response \,¡as clearly distÍ-nguished

at most frequencíes and was well predicted by existing analysis. The arnpli-

tude of the resonant response relatÍve to the forced response decreased as

v increased.

Th-- acoustic power radiation from the P.V.C. pipe was predicted

closely for supersonic, sonic and subsonic strucÈural wavespeeds, by conside::-

ing only the radiation produced by the forced axi-symrnetric wavemotion. Even

though a response in resonant modes existed, the radÍatlon from these modes

can be neglected when Ëhe resonant response ís of sinilar amplitude to the

forced response, since the modal- radiation ratios are far lower Ëhan that

of the peristaltic wavemotion. Experimental confírmatíon of the theoretical

dependence of the radiation ratio of a forced axi-symnetric wavemotíon

travelling along a pipe on the structural r,ravespeed has been clearly demon-

strated for a long, small diameter pipe. A relaxation of the pipe end con-

ditÍons, allowing reflections sf mechanical and acoustie energy Eo occur,

produced no significanÈ changes in the po\¡rer radiation, although a smal1

increase in the resonant response was found.
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Thus, for this idealised experíûental case of a highly-darnped

p.V.C. pipe (Q = 25) excited by internall.y propagating' acoustic plane

waves, the acoustic power radiaÈion has been accurately represenÈed by the

lor¿er-bound model.

9.3 EXPERIMENTS I.IITH LIGHTLY-DAMPED PIPES

9.3.1 Introduction

The differences between e)çpeïimenËal meastrrements and theoretical

pre¿ictions of the TL of pípes founcl by Heckl (1958) !,¡ere proPosed to arise

nainly from the coupling of higher-order acoustic modes in the near field

of the speaker source wiÈh resonant modes of the pipes and from reflections

of the forced rnravemotion from Ëhe ends of the pipe. In particular, Heckl

found thaÈ an asynnetric source aÈtached to the test Pipe produced higher

radiated po\¡rer levels than one mormted axi-symmetrically and that the

differences decreased as Â increased. Similarly, Kuhn (I974) observed sig-

nificant reductÍons in resonant response as Ëhe near field of hís acoustic

source was de-coupled from the tesË pipe, and he suggesÈed that the measured

dÍfferences in po\Àrer radiation resulted purely frorn the influence of highe.r-

order acoustic modes in the near field of the source. However' no experi-

rnental confÍrmation of this proposal has been presented.

The present experÍments extend those descríbed in section 9.2 and

are necessary consídering the differences discus;sed prevíously. Íhese ex-

periments were performed t,o examine the magnicude of the increase in pornrer

radiation relative to the lower-bound level, both for Ëhe idealised acoustic

plane-wave excitatíon and for near-fie]d excitation, for '¿arious pipe

lengÈhs and wall thicknesses. Modal characteristics of the test pipes \'rere

measured in detail Ëo enable an estimaÈion of the joint accePtance Èo be made.

The effects on Ëhe response and pol,ter radlation of adding damping treatnents

Èo Ëhe pípe surface r¡rere examined to determine tile required modal qualíty

factors for the por¡rer radiatíon Ëo approach the lower-bound prediciton.
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9.3.2. Effects of Varíation in Pipe LengÈh and tr{all T-hickness

Experiments vrere carried out to consider the effects, on the rzibrationa

response and on the power radiation from steel pipes, of variationsin ß for

constant Â (=80.) and of variationsin A for constant ß (=0.0059f).

Rigid ends (glued with epoxy cemenÈ) were used in Ëhe experiments

involving variationsín A: the pipes k/ere mounted in the reverberation chamber

in massive ends. An anechoic terminaÈion ltras usecl inside the pipe to ensure

plane-wave propagacion. The acotrsÈie source r{as piaced outside the reverbera-

tion chanrber and connected to the test section via a section of heavy-wall

(þ = 6rnn) pipe of Èhe same internal diameter. Two vibratíon ísolaËors (see

Fig. 3.3) were placed 2 m from the source between the source and the Ëest

sections to remove the effecÈs of any mechanical and acousËic near-field

excítation produced by the source. A smooth bore extended from source to termina-

tion. Thus acousËic plane lsaves propagat.ing Èhrough the test section were

Ëhe sole exci-tation.

The exci.tation pressure insíde Èhe pipe r¡/as measured with a B & K

4L36 12.7 nn rnicrophone mounted flush wíth the pípe wall. The wall accelera-

tion response hras measured with a B & K 8307 0.5g accelerometer and the radiaÈed

power measurements $/ere made using sÈandard reverberation chamber tec-hníques.

Measurements of average quality facÈors were taken using the response-decay

method. Both ai-r and a helium/air míxture \4rere used ínsíde the pipes, the

latter to extend the plane-wave regioà of the experiment; Èhe response measure-

ments were found to be essentially independent of the gas used ínside the pipe

providing h < 1.84.

The results of the acoustic excitation exp'eriments described in

section 4.8 are used to demonstrate Ëhe effect of variatíons in ß. In these

experíment.s, the power radiaÈion measurements r^/ere made in the anechoíc chamber.

Measurements of the TL (d.efined, for plane-wave propagation, by

TL = l-O loglo (þ, ra2¡qnpcg) of test pipe 1, excited by internal acoustic
plane \¡¡aves, conducted in both the anechoic and the reverberation
chanrber agreed wi*}l each other within + I dB for frequencies greater than

I klH'z and wj-thin t 3 dB for lower frequencies.

-t.
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The neasured results from these experítnents, in whích ß was varied

for consÈant 
^, 

are presented in Figs. 9.3(a) and (b). The increases in

acceleration response above those predicted using the forced model (equation

(8.1)) are shown in Fig. 9.3(a) for test sec¡ions 11 2 and 3 (Table 3.1):

the deviations from the forced prediction vary from 40 to 60dB at low fre-

quencies to 20 to 30 dB at the cut-off frequency of the (l' 0) acoustic

mode inside Èhe pipe and are seerì. Eo be approximately inversely proportional

Èo frequency. By referríng to Figs. a.4(a), (b) and (c), the peaks in these

curves can be associaÈed ¡¡íth the presence of groups of lightly-damped, 1or¿

círcumferential-order modes of low.axíal order. In Fig. 9.3(b), the corres-

ponding data of the acoustic power radíation are presented as the ratio of

the measured power radiated t.o that predicted from the lower-bound model.

The measured discrepancies vary between 15 and 30 dB and the rnean curves

are fairly independent of frequency. At low frequencies, the smaller differ-

ences between the measured and theoretical power radiatíon (Fig. 9.3(b))

and the measured and theoretical acceleration response (Fig. 9.3(a)) reflect

the large differences in radíation ratio between subsonic resonant modes and

that of sonic axi-symnetríc wavemotion. As frequency increases, these díffer-

ences decrease as the average radíation ratÍo of resonant modes increases

as v approaches v." (see Fig. 4.LL(c)). There appears to be no clear depend-

ence on g f.or eiÈher set of data, ttre ¿itterences beEween curves resulting

from varíations in average quality factors and modal densities beÈween the

pipes.

The effects on the pipe vibrational response and acoustic radiation

of variations in ¡\ for consÈant ß(=0.00591) are presented ín Fígs. 9.4(a)

and (b). A helium/air mixture was used inside the pipes and measurements

were made in the reverberatíon chamber. The frequencies, at whích lcw axial--

order modes of circumferential order n 2 2 are resonantr are essentially

índependent of Â for the pipes used and are shown in the figures. Agaín, the

peaks in the response data can be associated with groups of lightly-damped

1ow axial-order modes of n > 2z the ratíos of the measured response Ë.o
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theoretical fcrced response decrease rv;ith increasing frequency but appear to

increase slightly with increasing A. In Fig. 9.4(b), the ratios of the measured

and theoretíca1 polrer radiation have sirnilar characteristj-cs to those in Fig.

9.3(b): the mean curves are independent of frequency and tend to reflect the

contribution of subs;onic modes, even up to n = ó. Allowing for the varíátions

in qualiÈy factors between pipes, it appears that the differences betr^reen

measured results and theoretical predictions may increase slighÈly wíth in-

creasing Â: longer pípes (ß constant) may radiaËe more por.ìler due to -uheir

hi$rermodal densities (U(v)d 
^). 

In fact the spread in data for the different

pipes ís of the same order as the change ín pipe length, although, of course,

dífferences in average quàlity factors between the pipes prevent definite con-

clusions being made.

It has been seen that large discrepancies be.t\deen measured acoustíc

radiation levels and those predicËed from the lower-bor.rnd rnodel are produced

for plane-\^rave excÍtaÈion. These díscrepar.cies are due to an unpr:edicted

resonant response in all modes. In contrasÈ to the experiments of Heckl and

Kuhn, higher-order acoustic modes and mechanical vibrations generated at Êhe

source r,¡ere isolated from the tesË section, so Èhat the exciÈation was purely

acoustic plane waves: this suggeststhat structural characterístics of the

test section rnay be responsjble for the observed couplíng to resonant modes.

However, Ëhe additional effects of the acoustíc near field werealso examined

for comparison with the far-fíe1d plane-wave excitatiorr.

9.3.3 Effect of the Source Near Field

The near field of an asymmetric source should be tnore strongly

coupled to the resonanÈ modes of thepipethan acoustic plane vlaves, even

though the higher-order acoustic modes exisfing in the near field cannot

propagate. This additional coupling, produced by the source near field for

Èhe same plane.-wave intensity measured in the source far fíeld, has been

examined for test section 1 (ß = 0.00591 and Â = 80.3)'

In Fig. 9.5, ùhe measured power radiation from test section 1 for
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is not zero and, to some extent, approache" jfu.

In Èhe present case, st.rong differences between the measured

results and theoretical predicitons result purely from the characterístics

of the steel test sections. rt has been shown that compared to purely plane-

wave excitation, near-field source enhances the existing coupling by only

smarl- amounts above that produced by purery prane-wave excitation.

It would seem that inhomogeneities in Èhe pÍpe structure can cause fairly
strong coupling between the axi-symmetric pressure field of the acoustic

plane r¡raves and resonant modes of n > 0, independent of any near-field effects:

these inhomogeneitj-es become important clue to the higher pipe impedance to

plane-wave excitatíon than formd solely fr<¡m consíderatíons of the pj-pe mass.

Experiments to examine the effects of such structural variatiors are d.Íscussed

in section 9.3.4.

9.3.4 Consideratíons Concernin Pipe Structural Inhomogeneí-tj-es

VarÍations in pipe wall thíckness over the surface area of the pi.pe,

such as result from normal manufacturing píicessesrwill cause small deviatíons

from the assumed mode shapes given by equation (2.6): Èhese change-s in mode

shapes will allow a finite coupling to be produced circumferentially, resulr-

Íng in a resonant response. Since all pipes i¿ill be imperfecE to some extent,

a resonant response will always occur in practical systems wíth plane-wave

excitaÈÍon. In tlre Present section, experiments are reported whj-ch explore

the effects on the coupling between the resonant modes and an acoustic plane-

wave exciËaËíon of varíations in Ëhe surface mass of an act.ual test pipe.

9.3.4.1 Effect of Chansins the Surface Mass

Measurements of the wall thickness at differenÈ positions over the

surface of the various test pÍ-pes revealeci variations ín h of frorn 5 to 15%

around the circumference, and variations in the mean values of h of approxi-

mately 3"/" along the pipe lengths. For example, Fig. 9.7(a) plots rhe círcum-

ferential variation in h at several axial posítions for the steel test section

for which A = 35.3, a = 36.7 mrn and B = 0.00591. rt is proposed that these
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random varíatíons are responsible for small but ímportant changes in the pi.pe

mode shapes.

For plane-ríave propagation inside the pipe, changes in the axial

component of the mocle shape vrill have a relatively small ef fect on -i 
2 (ur¡ ,

aE least at hígher m. Thís is in coritrast to the circumferentíal cornponent'

where even a small change from the theoretícat mcrd" shape will causu jlrr(t),

for plane-\¡Iave excitation, t.o increase from zeto to some small but finite

va1ue. By further disÈorting the mode shapes of a real pipe in some random

wây, the círcumferential coupling to plane-wave excitatíon shoul-C increase

even more, provided that the modal resonance frequencies and masses are

not sígnifica¡tly alEered: then, íf Ëhe modal quali-ty factors and rad¡'-atior-t

ratios remain constant, Ëhe radiafed Polver shou}d increase over the level

for the original pipe mode shape for the same excitaËion inËensiÈy'

Such an experimenÈ I'Ias attempted: the po!/er radiated from a bare

sÈee1 pipe with Â = 35.3 and ß = 0.0059f Í/as compared with the porver radiated

from the same pipe when five small point masses had been glued rtrith epoxy

cement at random positions to the pipe surface. The total aclded mass ïùas

LOT" of the bare pipe. Measurements of the power radiatíon, inÈernar exciËa-

tion Íntensity inside the pipe and the qualíty factor for a síngle resonant

mode v¡ere made in the reverberation chamber. The e:rperiment was performed

during a single evening so that all ehvironmental conditions r^/ere stable.

Measurements \"/ere accurate to within 0.5 dB usíng the long averagl'-ng times

available on the B & K 2114 Spectrometer. Air was used inside Èhe pipe'

The only difference between the turo parts of the erperiment I^las the additÍon

of the masses to the PiPe.

Tlhe power racliated from a single mode oi Èhe unloaded pipe was

measured at L2 frequencies spaced over the peaked portion of the modal

response curve of the (2rZ'¡pípe mode. The single-frequency acoustic ex-

ciÈation level and the modal resonance frequency r¿ere stable t'ithin 0.2 dB

and 0.! Ílz, respectively, during the whole experimenË. The power radiated

vras measured with the B & K 2114 Spectrometer (averaging iime 300 secs) as
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the microphor'e Èravelled across the chamber. The mode quality factor was

determined from the response curve of the modal acoustic radiati.on and

agreed within 13% of. the value obtained from a response-decay curve measured

in the normal rvay; this response curve is shorvn in tr'ig. 9.7(b) as curve (í).

The fíve masses were glued to the pipe and the experiment repeated at the

resonance frequency of the same mode, although rhis frequency \,ras novt slighrly

lower: the response curve is shown in Fig. 9.7(b) as curve (ii). The power

radiaÈed is shown to have increased by 3 dB v¡hí1e the mocial quality fact.or tras

decreased by at least 15%, confirming that the coupling of the mo<1e has íncre¿rsed

by distortíng the mode shape.

A similar experiment was performed using far-fíe1d exci.tati-on with one-

third octave bands of random noise and also at single frequencies corresponding

to the reson¿ìnce frequencies of various vibration modes. For single frequency

excitation, the order and approximate shape of each mode were determined by

inspection with a moving near-field microphone. The addition of t-he masses

caused the mode shape to distort locally at the load poínts although the overall

shape and order of the mode remained the same: Ëhe resonance frequencies

decreased slighÈly. The changes in mode shape \¡Iere observed holographically

ín a later experíment. Reductions ín modal quality factors also occ.urred,

produced presumably by dissipation at the glued point-mass joints. The meas-

ured results are presented in Fig. 9.7(c). The acoustic radiation is seen to

increase margínally at mosÈ'frequencies Èhrorrghout the plane-\^Iave regi.on, irr

spite of the occurrence of reductions ín modal and average quality factors,

which were, ín some cases, quite large.

For single-frequency excitation at Ëhe resonance freqrterìc.y of a single

mode, equations [2.2L] and [8.7] lead, for the cth mode, to

óp

at ur = ur [9.],10

From equation t9.1], it can be seen that if, on the addition of masses to

the pipe surface, drn/Op increases for constant Qo, otî renains constant while
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Qo dec.reases, j2o(or) wíll have increased (sJ.nce or"d "td o will not vary

sígnificantly) . Tirus, variations in the parameter Qn/ (Oeaå) v¡i-ll ref lect

Ehe acÊual behaviour of :jo{rl more clearly.

Similarly, by analogy with the expressions developed for the power

radiated from groups of modes in a narrow band of unit frequency when

excited by fully-developed turbulent flow (as in equation (2.22)), the power

raóíated for internal acousLic plane-\¡rave excitation can be expressed as

0 4npc S N Q 12
s2 h2r, 

-
'st0

ts.z1

where N ís the pipe urodal density, Q is Ëhe effecËive quality factc: averaged

over all the modes Ín the band, anaj2 is the averaged joint acceptance

of all the modes in the unit-frequency bandr¿idth. Thus, if þn/þ increases

or remains constant r+híle Q remains constant or decreau"", J2 will have in-

creased: agaÍn, the behaviour of j2 is properly indÍcated by varíations in

the parameter Srr/ (Qpa) . The measured results have been re-plotted in these

forms ín Figs. 9. 7 (d) and (e) .

In Fig. 9.7(d), the joint acceptarce parameter for the indivÍdual

modes is seen to increase strongly for most modes, while, in Fíg. 9.7(e),

the average joint accepÈance parameËer Íncreases in all bands by amounts

corresponding to the appropriate rnodal changes. These experiments vrere

repeaËed with the same pípe but with a different arrangemenÈ of the same

masses and yielded effectively the same results.

On the basls of these experiments, it appears that tire dístortions

in the pipe mode shapes from their ËheoreEicall-y assume.d forms are most

inportant facÈors in deterninÍng the modal coupling in cases

where a corponent of the mode shape is theoretically uncoupled to the

exciÈaÈion. In the next paragraph, iË is argued that these íncreases in

eoupling result mainly from increases in the circumferential conponent of

the joint accepEance.

1T

P
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9.3.4.2 An Analysis of Ef fects of líass Loading

Ihe changes in axial and circumferential mode shapes and the associated

variations in modal joínt acceptance for plane-wave excítation are now examined

analytically.

The changes j.n Ëhe circumferenËial and axial mode shapes and in their

joínË accepEance to plane-wave excitation, which are caused by variations in

pipe wall thíckness, are consídered to be modelled, to a first appro::imation,

by changes which r¿ill occur in uniform beams of length equal to the pipe

circunference and the pipe length, respectively, as the result of sÍnúlar

thickness variations. For example, the resonance frequencj-es of (0,n) pipe

vibration modes are closely predicÈed t'1' the resonance frequencies of a beam

of the same thíckness as the pipe and of a length equal to the pipe circrrm-

ferencef.otr^>2.

Ihe resonance frequencies and mode shapes of a beam of uniform thíckness

wiÈh simply-supported ends may be solved exactly, using, for example, Rayleígh!s

princíple. The addition of a smal1 mass to the beam will cause small reduc-

tions ín the resonance frequencíes and small distortions from the original

mode shapes, while the overall mode orders will remain the same. These

changes ín shape may be expressed by a Fourier seríes over Èhe normal rnodes of

the oríginal beam as

y(x) te.3l

where y(x) is the beam displacemenÈ of the loaded beam, Sin(rnx/9) is the

shape of the rth mode of the original beam, and ö, is the amplitude of the

rth compcnent mode. For the orígínal beam vi-brating in Èhe mth order mode,

ô = landó = C for x#m. The iterativemethod describedby Jones and'm 'r
Mahalingan (1960) can be used to calculate the changes in resonance frequencies

and mode shapes produced by small thickness variations Ín the original

beam.

In particular, the changes in mode shape and joint accepianse of the

(?',2) pipe rnocle, as tested in Fig. g.7(b), are examined. The axial componenl

=iO Sin-'rr=l
<ffr
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changes are assunìed to be indicated by changes in shape and joint acce.ptarlce

of the m = 2 mode of a beam of length 1.295rn and thickness h = 0.75mm, when

excited by a grazing-incidence acousEic plane v¡ave propagating along the beam

length, whíle the circumferential. changes are assumed Èo be gíven by the

changes in shape and joinÈ accePtance cf the rn = 4 (equivalent to pipe n - 2)

mode of a beam of length 2na (where a = 36.6rnm) and thickness h, when excited

by an acoustíc plane wave propagating across its wídth'

Asanexample,pointloadsofmassesequalto0,l,5,l0and20T"of

origínal beam mass have been atÈached to the beams at an arbitrary position

xlt = 0.35. The changes in mode shapes are shown in tr'ig. 9.8; these have

been calculated from equation t9.3] usíng values from the íterative solution

for ö given in Table (9.1). Ihen, the taxialt joint acceptance can be cal-
'r -

culated, using equatíon 1291 of Appendix A for the mth mode, from

@

dx(I
r=1

I
9"L

0

0, Sin krx) sink xr)R (x! - x)r r px'
æ

(x0dxJ (t¡)2
nm

L2

where Rn*(xt - x) = Cos ku(xr - x). This leads to

1r=

= i 
-tor, :r*r=I

+1
y2 1

æ

r=

2q t r- (- r) 
rcosku 

f, 1
æ

ïkrr -9:-
cr<l - tfrl

le .41

2j (,¡)
mm

2
mm

j (o)

(t¡) l
)(k y2

B
2
t

, jr*, sir, 5l)nn, (r'-v,o;o)

s=1

t{", and (r,s) both even or both odd'

:fr{rl is given by equatíon t8.sl. An uPper bound Ëo j2 (o) ís given by

the first sumnatíon onlY.

The tcíreumferentialr joint acceptance can be found from equaÈion

(30) of Appendix A, as

æ

(x0
1x=

2r
I

I

)
0

2ra

1

0

a

dy sin 9) dy't(2ra)2 2a

where R (yt-yrO;r) = 1 for plane-wave excitation. Thus,
py
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as far as the predicÈion c¡f the resonarìce frequencies is concerned. However,

the analogy is not c.onplete since a difference in the slope of the mode shapes

at the ends of Ëhe bearns (Fig. 9.8) has been produced by the rnass loading'

and thÍs is no¡ possible for circumferential pipe modes. This inconsistency

results from us:Lng sinusoidal functíons for the mode shapes, and can only be;

elinúnated by choosing a different set of orthogonal functions or polynorai'al-s

to preserve the conËinuity of slope at- the beam ends. Even so, the present

analysis indicates, in a most believable narlner, the nature of the variations

in the joint acceptance which occur as the mode shapes distor:t from sínusoicial

forus.

The conclusion reached from Êhese exper:iments and the suppor:tíng

analysis ís that the stïong resonant response observed for plane-\^7ave

excitation of the present steel pipes results maínly from Èhe natural <lístc-¡r-

tíons from Èhe assumed mode shapes in the circumferential direction, lvhich

Iead to small but sigrnificant couplings to plane-wave excitation. It is the

high rnernbrane stiffness of the form of the cylindrical pipe which allows the

second order effects of thickness variations to become important for plane-

wave excitation.

9.3.5 Effects of Surf ace Damoins Treatments

That the amplitude of the pipe resonant response can be reduced

by the additíorr of damping treaÈments to the outside surface of the pipe has

been demonstrated in section 4.7. In parÈicular, it was found thaË' while

large reductÍons in the Qr s of those modes r¿íÈh n ) 2 could be achieved

relatívely easily, Ehe Qrs of n = 1 modeswene far less affected, bein'g in-

fluenced more by t-he pipe end condiËions and by acoustic radiatÍon damping.

A further investig,ation of the potentj.al for the reduccion of response and

acoustic radiatiorl levels by surface Camping treatments has been carried out

for acoustic excíÈation: ihe aim was to relaÈe in detaíl the changes in

acceleratiorr response and po\,/er radiation to the charrges ín niodal and average

quality factors produced by damping treatments.

-i
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At the time l-hese experiments rv-ere performed, it was noË pr:ssibl-e

t,o mounË the steel pipes in the reverberatíon ciramber in a rùay which would

ensure that dírect radiat,ion from the acoustic source did noÈ ínfluence

the results, especially when damping treatments caused the racliated

levels to approach the forced prediction: consequentl-y, the pipes were

mounted in the anechoic chamt¡er pipe-flow rÍg, with Ehe acoustic source

placed at the choke and an acoustic termí.nation placed at the flow inlet.

The vibraÈion isolators removed the effecEs of the mechanical and ne.ar*fie1d

excitatíons generated by ihe source so thaÈ the excÍtation was due to plane

hraves only.

Measurements of the acceleration response were made with a 0.59

accelerometer. The qualiËy facÈors of individual mcdes and in one-third

octave bands ürere measured using the far-field acousÈíc source as the

excitation and using the response-decay method. The directivity of the

pipe radiation was a ft¡rction of the response of the modes whích controlled

the radiatÍon. Axial, circumferent.Íal and r:adial Ëraverses of the radiaEíon

field were made Lo enable the accurate predíction of the radiated po\,rer.

When resonant rnodes controlled the radiation, for example, Èhe pÍ.pe direct-

ivity was that of a 1íne source as discussed in section 4.5, in contrast

to the case descríbed in section 9.2. Some difficulty riras experienced in

accurately assessing che directivity in marginal cases v¡hen Èhe radiation

was due to both forced and resonant pipe responses. Later measurements of

the power radiaËion under the same conditions but made in Ëhe reverberaÈion

chamber showed t-hat the errors involved in these anechoic chamber measure-

ment.s are, as prerri-osuly stated, within * 1 dB for frequencíes above L kilrz

and within + 3 dB for loruer frequencies.

Measurements rvj.th Steel Test Section 1 (h=0.75mm)

The modal resonance frequencies and quality factors of the pipe

are presented in Fig. 4.4(-). The frequencíes of lornr axial-order mc¡des of

fixecl n > 2 are determined for thís pipe by the bendÍng sËiffness of rhe
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circuinferential part of the modes: the notlal density for v < 0.5 ís a

sharply-peaked function of frequency. The modal and average quality factors

are determined mainly by the pipe end condiËions for this experiment' as

díscussed in section 4.3. Except for the n = 1 modes, Qr' in Fig. 4.4(a)

decreases with m for fixed n from values of approximately 2000 to a const.ant

value of approxiniately 400. The n = 1 modes, however, involve a transle-

Ëion of the pipe cenÈre of mass and are consequently darnped at low m by

vibration of the end supporËs. The measured average Qrs are represented

closely by the arithmetic mean of the inclividuat Qnmrs in each band.

A rnixture of helium and air was used inside Lhe pipe to extend

the frequency range for so1ely plane-wave propagation inside the pípe. The

measured acceleration response relative to the forced prediciÈon (equation

[8.1]) is presented in Fig. 9.9(a) for the bare pipe (upper curve). As

observed previously, the differences vary from 40 to 50 dB at low frequen-

cies to 30 dB at high frequencies and are assocíated with a response in

resonanÈ modes. The lower curve shows the effects on the resonant response

of applying a mastíc damping Èreatment (added inass < 20% pipe mass) in

beads axi.ally along the pipe exterior surface. Reductions of between 1.0

and 20 dB in the aceeleration response over a broad frequency range are

produced by the damping layer: these are greatest at Èhe fre.quencíes of

low m, circumferential modes of n 2 2, and are consisÈent with the changes

in average Q's as shown in Fig. 9.9(c). Qrs of 20 have been achieved in

some bands.

The corresponding acoustic povter radíaÈionr prêsented as the

ratio of the actual radiation to that predicted from the lower-bound model,

is shovrn in Fíg. 9.9(b). For the undamped pipe (upper curve), the peaks in

por¡rer radÍation correspond to radiation from groups of subsonic resonant

modes as índicateci. The smaller differences whích exist between the measure<l

and theoretical pcr,rer radiation thau beÉ.ween measurecl and theoretical

acceleration response reflect the differences in radiation ratio betLreen

the inefficient subsorric modes (for v .. ,"") and the forced peristaltic
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wave motíon. As K, increases above ',rnÍt value, the average radiation ratio

of the subsonic modes íncreases and the dífferences in excess acceleration

and excess pol¡rer radiation become uore equal. The application of damping

treatment reduces the power radiated by betrveen 10 and 20 dB: r¿hich ís of the

same order as the reduction in acceleration response. The resulting r"Utr-

tion in those frequency bands where the Qrs r/ere reduced Èo values of

approximately 20 was usually quite directional in the direcitcn of propaga-

tion along the pipe. For these cases, l-he differences betr¡/een theoretical

and s)<ps¡imentalPoÍIer radiation were less Ëhan 5 dB. In general, however,

differences of betr.¡een 5.-and lOdß occurredl correspending to values of Q in

the range 50 to 100.

Measurements vrith Steel Test Section 3 (h=1.28um)

These same experirn-enËs were repeaÈed using the thicker-walled

tesÈ section 3 but wíth air inside the pipe. The measured acceleratíon

response and power radiation are presented in Fig. 9.10(a) and (b). The

(1r0) acoustic cross mode caused strong peaks in the response and radía-

tion. The application of damping treatment produced reducÈions in accelera-

tion response at all frequencies with the maximum reductions occurríng in

the lowest bands ¡¡here n=2 and n=3 circumferent.ialmodes exist. In all

bands, Èhe acceleration reductions corresponded closely to the measured

changes in average Qts; generally these could not be further reduced by

additional damping treatmeni, being linited by the presence of n=l trans-

latíonal modes, whose Qrs for this thicker pipe were initially approxi-

mately 150 and could not be significantly reduced at all. This is in

contrast to the case of test sectíon 1, where the n=l Qrs were initially

approximately 400 but were reduced to less than 50 in some bands. For the

Present pipe, the reductions in the acoustic pot/er radiation were much

smaller (from 2 to 5dB) than the corresponding acceleratíon reductions, and

appear Èo have been lini-te.l by presence of the n=l rnodes. lhe dÍ-rectivity

of the radiation from this pipe was unchanged by damping treatment, j.n
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contrast to the case for test sectiorr. 1.

As discussed ín section 4.7, vibraÈion in n=l translaËional rnodes

involves essentially only axial bending, so that Eo damp these modes ¡ ãDy

dampíng treatmenÈ should be spaced as far from the pipe neutral axis as

possible, in order to amplify the axial strainíng of the damping treaÈment.

This was aÈÈempted using Ëhree honeycomb strip spacers (10nm thick and nlllecl

to fit neatly onto the outside pipe surface) glued along the pipe axis.

The damping treatment r'/as applied liberally to a skin whích was glued onto

the horreycomb. No signifícant differences in average Qrs resulted, and only

small addítional reducÈions (less than 3dB) in the acceleration response and

porlrer radiaÈion were produced, compared wíth the mastíc surface Èreatment.

From these results, it is seen that the application of danping

treaÈments will cause signifÍcant reductions in the resonanÈ vibratioual

response: this wíll lead, for thín-rsalled pipes, to substantíal r:eductions

in the porÁrer radiation, provi-ding the modal quality factors of the n=l

modes can be reduced Èo values of approximately 20, in r¿hich case the lower*

bor¡nd predíction for the por,ver radiation will be approached. In general ,

however, it appears that the Qrs of these translat.ional modes cann<.rË be

sígnificantly altered by light-weight danping treatmenËs, in conÈrast to the

Qr s of circumferential modes of order n Z 2. Since the n=l modes have

relatively hígh radiation raËios, they tend to conÈrol the acoustic radia-

tion from damped pipes and, ín the absence of effecÈive damping treaÈments,

would appear to prevent the lower-bound prediction beíng achieved.

9.4 ST]MMARY

ExperÍ-ments with a P.V.C. pipe of high inËernal damping have

confirmed the existence of a lower bound to Èhe acoustic por,rer radiaÈed from

pipes excited by acoustíc plarre hraves propagating internalty.

Accurate predicíton of the acousÈic pohrer radj-atio-n is possíble, ín this

case, because the r:esonant response has been quite effectively daurped by

the low Q of the pipe, so that the vibraËional response to Ëhe ,axi-syrnmetric
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excitation has been predominantly forcecl. Also the radiation raËios of the

resonant modes (usually subsonic) are much lower than that of the forced

peristalt.ic rvavemotion on which Èhe lorn-er-bound e.stimaÈe depends. Adcliti-on-

aLLy, experimental confirmatíon of the dependence of the radiatÍon ratio

of this forced peristaltic wavemotion on the speed of the structural wave,

relative to the speed of sound in the surrounding acousËic medium, has beerr

demonstrated for long, small-díameter pipes.

As the quaiily factors of the test pipes increased, the contributj-on

of resonant mo<les to Ëhe total response was found to increase. Large differ-

ences of. 20 to 30 dB beÈr¿een the measured power radiatj-on and the lcvrer-

bound prediction were produced, even for purely plane-wave excÍtation, whe-re

Èhe effecÈs of the near field of the acousËic source were i-solated from the

test secËion. Measurements of the power radiated from lightly-damped (high

Q) steel pipes, of fixed length and radius but of varíous r¿all thícknesses,

demonstrated no clear dependence on waIl thickness; although the power

radiated per unit length frorn different lengths of constant radius and con-

stant wal1-thickness pipes seemed to increase slighÈly with pipe length.

Mowing the far-field source adjacent co Èhe tesË section produced only smal1

addítional increases (5 to 10dB) in the radition above those measured for

far-fíeld excitat.i-on, suggesting that, in the present experiments at leasÈ,

the observed departures from the lower-bound predictions result mainly fron

sÈructural characËeristícs of the test sectÍorr, such as Ëhe productíon var-

iatj-ons Ín pipe wal1 thickness which were observed Èo be aÈ least 5% of.

the mean thickness for all test sections.

The addition of poínt masses to the ouÈside pipe surface, to

distort the vibratj.on mode shapes, \^ras shown to lead to an increase in the

experimental coupling, or joínt acceptance, between the plane-wave exciÈa-

t.ion and various resorÌant modes of the pipe. !-urtirermore, an analysis of the-

effects of mass loacling on Ëhe shapes and joínt accepÈance of a uniform beam

ß7íth símply-suppor:ted ends, taken to first approximation to represent both

the axial and circumferential components of Èhe pipe structure, has been
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used to predict, at least qualitat-ívely, the naEure of the circumferential

coupling observed j.n the experíment r*ríth plane-wave excitation. It v¡as

conclude.d thaË, for plane-\¡/ave excitat.i,on in the present experiments, the

coupling between the resonanË modes ¿rrd Èhe axi-symmetrj-c plane-\\7ave ex-

citation results from the intrinsic produc.tion variaÈion in wall- thickness

which occurs around the circumference of the pipe.

The application of surface damping treatments to Èhin-walled

pipes was found to be most effective in reducing the quality factors of,

and thus the power radiated from, resonant modes of circumferential orde.r

rt >.2. 1he n=l translational modes are not generally susceptible to convelÌ-

tional damping treatments anci remain relatively lightly darnped: only whe-n

the Qrs of these n=l resonan¡ modes are reduced to values of approximately

ZO (as for the P.V.C. pipe) will Ëhe lower-l¡ound prediction for the power

radiation, as determined by the forced pipe response' be achieved.
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CHAPTER 10

CONCLUSIONS

Detailed experimental and theoretícal results on Ehe vibrational

response an-d the acoustic radiation from thin-walled pipes, excitecl by acou-

stic plane \{aves propagaÈing insi.de the pipes, have been present^ed in Chapterr;

B and 9.

General conclusions concefning the overall undersiandíng of the

problern can now be made.

(i) In the past, straightforward analysis of this problem has

been founcl inadequate for the prediction of the acousËic radiation írom

pipes, even in tighËly-controlled experimental situations. In the analysis,

the radiation was assumed Ëo result purely from Èhat component of Ëhe víbra-

tion response which !üas forced by the propagaËing acoustic plane-wave excica-

tiort, whereas, ín facË, the ïesonant response of the pipes determinecl the

radÍation.

(ii) When using pipes wÍth high materíal dampíng to reduce the

response of resonant modes relative to the forced resPonse of the pipe vall,

the measured forced response is r*ell predicted from Cremerr s theoretical

expressíon for Èhe pipe transmission impedance. At frequencies well belov¡

the ring and critical frequencies, the response ís controlled by the pipe

membrane stiffness, buË, as frequency increases, the pipe mass causes the

impedance Èo decrease more quiclcly as frequency apprcaches the ring frequency.

(iíi) For long, smal-l diameter pipes supportíng a travellíng

perísÈaltic rravemoËion, the acousEíc racliation depends on the speed of the

structural rvavemotion relative to the speed of sound outside the pipe. For

supersonic vravemotíons, the radiaÈion fatio tends t.o unit value for values

of K" gïeater than 1, whi1e, fot sonic wavemotion, the radíation ratio is
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reduced to half thal for supersoníc war¡ernotíon. For subsonic wave-moLions,

the radiation racio dccr:eases fur:ther belorn¡ r:nity, as Lhe radiatÍon occurs

increasingly only from the pipe ends, although in praetíce the ra-diation

from resonant modes (even rvhen materials wíth high material damping are

used) wílI limj-t the- minimum value of the radiated poì¡Ier for stibsoni" ,oorr*-

moÈions.

(iv) The concept of a lower bound to the acoustic radiatíon

from pipes excited by internally propagating acoustic plane \¡ravea is quite

accurate for pipes of high material damping (Q < 25). Changes to the

mechanical or acoustic end conditions have little effect on the accuracy

of the prediction in such cases. Ihe essential reasons for the good agree-

ment. between Ëhe lo¡,rer bound and the measuremenÈs are the low amplítuCe of

the response in resonant modes relative Ëo the forced response and the large

differences in radiation ratio between the efficiently radiating peristalÈic

I¡Iavemctions and the resonant modes of the pipes.

(v) The resonant contributíon to both the vibrational response

and the acoustic radiation increases as the structural damping decreases;

for lightly-damped steel pj-pes (Q = 1000), the resonant acceleraEion response

exceeds the forced level by amounËs varying frour 30 to 60 dB, tn'hile the power

radiaÈed by this resonant response exceeds ihe lower-bound prediction by

fro¡n 20 to 30 dB. Ihe maximum increases ín both acceleraÈion response and

pol¡rer radiaÈíon occur at lov¡ frequencies and in those frequency bands where

the modal quality fact.ors and the density of resonant modes arehighest.

(vi) Further íncreases in response and radiation relatíve to

Èhe forced and 1or'¡er-bound predictions can be produced by using an acoustic

source adjacenÈ to tl're Èest pipe: Èhen, depending on the orientation of

this near:-field source, higher-order acoustíc modes, acti.ng belor¿ cut-off

and Èherefore existing only in the near fie-ld of the source, can drive itre

test pipe 1ocal1y and more effectively than propagating plane-I^/aves. However,

these additional increases ar:e small relative to existing differences between

the measured levels produced by plane-\,.rave exc.itatio¡1 aloneL and the corresporrcl-
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ing forced predictions. lltrus, while the near field of an acoustic source can

be most important in deterrnining the power rad.iation in practical systems where

the source connects directly to the radiating pipe, it nay not be responsible

for the large discrepancies between the theoretical and measured power radiati-on

resuLts in the present experiments.

(vij-) It appears, from experiments and supporËíng theoretical

analysis, that the resonant, response an<l the associated acous:ic radiation

result primarily fron íntrinsic ínhomogeneities in the pipe, ír-r particular,
from variations ín pipe r'rall Èhickness. Such variations ca-usìe <iistort.ions

from the theoretíc¿1 mode shapes, both eircumferentially and axially: these

lead, most importantly, to non-zero values of the circuruferential joínt

accepLance to whích the resonant vibration response and acousËic radiation

are proportíonal. The joint acceptance is apparently never zero in practice,

although Ít nay be quite snall.

(viií) For líght1y-damped pipes, surface damping treatments r,ri1l

lead to large reductions ín the Qts of nodes of circurnferential order n Z 2,

but will be relatively ineffective in reducing the Qrs of n - 1 ruodes.

?he response of thin-walled pipes, when determíned by nodes of ordc-r

n ì 2, can be reduced by sÍ-gnificant amounts, varying fron 10 to 15 tlB, by

using light-weight damping treaÈments. However, such treatments wj11 have

only qualífied success in reducing the power rad.íation from the same pipes,

since, at low frequenci-es, the power radiation Ís limired by the contribu-

tíons from n = 1 modes. At hígher frequencÍes, when rrodes of order n 2 2

dominate the radÍation, reductions of up to 15 dB can generall,y be achieved.

It appears that the power railíation from resonant mode-s can be

reduced Èo Ehe lcwer-botmC predíction only when the Qts of the n = l modes

are reduced to values of approximately 20. It ís most difficul.t to damp

these n = 1 modes and, therefore, the lower-bound prediction of the povrer

radiation will be e-xceedecl in Ehe general case.
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l'he presenr work has noË examined the various effects of pipe flow

on the excitation pressure field and on the vibrational re-sponse which is

produced, as ii is not expecÈed that such effects will be very imporÈant

for normal floLr speeds. The most sígnificant effect may be thaË higher-order

modes will be able to propagaÈe at frequencies below their cut-.off frequencies

for the no-floiv case. Some of the remaÍning areas of import-ance ín under-

standing the power radiation from pipes excited by internal acoustic pressure

fields can be summarized now.

(i) In the present experiment r,¡ith lightl.y-damped pipes for

plane-wave excÍ-tation, the reeonant radiation rvas found to greatJ-y exceed

the lower-bound prediction whích ís baseC on the forced response of the pipe.

It is believed that similar discrepancies will be foun<i at hígher frequenc:ies

when propagation in hígher-order acoustic ¡rodes can occur: then resonant pipe

modes of the same círcumferential order can be excited at acousËic coincicience

and, in lightly-darnped pipes, wíll establísh the Èransmissíon loss of the pì.pe.

The coupli-ng between higher-order acoustic modes and resonant pipe modes needs

lnves tigation.

(íi-) The Èotal acoustic poüIer inside pipes at frequencies where

multi-urodal propagation can occur is often assumed Ëo be distributed equally

between the various possíble acoustic modes. However, this is not lÍkely to

be true for situations r"rhere only a few mocles can propagate, as then the acou-

sËic source appears to couple selectively to particular acoustic modes: Ëhe

classificaÈion of such in-pipe sources in Èerms of theír modal acoustic power

distributÍon requires considerable work to be done.

(iii) An Ínvestigation of the maxímum potential of damping treaÈment

for È.he reductiorr of radiated acoustic power from thicker-watled pipes, mors rc'-

presentative of industrial sysÈems, seems quite justified on the basis of the

present encouraging results.
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APPENDIX B

RADIATION RATIOS OF PT.PE VIBRÄTION MODES

The acoustic power radiated from a struct.ure vi-brating ín a single

mode at frequeney o can be calculal-ed from equation [2"21] as

IT = Rrad(I cl

where no is the acoustic power radiated by the ath mode, S = 2ra9,, lìradu

(=pcSoo) is the radiation resisÈance of the crth mode, and I Wcx]l , Ís the

space and time-average nodal displacement. For the (*rtt)th mocle of e finile.

cylinder and for mocle shapes rnrhich are sinusoidalt

w2 u2
%ocso Inn ß.21nn -' IIrn e emn

[[ r,rc[]l r 18.1.:l

where e^ = I and e. = 2 f.or i > 1, and I.rI*, ís the peak amplítrrde of the (m,n)th
o

mode.

The radiaÈion ratio or' will be a function of K", m, n ancl A.

Junger (1953) has argued in an exact analysis of the radiation impedance of

infÍnite cylinders supporËing periodic axial- and circumferential displacemenÈ

distributions, ÈhaË, for wavemotions whic,h are supersonic with respect Eo

the surror:nding acoustic medium (i.e. K, t \), o*r, te.nds to unity: however,

for subsonic wavenotions (i.e. K.. \), o*. = 0. He suggesËed that fínite

pipes will display sinrilar radiation characteristics. These principles have

been used by Manning and Maidaník (1964) Èo predict the average r:adíatiou

ratíos of thín-walled cylinders wíth L = 1: as discussecl in section 2.2.5'

supersonic vibraÈional modes exist on pipes for all, . ,r", so that a lower

bound to the acoustic radiatíon can be estimated by considering only the

supersoníc modes (for which o = 1). Síniiarly, wíth the assumptíon of equal

modal energy, a lower br:und to the radiation ratio may be estirnated by divid-

ing the rnodal density of supersonic modes by the total- mndal density (section



4.5.3). The experímental results of Manning and Ùfaidanjk (Â = i.33 and

ß = 0.002) \¡/ere generally 3 dB less than theí.r Eheoretical predictions for

v < 1: the differences may have resulted from variations in Q between

supersonic and subsonic modes. In general, the neglect of subsonic modes

seems justified for these short cylinclers: Szechenyi (1971) provides

further supporting evidence in a símilar experÍ-niental situation' In pípes

(A t> 1), the vibrational response tends to be cont.rolled by modes of 1ow

circumferenËial order in contrast to the siüration involving short, thin-

walled cylinders: the radiaÈion ratios of these 1ow n subsonic modes wíll

noÈ necessarily be negligible, so that these modes tend to have a stlong

influence on the radiation.

Junger ancl Feit (1972, p. 277) have develope-d a general airalyÈíca1-

approximation to orrrr as a function of K"r mr n and Â' I'ollowing their

analysís, an expressíon can be derived for the Pressure generated at- a

far-field point by an acceleration distribution of fixed circumferential

mode orcler but of arbitrary axíal form. The meÈhod of stationar:y phase

can be used to form an approximation Ëo thís pressure' whích can then be

specified to allow for a sínusoidal acceleration disËribution' The acousEic

pohTer can be obtained by integraÈing the energy flux from the pipe over

the surface of a large sphere centred on Èhe origin of the PíPe' usíng

equaËÍon tB.2], an expression for the modal radiation ratio rnay be forrned

Cos2

Sín2
L6^
ht

fi' m"

lB. 3l

as KA
ç-3- cos Ò dç

o

rlz

I
0

sine liti
K ACosç

(K"sín ç ) lz çt- ¡-3---¡ z¡ z¡nn

formandnll,wheremisthenumberoÎaxíaIhalf-wavelengthsandnis

Èhe number of full circumfer:entj-al rüaves. Cos2( ) ís used when m is odd,

and Sin2( ) ís used for m even. This expression requires numerical evalua-

tíon, although approximaLions can be applied effectively in certain siËrra-

Èions, such as when K" .. L and'Kr.. Kro and rqhen K"A tt 1 as well (Jurrger



and Fejt (L972, pp" 215-222)). For pipes, t,ilrere 
^ 

>> I and K, ' Ku, useful

approximations are noL generally possible.

In Fig. 8.1, numerical calcrrlations of or' aeainst Ka are presented

forÂ- 10, m=1, andvariousnfromlto4. IùhenK"'\ (í.e. subsonic

mocles), o clecreases as K* decreases aË a rate clependent on m, n and A, ttil"-

for K" > \ (i.e. supersonic modes), o = 1 (as suggesËed by Junger (1953)).

Curves of ooo' againsË K" for Â = 100 and m = 10 for the same range of n are

also presenÈed: the trvo sets of curves thus have the same value of Kor, bul-

different values of Â. The effect of íncreasing Â ís to further decrease

o _ (for low order n) aË values of K- < K .mnam
Alternatively, orr, "tt be plotted against *./\, as in Fig. 8.2

for the same modes. o = 1 when Ku t \ for all modes' as assurned in the

statistical analysis; however the sharp cut-off in o predicted in the stati-

stical analysis for K" < \ does not occur, except for high n. For exaniple,

for.[ = 10, ou = 0.1 aÈ *"/\ = 0.421 oLz = 0.1 at Ka/\ = 0.50; and

ol3 = 0.1 at *"/\ = 0.58. By neglecting the radiation from subsonic utodes,

large underestimates of the total acoustic radiatíon can occur at freguencies

where the modal densiËies of subsonic modes is greater than the rnodal densj-ty

of supersonic modes or when Ehe supersonic modes are more heavily damped

(by end losses or by acoustic radiaËion) than the subsonic modes
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